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The Newt Has Been

Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872

VOLUME 40

-

NUMBER

HOLLAND,

10

Miss Walvoord
Speaks to Sixth
Church Guild

Council

Approves

3

Hope Coeds

Three Hope College co • eds
will present speeches before
the Holland Rotary club on

Daily Rates

Really

Urn

PRICE TEN

5, 1964

Guests at Rotary

Ups Hospital

the Town Where Felke

Annual

BPW

CENTS

Grand Haven City Council

Report Filed

Resident Dies

With Council

services for Fred (Rappy) Kieft,

GRAND HAVEN -

Funeral

Tables

BPW

79, well known former farmer
Thursday.
A copy of the 69th annual re and businessman in the TriDella Kuiper has titled her
members of the Guild f o r Haven City Council and the Mu- speech “So You’re An Ameri- port of the Board of Public Cities who died Thursday in
ChristianService of Sixth Re- nicipal Hospitalboard Monday can, Aren’t You?” Carole Works was submitted to City Bradenton, Fla , were held
formed Church Tuesday evening night approved increases in the Kramer has as her topic “The Council Wednesday night, cov- at Hope Reformed Church in
Grand Haven at 2 p.m. Monday. /City Council Wednesday night
daily room rate at Municipal Child is the Father of the
at a regular meeting held in
Mr. Kieft was spending the tabled a recommendation of the
Hospital to bring them more Man,” Thelma Leenhouts will ering the 12-month period endthe church lounge.
closely on a par with rates at give her oration entitled “Men ing June 30, 1963. Copies of the winter in Florida when he be- Board of Public Works eliminWith her talk she showed Holland Hospital.
report are on file in the clerk’s came ill.
of Conscience.”
ating the $60 refund on water
Mr. Kieft was a communicant
Starting today, the following
slides of her work as head of
The three women will be pre- office and at the Board of Puband leader in Hope Church in hookup which has been in efthe hospital in Formosa and room rates take effect: Private sented to the Rotarians by Dr. lic Works in City Hall.
Grand Haven Township and fect since the water program
also told of the work among room will be $26, an increase of William Schrier, chairman of
Net income for the electric formerly was part owner of the was revamped some years ago
$1.50;
semi
private
rooms,
the tribes in the mountains.
the Hope speech department.
Miss Walvoord said there are $21.50, an increase of $1.50; Also present as guests will be department totaled $421,838.14,Screw Machine Specialties Co., to care for the needs of newly
ward beds $18, an increase of $1
11 million people on the Island
Jacob Ngwa, and M. Harold compared with $577,011.53 the here.
annexed areas to the city.
and newborn nursery care $11,
He was a farmer many years
of Formosa which is 250 miles
Mikle of the Hope Speech de- previousyear. It is this net inWINS AWARD - James W.
Previously,with all services
also an increase of $1. Holland's
come figure that City Council on Mercury Dr., and at one time
in length and 80 miles wide,
partment.
Brown, a chemical operator
rates for private rooms are $25
concentrated
in the core city
was
the
champion
sugarbeet
and 96 per cent of the people
at Parke, Davis & Company,
Following the program Miss may request up to half for the
to $27 and ward beds are $19
grower in the state.
there
had
been
no need for an
general
fund.
Reasons
the
fighas been given an initial still worship idols. About 2 per
Leenhouts and Mr. Ngwa will
Survivingare four daughters,
ure
was
lower
the
past
year
award of $600 for a suggest- cent of the Christians are Pro- a day.
incentive
to
use
the utilities.
leave for Detroit where they
The hospital board recently
Mrs. Hilmer Clausen, Spring
ion. Brown, who lives at 327
were
depreciation
plus
paying
testants.
will representHope at the 67th
Guy E. Bell, BPW superintenannounced that the hospital is
Lake, Mrs. Joe Vojack, St. Clair
Big Bay Dr., suggestedthe
Mrs. Henry A. Mouw presided
annual “Old • Line” oratorical $65,000 on the principal of the
currently
in
the
red
by
$30,000.
incorporationof a special filShores, Mrs. Durwood Fink- dent, explainedthat the $60 rerevenue bonds.
in the absence of the president
ter tank in a chemical process
Manager Ralph Tarr of the hos- contests sponsored by the
Net electrical investmentat beiner, Bay City, and Mrs. Ro- fund had failed to accomplish
and devotions were conducted
Michigan IntercollegiateSpeech
which would increase the
pital told council Monday night
bert Swanson, Grand Haven; six its aim and in laying 23 miles
by Mrs. Donald Zwiers. Mrs. that if the room occupancy con- League. They will be accom- the close of the year was $12,product yield.
sons, Franklin and William,
Ruth Nonhof was guest soloist tinues at 70 per cent as expect- panied by Schrier and Mikle 785,191.61 covering the James Spring Lake, Arthur , Grand of water line to 1,730 potential
De
Young
generating
station on
singing “Why Do I Sing About
ed, the increase in rates and who will serve as coach-judges West Third St. which has gen- Haven, Raymond, Grand Haven water users, only 591 or 34 per
Jesus” and ‘TU Sing It Today,” increased income from special for the contests.
Bill
Is
cent are using the service. He
erating power of 37,000 kilo- Township, and Alfred and John,
accompanied by Mrs. H. Slager. charges would net enough funds
Miss Kuiper will present her
California; two brothers,Paul said the rebate fouls up records
watts
and
the
standby
station
Lunch was served by the Mes- to enable the board to break speech on March 20 at the anGrand Haven Township, and
dames Robert Overway, Gordon even by June 30. the end of the nual Peace Contest to be held on Fifth St. which has 5,000 John, Bradenton, Fla., and many on assessment rolls in the askilowatts.
sessor office, in the auditor’s
Newly elected as president of Veurink, James Barkel and current fiscal year.
at the Universityof Michigan.
Total income for the year In grandchildrenand great grandoffice
and in the Board of PubHope College’s Inter-Fraternity Boyd De Boer.
the electrical department was children.
lic Works, and no other city
Council is Bill Brauer from
Nine-Year-Old Child
$2,127,809.01,compared with

GRAND HAVEN-The Grand

Request

the

street department were approv-

ed by City Council at a regular meeting in City Hall
Wednesday.In each case low
bid was taken.
Purchase of 100 manhole
covers and rings and 240 manhole steps will be from Neenah
Foundry Co., Neenah, Wis., pt
cost of $2,986 50. Various
quantities of concrete pipe and
man hole blocks will be purchased from Lamar Pipe Co.
of Grand Rapids for $8,649.90,
and vitrifiedclay pipe and Y's
and stoppers from Robinson
Clay Products Co. of A k r o n,
Ohio, for $8,898.

Fencing and a backstop at the
southwest corner of Riverview
Park to replace the grandstand
which was tom down will be
purchased from Cyclone Fence
Department, U.S. Steel Corp.,
for $1,452.80.

MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, MARCH

Grand Haven

Miss Jeane Walvoord, missionary to Formosa, addressed

Purchases
Several purchases for

NEWS

HOLLAOT) CITY

Holland

Brauer

IFC President

Council adopted a resolution
annexing the 28-acre Van Raalte
campus lying east of Fairbanks
Ave. to the city on petition of
Hope College. Such transfer Cadillac. He previously served
was approved by the Holland as the secretary-treasurerof
Township board Feb. 20 and it the Council. The out-going presi-

is expected this board will dent, Dick Emmert from Banadopt a similar resolution at a
gor is currently studying in
meeting tonight.
Washington, D C. Paul WackerWillard C. Wichers, chairman
of Hope College’s long-range barth from Hackensack, N.J.,
planning committee, expressed was elected to fill the vacated
sincere appreciationto Council secretary-treasurer
position.
for its continuingconcern and
The Inter-Fraternity Council
interest in the welfare of the
College and he also acknow- is the executive and judiciary
ledged the fine attitude of the body of Hope College’s five fratownship board in agreeing to ternities.Each fraternity is rethe transfer, pointing out that presented by two members on
it took courage to take such ac- the council. The senior memtion in the face of opposition on ber from each fraternity autothe part of some residents. The matically becomes a member

Don't Let Dogs

5Gb 10 VGGnStTO

Hurt

in Bus

Mishap

Run at Large

Zeeland

Peggy

Nine-year-old
Lou
Dies in
Sam Stephenson, director of Meredith, daughter of Mr. and
ZEELAND - Seblo Veenstra, the Office of Environmental Mrs. Seldon Meredith, route 4,
80, of 217 West McKinley Ave., Health, today cautionedall dog was in good condition today in
Zeeland, died at his home Tues- owners against letting their Holland Hospital following an
accident around 8 a m. when
day noon following a lingering dogs run at large.
illness.
Stephensonsaid complaints she ran into the side of a school
He was born In The Nether- always increase when the bus at 152nd Ave. and Riley St.
The child received a fractured
lands and came to the United weather improves in the early
States at the age of 18. He liv- spring, and his office has re- left leg and a laceration of the
ed in the Ellsworth area until ceived many calls in recent chin. Four teeth also were

moving to Zeeland about
years ago.

He was a

17

days.

former
Many of the complaintscome
member of the CharlevoixCom- from mothers of small children
munity Reformed Church and who become frightened when
was now a member of the large dogs with muddy paws
Faith Reformed Church in Zee- jump against them and knock
land.
of
the
Council’s
Judiciary
Comthem down. There have been
college petition for annexation
Surviving are the wife, Hat- relativelyfew complain t s
was addressed jointly to Coun- mittee. Dr. L. James Harvey,
tie; one daughter, Mrs. Ralph
against dog bites.
cil and the township board. assistantprofessor of educa(Mary) Van Houten of Holland;
tion
and
Dean
of
Students,
is
According to the city ordinThis annexationwill become eftwo sons, James of Grand Ra- ance code, no domestic animals
fective when the township the IFC's faculty advisor.
The Council’sresponsibilitiespidsand Bernard of Zeeland; except cats are allowed to run
adopts its resolution.
13 grandchildren; seven great
and
activities are varied and
at large. Off the premises such
A communicationfrom the
grandchildren;three sisters,
numerous.
Presently
the
IFC
is
animals must be led by suitable
Michigan Department of Health
Mrs. Herman Herres, M r s. leash under control of a comrevealed that a revaluation of rewriting the rules covering
Thomas Vander Slik and Mrs.
of fraternity
petent person.
the city milk program had been the administration
Gertie Elzinga all of Ellsworth;
rushing
and
initiation.
The
made to determine its complitwo brothers, Bert of Ellsworth
ance as a certified milk pro- Council is also in the process
and Cornelius of Hudsonville; C.S.
gram. In the opinion of the de- of planning mid-week inter-fraone brother-in-law, Nick Brock
ternity
“bull
sessions”
which
partment, the bcal program is
Heart
are to be held with college pro- of Ellsworth.
creditable and acceptable.

$2,042,474.15the previous year.
Total assets for the water department were listed at $4,738,318.51. Total grass income for
the 12-month period was $366,-

A

Board

of

Review

Opens Meetings
The Holland Board of Review

live

in annexed areas appeared con-

cerned over

understandings

total

of 715 tax bills on personal prop-

out the other side.

$169,023.47 of which city users

Tree Blocks Traffic

HAMILTON -

Councilmen Richard W. Smith

and Morris Peerbolt who

of 1,223,083,000 started work Tuesday on their which Smith characterizedas
gallons of water was pumped four days of hearings on local annexation promises. Bell said
during the year, compared with assessments.Lucien Raven was eliminating the rebate would af-

825.29.

1,240,651,000the previous year.
elected president and Elmer J.
This reflected to some degree Rowder vice president.
the rainfall which measured 33.7
Several communications were
inches for the year ending June
read and a few persons appear30, 1963, and 30.66 inches for the
ed before the board. Meetings
knocked out.
year ending June 30, 1962.
will continue through Friday.
The driver of the bus, Thomas
Net income for the water de- Hours are 9 a m. to noon and
Bossardet,of 19 West 27th St., partment was $11,735.31,com1 to 4 p.m.
Holland, was able to stop the pared with $80,315.15 the preRaven said the board is conbus before the rear wheels vious year. Main reason for the tinuing its custom of several
reached the child.
reduction was a $70,000 pay- past years in assessing approxWitnesses said the girl, a ment on revenue bond princiimately one-third of fair market
fourth grader at Pine Creek pal.
value. Also under consideration
school, had dropped a piece of
Total assets of the sewage de- is personal property assesswood into a creek and darted partment were listed at $2,357,ments. It was pointed out that
across the road to see if it 154.66. Gross income totaled

came

in Michigan has such a plan.

Allegan County

erty this year, only 15 were depaid $165,843.66 in sewer ser- linquent.
vice charges.A total of $65,000
was transferredto the city’s
general fund to apply on pay- Mrs. Jennie
ment of general obligation sewer bonds. Net income for the Funeral Rite
year was listed at $104,023.47;
Mrs. Jennie Teune, 68, of 807
compared with $84,629.14, for
Bertsch Dr., wife of Edward
the previous year.

Teune
Today

fect only new projects, that previous contractswould be honored for the 10-year period th«
rebate was offered.
Randall C. Bosch, BPW president, pointed out that the board
is entrustedwith the management of utilitiesand he recommendation had followed a
thorough study. He pointed out
the board absorbs 25 per cent
of all costs of water lines and
taid reserveswere diminishing
and it is most necessary to

maintain a healthy financial
condition in arranging for the

sale of revenue bonds.
He suggested that if Council
could not approve the deletion
of the rebate at present that the

whole subject be referredback
to the board for another study, possibly with an aim of
providing a rebate within one
year instead of 10 years.
tree, blown down
the
Answering Councilmen’squesstorm, blocked the road.
Teune,
died
Friday
afternoon
tions,
Bell said the average waDE LAND, Fla. - Charlie S.
A report by the Board of fessors.
ter
bill
in the city is $30 a year,
at
Holland
Hospital
following
an
Earlier this year the CounBaldus, 74, of 601 River St.,
Public Works on lighting South
and that non-metered water is
extended
illness.
cil
decided
to
award
a
trophy
Washington Ave. south of 32nd
Spring Lake, died at his home
Mrs. Teune was born in Chi- used only for fire protection,
St. stated it would require 73 to the fraternity with the best
in De Land, Fla., followinga
at
cago
and has been a Holland flushing mains and a small aunits of 10,000 lumens each per literary meetings throughout
heart attack. He was born in
resident
for the past three mount of line loss.
the
year.
Another
award
which
mercury vapor lamp. Cost of
Is
HUDSONVILLE - Henry Ver Nunica and retired eight years
Also on the water front, Counyears. She was a member of
the
IFC
makes
each
semester
installationwas listed as $27,Hage, 77, of 5476 Wilson St. ago after being employed at
cil
set April 1 as date for hearCity Council accepted for 122 to 99 or a loss of 19 per cent, Maple Ave. Christian Reformed
339.75 with cost to the city of is the scholastic trophy which Hudsonville, died at his home Continental Motor in Muskegon.
ing
on seven water main proChurch.
$4,818 per year on the basis of goes to the fraternity with the Tuesday afternoonfollowing a
Surviving are the wife, the study Wednesday night a report Parking meter proceeds for the
jects scheduled for installation
highest
grade-point
average.
Surviving
besides
her
hus$66 for each lamp. The report
former Mable Edwards; four compiled by City Manager Herb six-month period from June 15
short illness.
During the first semester this
band, Edward, are a son, Henry this year.
was accepted for study.
Mr. Ver Hage lived in Hud- daughters,Mrs. Marvin Kamp Holt on the feasibilityof some to Dec. 15, 1963, was $1,666 cornThe projects follow:
Council approved Plymouth year the Council sponsored the sonville55 years and was found- of Rockford, 111., Mrs. George type of angle parking in meter- pared with the same period in M. Stob of Cicero, 111.; three
In Homestead Ave., from 19th
first
All-Greek
Literary
meetdaughters,
Mrs.
Clarence
(Ann)
1962 of $1,807 or an 8 per cent
Acres plat developed by Wiler of the Ver Hage Motor Sales Yonkers and Mrs. David Lyons ed offstreet parking lots comto
20th Sts., and in 19th St.
ing
at
which
time
a
notable
Boerema
of
Holland;
Mrs.
Edliam C. De Roo after presentaCo. in Hudsonville and Holland, both of Spring Lake. Mrs. Hugh parable to the modification loss. During the same two sixfrom a point 141 feet west of
speaker
was
invited
to
the
ward
(Lenore)
Jelinek
of
Cicmonth
periods,
parking
meter
tion of five copies of the proposbeing in business for 50 years. Hyde of Grand Haven; five made in one of the Seventh St.
ero, and Mrs. Konrad (Jean) Homestead Ave. to a point t34
ed plat, abstract of title, filing college.
He was a board member of sons, Curtis. Robert and Calvin lots between College and Cen- proceeds from the Kresge lot
increasedfrom $2,799 to $2,844, Marcus of Holland; 42 grand- feet east of Homestead Ave.
fees, and copy of restriction
tral Aves.
the Mel Trotter 11 is si on in
In Ruth Ave. from Bluebell
tee’s
responsibility
agreementon plat. This plat
But it is not likely that such and the parking meter fund in children; six stepchildren, Mrs.
Grand Rapids and member of Spring Lake and Allyn of
its entirety including the modi- Herman Decker, Henry Teune, Dr. to 32nd St.
had been approved by the Plan- complaints concerning any of
changes
will
be
made
very
the Christian Business Men’s Grant; two sisters, Mrs. Lora
In Janice St. from Black Bass
ning CommissionOct. 16, 1962. the five fraternities.
soon. The report reveals that fied lot increased from $19,484 John Teune, Mrs. Edwin ZylsCommittee in Grand Rapids. He Gordon of Nunica and Mrs.
Ave.
to Myrtle Ave., in Black
Other
members
of
the
Intertra, Peter Teune, and Gerritt
City Manager Herb Holt exwith parking space at a prem- to $19,727.
also served on the Hudsonville Fanny Eckhoff of Muskegon;
Bass
Ave. from Janice St. to
Fraternity
Council
are:
Cosplained this is the first plat in
ium, the available space should
To the extent that parking Teune, all of Chicago.
Christian School Board as well four brothers, Earl and Nelson
Marlene
St., in Joyce Ave.,
mopolitan-Ron
Mulder
and
Jim
the city following the incrementbe used as much as possible, meter proceeds measure usage,
as being a member of the Gi- of Nunica, Max of Coopersville
from Janice St. to Marlene St.,
Reimersma;
Fraternal
—
Bob
al development plan in which
comfort and convenience not- then the following observations
deons and active in other civic and Cecil of Ludington; 31
and in Marlene St. from Black
various sections are approved White and David Nash; Arcawithstanding.He asks, “Is it are true:
grandchildren;seven great
and church affairs.
Bass Ave. to Joyce St.
as development progresses on a dian — John Knapp and Ken
better to have an inconvenient
1. Reducing the number of
Surviving are his wife, Grace; grandchildren.
In 35th St. from Pine to CenDulow;
Knickerbocker
—
John
at
much larger tract.
place to park than no place at availablespaces by providing
tral Aves.
five sons, Dick, Harold, Henry
Wormuth
and
Tim
Miner;
Council adopted a city manaall?”
angle parking reduces the overGRAND HAVEN - Bernard In 19th St. from Diekema Ave.
John Nyboer J., Eugene and Lloyd all of 2 Automobiles Collide
ger’s recommendationregard- Emersonian
The value of existing space all usage of the lot.
Hudsonville;16 grandchildren;
Reghel, 70, from 27 Prospect to Plasman Ave.
ing annual renewal of liquor and Bob Folkerts.
was
most
dramatically
reflect2.
Usage
does
not
decrease
in
At Local Intersection
two great grandchildren;three
In Graafschap Rd. from a
licenses. Reports from the poed in the attitude of downtown direct proportionto the reduc- St., well-known business man
point
1,487 feet south of 32nd
sisters,Mrs. George Bolt, Mrs.
here
for
many
years,
died
earCars driven by Leonard John merchants during periods of tion of spaces since a reduction
lice chief, city sanitarian and
Henry Vander Molen and Mrs. Buursma, 20, of 353Mj West 17th heavy snow when it was neces- in this case of 19 per cent of ly today in Municipal Hospital St. to a point 259 feet south of
others indicated no objections
Lambert Meyaard all of Hud- St., and Julie Ann Haworth, sary to use some spaces for available space resulted in an following a long illness. He en- 40th St.
to renewal of existing liquor
Dies of
In 37th St. from Columbia
tered the hospital Wednesday.
sonville.
16, of 50 West 27th St., collided snow storage. The demand for 8 per cent reductionin usage.
licenses.
Ave. to Lincoln Ave.
Mr.
Reghel
was
bom
in
immediate
snow
removal
was
Followinga fire districthearat 7:45 p.m. Monday at the inHowever, the busier the lot beWilliam F. Machiele, 43 of
..
Council also held public hearing in which no objections were
tersectionof 30th St. and Wash- vigorous on the grounds that fore modification, the more the Grand Haven and married Miss
613 Pinecrest Dr., died early
W 161
ings
on four paving projects and
Florence
Knapp
at
Grayling
in
voiced, council approved the apington Ave. The front end of each space is of vital impor- usage will decrease after modiSaturday at his home fol. r i
four
sanitary sewer projects.
1917.
He
was
la
World
War
I
plication of Breuker and Den
the Buursma car and the right tance.
fication. For example, the usage
lowing a heart attack.
at SI
All four sewer projects were apveteran
and
operated
an
insurBleyker to locate a garage for
side of the Haworth car were
The report revealed that mak- of the lot on Ninth St. between
He was a salesman for Ter
proved as follows: 37th St., Costorage purposes at the rear of Haar-Venhuizen Motor Sales, a
ing the necessary changes for River and Central, may de- ance business here 34 years. He
Henry Wieling, 51, of 126 152nd damaged.
lumbia Ave. west to end; Pine
formerly
owned
the
Oval
Inn
on
property at 729 Lincoln Ave. veteran of World War II and Ave., died at Holland Hospital
Buursma was headed north angle parking in four lots (one crease in almost direct proporAve.,
37th St. to a point 136
Lake
Michigan.
Also approved was an applica- a member of the Disabled early Saturday after being on Washington and Miss Ha- on Seventh and three on Ninth) tion to the decrease in the numHe was a former director of feet south; 19th St., Plasman
tion from Don Brink Excavat- American Veterans. He had hospitalized for two weeks. He worth east on 30th St. City po- would reduce present 296 spaces ber of spaces.
ing for permissionto move the driven a West Ottawa School
3. Each remaining angle the Chamber of Commerce, to Diekema Aves.; 37th St., Cowas born in Holland and at the lice charged Miss Haworth to 242 and would cost $1,800.
former president of the Cham- lumbia to Lincoln Aves.
garage from 181 East 35th St. bus for the past nine years.
present time was employed by with failure to yield the right
On the DuMez lot where 60- space in a modifiedlot is used ber of Commerce Resort ComThree paving projects were
more
than
each
straight-in
to the Lincoln Ave. site.
Surviving are the wife, Don- the Dykhuis Construction Co. of of way. Mrs. Mary Buursma,
On recommendationof the na; two daughters,Linda, and Grand Haven. He had served 20, was released after treat- degree angle parking was put in space prior to modification, but mittee, a member and past ex- approved and a fourth was apas an experiment,the modifica- not enough more to overcome alted ruler of the Grand Haven proved in part. Approved were
city manager, Council okayed a
Rita, and one son, Billy, all at in the U.S. Navy during World ment for a bruised shoulder in
Elks Lodge and a member of 38th St., Central to Pine Aves.;
buildingpermit to constructa home; his mother, Mrs. Jennie
tion reduced the spaces from the loss of spaces.
Holland Hospital.
War II.
39th St., Central to Pine Aves.,
the Masonic Lodge.
new Standard service station at Harrison,presently in Florida;
Survivingare the wife, Daisy
He is survivedby the widow. and 37th St., Central Ave. west
1162 Washington Ave.
one sister, Mrs. Allie (Rose) Smith Wieling; one daughter,
to end. Because of objections of
Also approved was a trans- Smit.
Sally Jo.; two sons, David H.
four property owners on East
fer in a liquor license for DelHolland Man Joins
and Ronald A. all at home; two
17th St., east of the C and O
wyn Van Tongeren changing
brothers, John Wieling of PonGrand
Haven
Law
Firm
railroad tracks, the proposal to
Donald Baker for Gerald Ra- which is still docked at the tiac and Case Wieling of Holpave 17th St. from Columbia to
lower
end
of
Lake
Macatawa.
maker as partner for the WoodGRAND HAVEN
Calvin
land; two sisters. Mrs. Mary
Lincoln Aves. was approved for
Mayor
Nelson
Bosman
replied
en Shoe Tap Room. This action
Bosman, a graduate of Holland
Marcus and Mrs. Martin Goodthat section between the tracks
followed a communication from he had seen plans for refurHigh School and Hope College
will both of Grand Rapids.
and Columbia Ave. The tracks
the Liquor Control Commission. bishing the ship as a restaurant
at Holland,has joined the law
lie about midway in the block.
and
said
the
owner
expects
to
Council tabled for further
firm at Grand Haven of Harry
City Engineer Laverne Serne
study a city manager's recom- have this work done in Holland Officers Investigate
Lieffers, Jr., 300 Washington
said
paving half a block premendation to purchase a parcel hiring local labor.
2 Breakins in County
St.
sents
some maintenanceprobCouncilman
Richard
W.
Smith
of property in the vicinity of
He resides at 1338 Washing- lems, but said the same condiGRAND
HAVEN
Ottawa
said
he
had
noticed
an
expendi11th St. and Fairbanks Ave. in
ton with his wife Evelyn. After
tion exists on 20th St. which
connectionwith erecting a new ture in the Board of Public sheriff’sofficers are investigatgraduatingfrom the Detroit Colalso is paved west of the track
street department garage. The Works minutes authorizinga ing two breakins during the
lege of law, Bosman was emto Columbia Ave. He said the
study
for
a
new
administration
weekend,
one
at
a
summer
delay was suggested by Counployed by an insurance firm in
grade on the half-block improvecilman Eugene Vande Vusse building. Smith felt that with home on Spring Lake and anoDetroit.
ment would be adjusted to the
data processingbecoming morel ther at a house under construcwho questioned appraisal.
track,
offering some improvepopular,
a
study
should
be
tion
at
1821
South
Shore
Dr.
in
A report by the city manager
Car Runs Off Road
ment in design.
made
into
possibilities
of
utilizHolland.
reviewed a complaint by Mr.
A car driven by Jay FormsA petitionfor a sanitarysewJack Hobeck, Holland builder,
and Mrs. Ray Wagenveld con- ing space on the third floor of
ma,
38,
of
116
West
23rd
St.,
er
in 23rd St. from Plasman to
cerning neighborhood commer- City Hall with a view to in- reported the house on South
ran
off the road on a curve on GraafschapRd. was referred
stalling
machines
which
could
Shore
Dr.
was
entered
Saturcial activity on the Tony DozeM-40 just east of the C and O to the city manager for report.
man property at 27th St. and be used by all city departments day or Sunday and $150 worth
tracks in a fog at 9 p.m. TuesA petition for water service
Michigan Ave. Arrangements inciuding the police department of hardware and other goods
day.
Formsma
was
examined
in
20th St. from Homestead to
have been made to discontinue and schools. The city manager were missing.
in
Holland
hospital
for
head
Diekema
Aves. also was reThe
other
break
in
was
at
the
was
instructed
to
make
a
study.
truck deliveries between 10 p.m.
bruises but did not require treat- ferred to the city manager for
Mayor Bosman presided at summer home of Henry Quint
and 7 a m. It was the opinion
ment. City police investigated. study. Jacob Jansen, of 493
of the city sanitarian that the the meeting which lasted two of Grand Rapids located on
were at the Herman Miller AdministrationCenPLAN TOKYO DISPLAY
Hugh De Pree,
West 20th St., put in a ape< ial
Spring
Lake.
A
rod
was
jammed
hours
and
10
minutes.
InvocaDozeman property is in compliter in Zeeland last week to make final plans
(right* president of the Herman Miller, Inc.,
A
daughter was born Wednes- plea for water service, stating
into
the
lock
on
a
side
door
tion
was
given
by
Eugene
ance with orders of the Board
lor marketing Herman Miller furniture in
Zeeland, and Con Boeve Heft', director of the
day in Zeeland Community Hos- he hud carried water in cream
Schecle,superintendentof City and several small radias, a vacJapan. Upon leaving Zeeland, the betan refirm's InternationalDivision, are shown here
of Appeals.
pital to Mr. and Mrs. Roger (•ail* for quite some time. Thii
presentativesvisited Herman Miller showrooms
with representativesof Isetan, Tokyo’s leading
Councilman John Van herden Mission.All Councilmen wereluum sweeper, electric shaver,
Meyer, 3033 Homewood St., i project might be included InAhe
in
Chicago,
New
York,
Lea.
Angeles
and
San
present
except
Donal^
Oosterfan.
tools
and
other
goods
were
department
stare
In
center
are
Shoji
Kurokawa,
aaked about developments on
Grandville.
i 1964 program.
Francisco.
Tadaomi
Muunoe
and
Masunuhu
Hutu,
who
baan.
I
th« “eyesore” Alabama which
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Henry Ver

Succumbs
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sheriff’s deputies reported to-

day that traffic was delayed
about two hours this morning
on M-40 in Hamilton where a
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Hope Policies

Age Groups

mA
Mi

Listed for

Dr.

A.

J'

WH

\

Synod plus those of the classes
Hope College administrators for

ic

under 1 year. Children between
the ages of 1-5 numbered 4,926
and to those from ages 6-14,
doses were given to 9,891.
Young adults between 15 and
19 years numbering 3,881 received the vaccine treated sugar
cubes. In the 20-39 bracket
there were 8,929 participating

county Saturday, April
Brachman announced.

Local

The
IPS'

4 A 5

program and

policies

the college’s faculty, students,
facilities

dis-

detail.

Members of the c o 1 e g e 's
Board of Trustees and College
1

Zeeland

The Chix were

meets Kneeling (left
to right) are Al Wyngarden, Bob Rynsburger.
Jim Rynsburger,John Blauwkamp,Pilchard
and Keith Miyamoto. Standingare Heyboer,
Gary Van Haitsma, Jerry Van Noord, Clair
5-7 in dual

administrators were on band to

make

phases of college
ulty

variety of charges.

At an examination,Bruce

was

sions; facilitiesby

form-

“Who

Is a

:

sang a solo in the morning and

I

a women's quartet consisting of

Mrs. Wayne Folkert, Mrs. Kenneth Dannenberg,Mrs. Andy
Naber and Mrs. M. Van Ark
sang “Beautiful Words of
Jesus.” They were accompanied
by Mrs. Gerald Kleinheksel.
The Rev. John L. Bult of the
ChristianReformed Church
chose as his sermon subjects
1 Sunday “Putting Off the Old
Man and Putting On the New”
and Barbabbas Preferred to

The 2nd grade Singing Blue

Rein

Vis-

acher, Busness Manager; finances by Henry Steffens, treasurer; long range planning by
Willard C. Wichers, board
member; Board of Trustees by
Ekdal Buys, chairman.
President Calvin A. Vander
Werf closed the session with a
short talk in which he underlined Hope's importance to the Reformed Church and the Reformed Church's importance to the

guest minister

the Church” and

ing and Kathy Givens treated.
Lorna VanWieren, Scribe.

by Dean

James

Christian.” Jerrold Kleinheksel

our dolls at the Feb. 24th meet-

presented

OverM

Several persons appeared in
Municipal Court Tuesday on a

finished

was

William Vander Lugt; regarding

student life by Dean
Harvey; spiritual life by the
Rev. Allan Cook, college pastor; admissionsby Albert TimThe Rev. August Tellinghuis- mer, Director of Admis-

Reformed Church Sunday. He chose as his sermon
subjects “What’s Wrong With

We

activities.

Information regarding the fac-

in the

The Laughing Blue Birds met
at the home of their leader,
Mrs. Givens, on Feb. 10. Roll
was called and dues collected
by Karen Geidelman. We made
valentines and Lorna VanWieren
treated the group. On Feb. 17,
we made doll heads and Dawn

statements and answer

questions regardingthe various

South and Lutke. Bill Zeerip is missing from the
picture. Tom Pratt is the
! coach and Kit
Kil Karaten
the manager.
(Robertson photo)

er pastor

treated.

and program were

cussed in

Hears Cases

Beckman

Dykstra,

lations, matters pertaining to

en of Oaklawn, 111., a

The charge was reduced to

interpret to

Hope's Director of Church Re-

,

Engaged

the local court for examination.

and

by the Rev. A A.

J

i

Court

of 116 East 34th
St., pleaded guilty to simple
larceny and will return later
for sentence. He was originally
charged with aiding and abetting in nighttimebreaking and
enteringin connection with a
breakin at the Wooden Shoe
Texaco station,and had appeared in Circuit Court where
his case was remanded back to

relate

the group of 26 ministersthe

During the meeting, arranged

High’s wrestling team finished fourth in the
Class B Regional wrestlingtournament last
week and six wrestlers will compete in the state
tourney Friday and Saturday at Michigan State
University.Competing in the state meet will be
regional champions Bob and Jim Rynsburger
and Gary Pritchard along with consolationcontestantsRay Lutke, Ed Heyboer and Bill Zeerip.

Hammon. 20,

purpose of the meeting

was to

might be better able to inform their various
classes which meet in regular
session next week.

TAKE FOURTH IN REGIONAL -

11,

Room.

in order that they

J

A surprising number of adults
—9,729 in the 40 and over age
group — were treated.
According to Brachman, Allegan county doctors who sponsored the clinic would have
been happier if 80 or 85 per
cent of the
th 58,000 plus potentianl had turned out. They estimated attendance at about 70
per cent.
The second In a series of
three clinics will be held in the

in

the Phelps Hall Conference

college’s

,

in the clinic.

a luncheon meeting Tuesday

W ’mm

i

Of a total 38,382 doses administered, 726 were given to infants

i

Reformed

gan's first county-widepolio immunizationclinic held Saturday,

group who received the Sabin

coln School, At left is Miss Linda Hossink, a
Co-op student from Zeeland High School who
works part time at the Sentinel.
Sentinel photo)

officer* of the

Church classes of the Michigan
of Chicago and Uliana met with

oral vaccine.

C UB SCOUTS VISIT SENTINEL - A tour of the
Sentinel Monday afternoon delighted this group
of Cub Scouts coming from Zeeland. They are
members of Dens 1 and 5 of Pack 48 from Lin-

Pastors

Alle-

has released figures showing the
number of residents in each age

A

RCA

26
The

r

y ^

Peter

Brachman, chairman of

Interpreted for

/

Polio Clinics
ALLEGAN -

E
r

college.

Dr. Vander Werf pointed out
the potential that the college
has in producing future church
leaders and emphasized the role
which the church has in maintaining its colleges.

!

Giving the invocation was the
^akcwood school
Rev. Russell Vande Bunte of
met
on Feb. 25 and made scraption.
the Holland Classis. The Rev.
Lernv Mol ter, 21, of 224 books. We decorated them and
John
Staat of the Muskegon
Miss Susan Claire Vos
put them together with yarn. We
Jesus.”
Woouward, Zeeland, similarly
Classis closed the meeting with
will put pictures in them. When
Both of the Christian Endeavcharged and remanded back
prayer.
we were finished, we sang a Mr. and Mrs. Gene D. Vos of
for examination, also was
702 West Barnes, Lansing, an^
ChufrTch
In addition to Rev. Vanda
song and played a record. Sherri
nnunrp
VISIT SENTINEL - Fifth grade Camp Fire
scheduled to appear Tuesday
Monday with their leaders Mrs. Gleon Bonnette
nounce thp
the pnvavpmpnt
engagement nf
of thpir
their showed the film LiteracyUn- Bunte, the Revs. Henry A.
Koning, Scribe.
girls from Washington School listen as Miss
and Mrs. Dale Van Lente. shown in back row.
but his case was adjourned for
daughter,Susan Claire, to Lee locking the Bible in South Mouw and Stuart Blaauw repThe Hurricane Blue Birds of
Asia." In the junior group
Joan Van Lente (far right) explains one of the
Miss Van Lente is a Co^-op student from West
tu/n u/pplfc
Harrington school held their J- 0verbeek* son of Mr- and Margery Darbee was chairman; resented the Holland Classis at
processes in putting a newspaper together.The
Ottawa who works part time at the Sentinel.
Earl Adams. 36, of 224 Wall
meeting on Feb. 24. We painted ^0rsJf,on,^? J’ 0verbeek of Prayer was offered by Clifford the meeting. Representing the
Tonda Camp Fire group visited the Sentinel
(Sentinel photo)
St., Zeeland, was bound over
338 West 21st St.
Zeeland Classis were the Rg^
the ash trays we made the week
The couple will be married on Haverdink; Scripture was read Albert Mansen, the Rev. Aaron
to Circuit Court following exbefore. Cherrie Tedaldi, Scribe.
by
Roger
Slotman;
Special
April 4.
Mrs. Mary Koning Dies
aminationTuesday on a charge
Optimists View Film
On Feb. 10, the 5th grade OLongfellow
music was by Calvin Kleinhek- Roskamp and the Rev. Jacob
of taking indecent liberties with
Blaauw.
ki-ci-ya-pigroup of Beechwood
In Douglas Hospital
On Highway Safety
sel and Donna De Witt was
a three-year-old child. He will school had a Valentine party at
Knoll furnished the cake and pianist. In the intermediate
DOUGLAS - Mrs. Mary Kon- The program for the luncheon appear in the higher court the home of their Guardian. We
Mrs. Knoll furnished the candy 8rt)up Gail Haan was discus
Folkert
Longfellow School Cub Pack ing, 89, of route 2, Fennville. meeting of the Holland Noon April 13. Bond of $100 was con- had punch and German cookies
hearts. A short businessmeet.|s'on. '^er. Wanda Hoops was
tinued.
8055 held their annual Blue and
that Roxanne Den Uyl brought.
r it j rs p
(chairman; Scripturewas read
Martin Cleypool, of 60 East We played games. On Feb. 17, ing followed. On Feb. 17, we,by Rona|d K|e£. Prayer was Dies in Overisel
Gold Banquet in the Longfellow
“ » • >
•
"fr
Hospitalearly Wednesday fol- 0f Les yan rv
14th St., paid fine and costs of we had popcorn for our treat.
gym last Thursday evening, with
went to the Northland Bowling offered by David Plasm an;
Mannes Folkert, 76, of OveriRoger Knoll, cub master presid- lowing a lingering illness. He provided a film entitled $13.90 on a charge of permit- We sang songs and said the Alley. Susan Miles treated with Ruth Folkert was pianist.
sel
(route 3, Holland) died
ting
his
dog
to
run
at
large.
She
was
a
life
member
of
"The
Case
of
Officer
Hildeing. The tables were decorated
Wood - Gatherers Desire. We
18,
of
1109 made hospital tray favors in
by the Cubs, with the themes Bethel Chapter, No. 173, OES. bJand' ’ This [nt1etres'mf?Hfilra. Jerry McFall,
n
barschosen by the dens. The potluck
t .u
• showed some of the hazards of: Butternut Dr., paid fine and remembrance of George WashT,a:la t.en;ya
Folkert Pand Ronald , retir d
raonZ
dinner was opened with prayer and a member of the Womens {jj-jyjng such as speeding,not costs of $14.90 on a charge of ington’s birthday. Mary Jo Van
Camp
Fire
group
from
LakeHarmsen.
The
members
of the 0f
Overisel
Reformed
Club and the Rubenstein Club giving full attention,driving illegal transportationof alco- Wieren led the closing. On Feb.
by Howard Van Egmond.
wood school met at the home of young peoples society of the Church whe hr erved » ™ld
while one is sleepy, selfishly de- holic beverages.
24, Beth Plaggemars brought their leader. Mrs. Koning on Christian Reformed Church can- er irm.nv ve.rs He had .S.
The program for the evening of Fennville.
many years. He naa also
She is survived by two sons. manding priority and careless- Others arraigned were Roger brownies for the treat. We op- Feb. 24. Mrs. Bruischart then vassed the Conereeation last
was opened by den 2, Mrs. J.
ness.
Kuiken, of 481 Pinecrest Dr., ened our meeting by singing took us to Mand to the “House week Monday evenfng for young ^or many Tetri
William
of
Toledo.
Ohio,
and
Bradford den mother. The meetJim Frans, gumball chair- overtime parking.$5.90; Lloyd the Law of Camp Fire and reAlbert of Fennville; one daughing was then turned over to Ivan
man. turned in a check for
ter, Mrs. Merrill Kingsbury of
Walcott of Plainwell. who show- Avon Lake. Ohio; four grand- $43.39 for youth work.
ed black light murals. The first children; five great grandchilmural depicted the inspiration dren; one sister, Mrs. Bessie 'Leap Year' Party Held
way, $17; Frederick Zigterman, the following officers:Pres., cussed the trip. We all enjoyed
,{0^n Bu*J de‘ Folkert of Overisel; two daughfor the writing of “The Star
of 568 Ramona St., speeding, | Mary Jo Van Wieren: Vice- it very much. Debbie Koning, clined his call from the DecaTidsdale of Grand Rapids.
By Vicki Sackett, 12
ters, Miss Frieda Folkert of
Spangled Banner” along with
$15, and right of way, $17; Jun-! Pres., Dawn VanDenHeuvel; Scribe.
tur Christian Reformed Church.
Vicki Sackett who was 12 ior Roberts,of 4067 64th Ave., Sec.. Jane Raak; Treas., Kristhe playing of the national anOn Feb. 17, the Odako Camp Mrs. James Hoffman of Hoi- Overisel, and Mrs. Albert
John Woldinga, 82;
(Irene) Ter Haar Jr., of Forest
years old Saturday celebrated
them.
ti Coffman; Scribe, Beth Plag- Fire girls met at the home of land entertained at a sisters
no oerator’s license, $19.
her third “Leap Year" birthday
Mr. Walcott also showed in Dies in Nebraska
gemars. We also played “Panto- their leader. Mrs. F. Koster. get-together with a dinner at Grove; 19 grandchildren;one
anniversary with a party in the
black light how important it is
mime.” Mary Jo Van Wieren 1 We elected new officers as foi- the Eten House last week. The great-grandchild;one sister,
NORTH PLATTE, Neb.
afternoon at her home on route Junior League Project
for a Cub Scout to work at beled us in singing the Closing lows: pres , Kathy Barret; vice- guests were Mrs. John Rigter- Mrs. John Noor of Holland; two
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Edward
John
Woldinga.
82.
died
at
North
1,
Fennville.
ing a Scout, and that the reTeam Captains Listed
Song. Beth Plaggemars, Scribe, pres., Jeanne Lemson; sec., ink of Overisel,Mrs. Zachary
Folkert and Mrs. Henry Folwards come from the work and Platte. Neb. Wednesday morn- The party was given by
The 6th grade Camp Fire Gayle VanLopik;treas., Sally
Members of the Junior Weione
play together. In connection ing followingan extended ill- Vicki’s mother. Mrs. Lawrence
girls of Beechwood school (Ne- Rosendahl and scribes, Ruth clT^Zoef o^^llmTre ^rslhr^h T^i °* i0veri v^ii °n1
R.
Sackett.
who
was
assisted
lare
League
have
been
divided
Faith Srhnnn and SHpL
brotheMn-laW,James
of
with the advancements Mr. WalTop-ew group) toured the hospi- Vereekp
Vereeke, Fa. h Schoon and Shel- Albert Scholtenof Holland and! Overisel
Mr. Woldinga was bom in the by Vicki’s aunt. Mrs. Elmer into teams for distribution in tal. Mrs. Van Dyke took us ly Koster. We also made snow Mrs. John Overbeek of East
cott showed in Indian signs how
an Indian boy grew to become Netherlands and moved to the Van Dyke of Holland. Games connectionwith the group's through the x-ray room, kitchen statues and Sally Rosendahl Saugatuck.The afternoon was
.
T*"' — -----4 lie auernoon was a a
an accepted adult. Also he show- West Olive area as a child. In were played and refreshments cookbook project,
and the maternity ward. Mary treated. On Feb. 24. we made spent in shopping after which !
ed in black light and on record- approximately 1929, he moved served,
Team captainsare Mrs. Ron Lceuw treated us with candy designs
put on our vests
and they
returned to the
o— to
-r—
----un;/ iciumcu
me
*1 I x i
ed tape the sights and sounds of to Hopkins and lived there un- Invited were Patty Carter, A p p 1 e d o r n, Mrs. John Van 5ars \ye were accompanied by
our leaders showed us how to home for refreshments and a OUllCl
a typical night at Boy Scout til about 15 years ago when he Theresa Rumsey, Julie McKel- Dam, Mrs. Thomas Williams, i 0ur leader. Mrs. R. Hanson. We sew on our beads. Mrs. S. Van social time.
camp.
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simple larceny at the examina-
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Scribe.
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GuWotMKim
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two daughters. Mrs. Clarence Case and Roxanne Johnson^ of man Kalkman._____ _________ | The Ta-wa-alan-si-yaCamp Ann Vereeke.
Reformed Church were incited its monthly
Freddy Williams. Dick Rupp, i Brouwer of Holland and Mrs. Fennville.and Karen Van I The group spent three years Fire group of Harringtonschool
to a meeting of the society at evening with the president,Mrs.
Lon Rupp, Bob Race. Mike Jennie Rav of Toie(i0j ohi(); ; Dyke. Patty Miller. Peggy Mil- compilingthe book which is en- had a Valentine’s Day dinner When two people are always the East SaugatuckChristian i William Sweta, presiding,
Kouw. Jim Beedon and Dean two grandchildren;one sister. ler- Sandy Van Den Berge. titled “Eet Smakelijk.” Pro- ofbar-b-cues,frenchfries.pic-m an argument, they are said Reformed Church Monday even- 1 Mrs. Gene Sh.rn w
Gene Sharp was in
Kapenga. Wolf badges were preMinnie Koeman of Hoi- Wend-V Schultz and Nancy Sik- ceeds will go into the club's kies, cottage cheese, pineapple, to be at loggerheads. A logger- ing. An interestingprogram was charge
of devotions. Taking
sented to Steve Blanton. Judson
kel, all of Holland.
charity fund.
cake and ice cream. Roxanne head is a large marine turtle.
presented.
part in the devotionalperiod
Bradford, Robert Ekema, Dav-'
were Mrs. Lyle Hop, Mrs. Don
id Smith, Curtis Peters. Scott
LePoire, Mrs. William Strating
Van Antwerp and Tim ZuverMission Director
Royal Neighbors Club
and Miss Loretta Sharp.
ink. Wolf badges and a gold ar- Speaks to Kiwanians
Has Regular Meeting
Mrs. Richard Staat gave a
row went to John Fris, Jim
Knoll, Scott Maentz, Tom Steg- ; Eugene Scheele. directorof
Members of the Royal Neigh- m'8?'onary report on the work
gerda and Ronnie Oosterbaan. the Holland City Mission, spoke
bors met Wednesday at the SI , Sue Br,nk in JaPan
Howard Scarlettreceived a about the work of the City
Odd Fellow Hall with Mrs. Gar- u rS' Van ComPaBner told of
Bear and a Lion badge. Larry Mission at a meeting of the
net Knoll, oracle, presiding. her *u™mer work at WnnebaKelch received a Bear badge as Holland Kiwanis Club Monday
The charter was draped for g0Afvlb'
did Michael Ter Vree. The fol- evening at Hotel Warm Friend,
Mrs. Abbie Ming and a resolu- ino M
, bus,nessmeet*
lowing received a Bear badge He elaborated on the activition which was sent to the fam?ave ?n ?spir;
and gold arrow, Richard Bee- ties of tthe Mission which inUy, was read. A potluck lunch ^klet 'ToSL^ip^h^IhI!*!
don, Joey Borgman. Mark eluded working with transiPoni!°

'
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Bosch, John Lievense, John Lugten, Brian Ritterby and Mark
Baron. Jim Slaghuis received a
Lion
Gold arrows were received by

ents, hospital visitation, wo-

men and

SuTuri„Kwith Mrs'

children's work. re-

The next meeting will be held

badge.

cent jail releases,Christmas
and Thanksgiving baskets,
clothing distribution, handing
Robert Van Duren and Jon out literature.Mission library
Knoll. David Baker received a and cooperating with other
gold arrow and four silver ar- agencies. *
rows. Judson Bradford. David I Special mysie introducedby
Smith and Howard Welling all Henry Vander Linde was given
received denner
by a clarinet quartet composed
LongfellowCub Pack will hold of Marily Teusink.Donna Vana family roller skating party der Veen. Mary Timmer and
on March 13, at North Shore Roger Nyhuis, students at

“

-

Hall.

Christian

i

Man

Injured

In Shooting

Mishap

Local

i

High

Charter Night Dinner

_

1

surface roads under the juristhe Allegan Cou.ity

juries to the left forearm receiv- diction of

‘

1

commision.
_

Follow

Me" and “O What

a

Saviour.”

|

esses were Mrs. William Bekius,

Carousel Mountain.
An appropriately decorated Mother of Holland
birthdaycake was cut by Mrs.
Resident Dies at 64
William Meengs. who later presented the retiring president, GRAND RAPIDS - Funeral
Mrs.
mr*. Andrew
/xnarew Dalman.
uaiman with
with a services were held Thursday
centerpiece o( yellow and white at 1:30 p
al the Van Zm

Bruce Arens. 20. of 600 W. Allegan Sets Restriction
St., was in good condition ALLEGAN — Weight and load
Saturday at Holland Hospital restrictions on all bituminous

noon.

accompanied’ by Mrs" Rce
bert
bert Vnliinir
Vollink tk™
Thev sane “Surp|y Goodness and Mer?y Shall

1

meeting'___

up.

K

(chairman. Mrs. Lloyd VoorA birthday dinner was held ! borst' Mrs. Paul Baker, Mrs.
last Tuesday evening by the 1Iarold Bakker, Mrs. Melvin
Kiwanis Queens in observanceI ^’beerhorn and Mrs, Anna
of their 19th anniversary at ^or*t

School.

ed when a rifle he was shooting Road Commission went into
blew
effect Thursday at 8 a m. The
Ottawa sheriffs deputies said announcement was made today
the accident occurred at Van’s by Fred Neils, engineer manaPines at about 5:45 Friday after- ger of the Allegan County
‘road

Lloy^De^'k"

Closing thoughts were given
by Mrs. William Kaiser. Host-

Kiwanis Queens Hold

Harold Costing, presidentof
Kiwanis Club, presided at .the

is being treated for in-

Ha!

i

23rd

where he

81

at 7.30 p.m. This meeting
meeting will
win
commemorate the Royal Neighbors of America’s 69th anniversary.

M

stripes.

Community

^

Betsy ™rw«fSd

,

j

j

j

SMALL WORLD TUESDAY — Thick fob enveloped Holland
and much of southern Michigan early Tuesday, and

of 58 Monday.

Elsewhere in southern Michigan, most

girports cancelled flight schedules for several hours and

smart motorists turned on headlights until almost noon

traffic was all but halted on the busy Detroit River. Except

when the pall lifted somewhat. This picture looking east on
Eighth St. was taken from near River Ave. about 8:30 a m.

for a chilly 16 degrees at Houghton, morning lows
Michigan we/t in the 30's and 40'i.

today. It was 45 degrees at

__

H

a.m.

compared with a high

in

(Sentinel photo)

m^La"d,

ing °and '"Mtuml repwt!* games
were played and prizes awarded. Perfect attendance
nda
honors
went to Mrs. Meengs, Mrs
Howard* Van Egmond and Mr*.
Daniel Vander Werf Jr.

f

'

i

m

?“*!•. Crest*, Mortuary,

Raj^^wh*

J **
died
Monday evening at
Jl

for

*

her

home.
|
I

Mrs Weeber was the mother
of John J. Weeber Jr. of 999
South
Holland.
.
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Kraoi-Brunink Vows Spoken

-

'OUTSTANDING CITIZEN'

Stuart

Padnos (center) Thursday night was honored

Exalted Ruler (left) at the annual Elks Club
father-sonbanquet. Padnos is flanked by

Holland's man of the year by the
Holland Elks Club and was presented with

two of his sons, Jeff, 15 and Dan, 12 while
Burt Smith, MSU freshman football coach,

as

the outstanding citizen plaque

The

pre-

who spoke at the event

is at right.

sentation was made by Paul Formolo, Elks

Recognition Awards

Club, Boys’ Day Camp,
family camping, family educaheld at the Hotel
tion and recreation, pre-ski and
on Tuesday.
ski class, football trips, WashDirectors and guests present ington School program, Junior
heard a report of the Associa- League baseball, leadership
tion’s activities of the past year training program, and Armory
and plans for 1964 The Invoca- program.
Mr. Hofferbert stressed the
tion was given by the Rev. Raymon Beckering, pastor of the need for an increase in the
Second Reformed Church of Zee- over-all youth program in 1%4,
The annual meeting of the Hoi-

Fun

YMCA was
Warm Friend

land-Zeeland Family

especially a defining of the role

land.

YMCA

president,

Henry Hek-

of the

YMCA

with working with

man, introduced the newly elect- the high school youth and an
ed Board members, who are endeavor to help the community
John Bender, Mrs. Robert Beu- to establish a more adequate
kema, Dr. James Chamness, program for high school youth.
Bruce De Free, John Fonger, Mr. Hofferbert also urged that
Mrs. William Hillegonds, Dr. the YMCA step forward this
year and serve as the guiding
Henry Tenpas.
force in helping the community
President Hekman also thanksecure a needed indoor swimed the retiring Board members
ming pool. The YMCA has infor their work. Recognized for
dicated its willingnessto cotheir service during the past
operate with other community
three years were Claus Busgroups in obtainingthis objechouse. Dr. Donald De Witt, Hertive.
bert Holt, John Muller, and Dr.
George Smit.

MembershipChairman, Larry
Overbeek,announcedthat the
YMCA had a growth in membership during 1963 of over H00

He

Five Fraternities

Christian School Children

YMCA Meet

Given at

(Sentinel photo)

Change Shown
In Mathematics

At Hope Rushing

Give Patriotic Programs

Sophs

50 F rash,
The last of three patriotic! Land.” and presented the exHope College’s five social
programs staged by Holland ercise, “Our Flag.” Childrenof
photo)
Christiangrade and Junior the third grade presented a fraternities have been enter*
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wayne Kraai
High Schools for the PTA’s of choral reading, “Washington'staining approximately 150 freshMiss Delores Beth Brunnink, | nink, sister-in-lawof the bride the various schools took
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John was the honor attendant.She place Friday at 7:45 p m. in the
YoutHh8"Py La"d raan and fsoPhom.orcmen *l. *
Keith Van Loo. Michael De variety^ of "rushing parties
Pree and Steve Lankheet sang, since Feb. 15 to acquaint th«
Zeeland, and "z'1'.™,
Jerry Wayne | men(ed by a corsage rcd perform.
Lincoln.” while Patty S 1 e n k underclassmen with each fraKraai, son of Mr. and Mrs. sweetheartroses and white car- 1 Following the opening devo- told the story of “Abraham Lin- ternity and to give the rushees
John Kraai, of 283 Peck St., j
tjons the program will be in
coln.” Cindy Boeve recited the an opportunityto express inZeeland, were united in marri- 1 Robert Kraai, brother of the charge of Jane Voss narrator story. “We Are Americans.” tentions of membership to the
age by the Rev. Raymond groom assisted as best
Two poe^ “The M i d n i g h The entire east sang, ______
Battle fraternityof their choice by
Graves in the home o( the A blue and white print dress Ride o( Paul Revere.” Longfel- Hymn of the Republic.” "God March 4.
brides parents on Feb.
*ithL.w^te ;“™r_i_M .was eh<Kand ..Ge0rge Washington," Bless America" and "AmeriBefore that date each fraterA single palm, graced on en by the bride's mother, com- written by Rosemary and ca.”
nity will invite rushees to three
either side by a bouquet of plemented by a corsage of pink
Steven Benet will be read by Pupils from all the grades at weekend parties, two literary
Douglas Gilbert
white chrysanthemums and! rases and white carnations. For
Mary Scholten, Mike Groten- Central Avenue School depicted meetings, and innumerable cofgladioli formed the setting, and the occasion, the groom’s mothhuis and Gary Schutten. events in the lives of American fee breaks.
Gilbert Stages
Miss Gladys Elaine Brunink, er selected a wool dress of turThe kindergartenchildren will patriots in their program pre- The Arcadian Fraternity wel*
sister of the bride, played the quoise accented by black acsing
a group of Revolutionarysented on Wednesday night. The corned rushees to an open house
Photo Exhibit
cessories. Her corsage also inpiano.
War Songs, “The Flag Song,” primary grades presented a *ast weekend. “Chez Arcadian”
cluded pink roses.
EAST LANSING - An ex- The bride, given in marriage
“Yankee Doodle,” “Freedom,” rhythmn band. Betsy Ross Flag re(^ a 'ar8e s'8n ^yiting the
by her father, chose a taffeta A two course lunch was serhibit of photographs taken by
ved immediately after t h e and “Washington.” The third drill, a living portrait of George couples to a night in France,
Douglas Gilbert,son of Mr brocade dress of heavenly blue.
grade classes will present Civil Washington and the cherry tree This Saturday night the
She wore a short veil of the ceremony by Miss Wilmina
and Mrs. Russell Gilbert of 821
War Songs, featuring Roger
‘‘Ark'es will have a coffee
same shade held in place by a Brunink, aunt of the bride, and
West 24th St., opened today at
Lemmen, Dale Homkes, Patty Intermediate grade pupils pre- break for rushees after Hope s
chiffon bow. Her only jewelry, Mrs. Bernard Kamphuis, sisthe Kresge Art Center at Michiter of the
De Venter, Doug Hekman and sented a re-creation of the Con- basketballgame. Skip Watrous
a single strand of pearls, was
gan State University.
. gift
6 .........„ ....... . ........
a honeymoon to
sixth grade girls in a de, stitutionalConvention
«
a
of the groom. She carriGilbert, a senior at Michigan
ed a white Bible, on which an Niagara Falls, the newlyweds canlW,1
Lincolns Get* ^
Cosmopolitan
State, plans to graduate in
orchid was
are at home at 110 Roosevelt ^^IThnc* Blest Be Je- tysburg Address. A choir of “
d
^
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March. Upon graduation, he will
Mrs. Jacqueline Anne Brum Road.
by
join the photography staff of
plans for the 1964 membership
Look
magazine
in
New
York.
drive, with the drive scheduled
A change in the mathematics
The exhibition is made up of Philathea Class Holds
to start during the first two
third'and Ixt^radtwfll tak' thded backgr0Und mUsic ° r weekend. At one point during
curriculum geared to the new
third and sixth grades will take these
the evening the "Cosmos” show
weeks in April.
50 pictures taken by Gilbert
part in the singing of God
Eighth grade pupils depicted ed a comBed film which th
emphasis has been introduced mostly over
The
Dinner,
Program
Meet
The volunteer leaders who in both the Central Ave. and
Six Divorces
o il3 cC,r\i.
• SCTS,.:n The0d?,rcR<TeVel,S made a year ago. A dance will
compose the Men’s and Womexhibit includes a variety of “Music Ar°und lhe w°rltl'
Maplewood ChristianJunior
was
the
program
presented
to
42
be held for rushees at the CosGRAND HAVEN-The follow- Robert Strabbingis the pnnci- early life as well as his
en’s Leaders Club of Hope Colcolor and black and white photopal
of
the
South
Side
School. complishments as president.
High Schools, Supt. Mark Vanmembers of the Philathea Class ing divorces were granted in Otmopolitan Hall this Saturday
graphs.
lege were recognized for their
West Side Christianpresent- Nancy Van Halsema, an eighth night. Rush co-chairmenfor the
der Ark reported today.
and
guests
at
a
dinner
meeting
tawa
Circuit
Court
Friday:
leadership.The following reThe exhibit is being staged
An experimental program
Dianne Egger, Holland,from ed its program on Thursday grader, wrote the skit for this Cosmos are Larry Lemmenes
ceived “Certificates of Appretoday through March 9. On Sun- Tuesday evening served by Mrs.
featuring materials of the
night. Principal Fredricka De number. Miss Van Halsema and and Bruce Neckers.
Marvin
Ver
Hoef
and
her
comSteven
Egger.
ciation”for volunteeringmore
School Mathematics Study day, March 1, the exhibit will mittee.
Jong had charge of the opening Bob Zwier were narrators.
Last week the Emersonian
William
Roe,
Spring
Lake,
than 15 hours of service: Groups, was carried on in the be open from 2 to 4 p m.
Roe, Daytona! devotions. Following the Pledge The final number, presented fraternity and their rushees atAn arrangement of red and from
Messrs. Graham Duryee, Bob
eighth grade at Central during
white flowers and flags with Beach, Fla., and the mother is of Allegiance and the singing of by pupils in the seventh grade tended the Muskegon Zephyr
Edwards, Richard Huyler, Ed the first semester. Presently Probation Revoked
red
and white standards decor- given custody of two children. The Star Spangled Banner’ classes, staged events in the hockey game. Rushees are in
Klotzberger, Stuart Levey, Steve
the new emphasis in mathematFor
Holland
Youth
ated
the tables.
Marvin Martin, Grand Haven, and “Psalm 100.” the kindergar- life of John F. Kennedy and vited to hear Dr. Alvin VanderNordstrom, William Smith, Fred ics are being taught in the rest
GRAND HAVEN - David C. Mrs. Marjorie Burwitz gave from Emma Martin, and t h e ten sang. “Pledge of Allegi- finished with a salute to all bush, associate professor of
Summers, Carl Walters, Richard of the junior high grades of
Blakely, 17, Holland, arrested the devotions on “Peace,” the mother is given custody of one ance," and also presented the who served our country. Evon- political science at Hope ColWelsh, Keith Van Zoeren and both schools.
exercise “When Lincoln and ne Nykamp and Kristi Galien lege, tonight at the “Emmies”
Feb. 22 for violation of the theme for the year.
Misses Janet Ackerman,Nancy
At a recent meeting at Cenweekly literary meeting. Henry
Mrs. Edward Carstens, pro- Paula Sue Perron, Holland, WashingtonWere Presidents.” j were the
terms of his probation, was senAlexander, Karen Beck, Judy
tral Avenue school, Vander
Second grade groups sang. During the offering, the Jun- Brown and Neil DeBoer are
tenced to 30 days in jail Friday gram chairman, selected and from Simon
Bell, Sharon Chapman, Cindy
Ark outlined to the parents the
Dolly Ann Johnson, Holland, 1 “There Are Many Flags in
c^0jr
rushing co-chairmen,
Clark, Grace De Graff, Ann developmentof the program. in Ottawa Circuit Court and was explained the symphony, “Firefrom
Melvin
Johnson,
and
the
Many
Lands,"
“George
v’
The Fraternal Society held a
bird
Suite,”
by
Stravinsky.
given
credit
for
seven
days
alDunning, Peggy Force, Diane Clare Pott, of the high school
Miss Bertha Magnan, a Hope mother is given custody of two ington,” and^“Dear Flag of Our
sw‘m Par*y
ORawa
Joldersma,Sandy Mitter, Kathie mathematics department,ex- ready served.
America.” First grade childrenlw° .numbers. W.J. Karsten is weekend for their rushees. This
Blakely was sentenced April College student from Lima,
Owen, Ruth Sagendorf, and Judy plained some of the new emMarcia Busscher Pedersen, sang, “God Bless Our Native the Central Avenue principal. Saturday evening the “Fraters”
8, 1963, to 90 days in jail and Peru, entertainedwith an inSwieringa.
phases in the mathematics curare inviting rushees and their
terpretive
Peruvian
dance.
Olive
Township, from Paul;
placed
on
probation
for
two
Additionalleaders recognized riculum. He stated that far
dates to a pizza party at the
but not qualified for a Certifi- from being new, it was rather years for being disorderly and Guests were Mrs. Evelyn Fendt Pedersen, and the
Rathskeller in Saugatuck.Chairand Mrs. John Kruid.
for larceny.
cate were Messrs. Rod Broman,
given custody of three children.
a re-emphasis of mathematical
man of Fraternalrushing is
Ken Goodwin, Jim Lohman, principles which are as old as
Ken Walz.
Randy Miller, Bill Pryts, Bill the history of numbers. He said
Knickerbocker rushees attendSimmons, Brad Welton and the new program stresses the
ed
a “Gold Rush” party last
Misses Barbara Alhart, Pat understandingof the principles
Phil Wiechman, encouraged Labor Day tourney is also weekend.
Gleickmann, and Becky Rich- as well as giving much more
ards.
; by the mild winter enjoyed in planned.
attention to the actual strucThe following also received ture of mathematics.
Michigan, has turned his Concluding the summer will
“Certificatesof Appreciation” Phillip Vander Velde of the
thoughts to this season’s golt be the 54-hole fall medal play
for their volunteer leadership: Central staff presented some
action at the American Legion tournament from Sept. 4 to Oct.
Messrs. William Kurth, Hudson specific materialsused in class
Memorial Park course and has 4 with individual scores in
Tuttle, and Ken Vos; Dennis instruction and demonstrated
lined up a number of tourna- flights.
Clark, David Meek, Tim De procedures.Wendell Rooks, alWitt, Dan Miller, Michael On- so of Central’s staff gave inforWiechman is beginning his
thank. and David Steggerda, and mation about an experimental
third season as the pro at the
Misses Linda Freestone and program in achievement groupLegion course and he reminded
The West Ottawa Elementary
Ruth Rooks.
ing which is being conducted
members to return membership
School building advisory comSpecial recognition was given with the change in math curapplications as soon as possimittee Thursday night approved
by the Board Secretary, Walter riculum.
ble. Wiechman assured golfers
plans for phase I of the disJ. Roper. Mr. Roper gave spePott also spoke to parents of
they would receive membership
trict’sbuilding program which
cial recognitionto Robert De Maplewood ChristianJunior
cards by return mail.
includes a new 14-room elemenNooyer for his service as the High recently outlining the deA total of 10 events are schedSears
Me Lean. 77. died tary school off James St. and
recent past - presidentof the velopment of the number sysuled at the Legion this season. at his home at Castle Park Division Ave., and a four-room
Association and also for his very tem and introduced some of the
highlighted by the American Le- Friday evening following an ex- addition to Lakewood School,
generous gift of a bus to the concepts of the new math.
gion state golf tournament on | tended
The Lakewood addition is slatYMCA. Mr. Roper also paid speJune 27. This is the second Mr. Me Lean was born in ed for completionby Sept. 1 of
cial recognitionto the Junior
• i,
• a. J
straight year Holland has host- Newaygo, Mich, to the late Mr. this year and the committee is
Welfare League for the many
ed the
and Mrs. Charles M. Me Lean hopeful that the new 14-room
directed by George Steggerdawas given FriAUNT’S ADVICE — Joanna Greenwood (left)
hours of volunteerservice that1Golf
activity begins April 29 and came to Holland with his school will be ready by Jan. 1,
day and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in the Holland
is shown being consoled by Mary Ellen Mrok
this organizationhas given to jChOOl I
with the men’s spring stag in- family at the age of six. After 1965.
in a scene from Holland CommunityTheatre's
High School Auditorium
the
r
cluding a nine-hole tournament, graduating from Holland High With initial work on Phase I
(Holland Illustrative photo)
production of "Guest in the House.” The play
Special recognitionwas also GRAND HAVEN — Walter W.
dinner and golf exhibition.
School he attended Olivet Col- planning completed, the advisgiven to the Kiwanis Club of , Bright. 40, superintendent of
in controlling a situation which
Opening tournament action lege and was graduated from ory committee is working on
Holland for the use of Kamp schools at Escanaba four years,
led to a surprise ending.
will be the Memorial Dav Han- the University of Michigan. He phase 2 which lists two sevenIs
Kiwanis in conductingthe Boys' today was appointed principal
Jerry Kruyf, seasoned local dicap May 30-31, an 18-hole later did graduate work at room schools and an addition
Day Camp Program. Further of Grand Haven High School,
performer,appeared in a brief tournament along with low net. Michigan State University. to Pine Creek school. One of
special recognitionwas given succeeding Glenn H. Olsen.
but important role, somethinglow gross, driving and putting At one time he was manager the seven-room schools will be
to the Holland Board of EduMr. Olsen retired today after
of a key characterin early and contest. A women’s tournament of the Holland-St. Louis Sugar located in the Northern area of
cation for providing facilities for serving as principal38 years.
“Guest in the House,” a psy- prove the production.
closing scenes Sandy Hemple is also
Co. serving on the Herbert Hoo- the districtand the other in the
the YMCA’s Family Recreation Mr. Bright, who was principal chological drama by Hagar
Joanna Greenwood and Jack had a wonderful role as the a 36-hole Buddie Best Ball ver Sugar Committee during eastern part. Floyd Kraai was
and Education Program at the of the Central Elementary
Wilde and Dale Eunson, proved Snively gave good performan- struttingmodel, and Margo Bus- tournament will be held June World War I. He had served the named chairman of phase 2
School here in 1953 and 1954,
Holland High School.
sies was convincingas the con- 6-21 and the 18-hole Fourth of city as alderman of the former planning and scheduledthe next
A financial summary was giv- has signed a contracteffective to be a switch in pace for the ces as the patient and long-suf- mving reporter. Dale (onklin July Handicap will be held on third ward. Mr. Me Lean was meeting of the citizens group
S««’l sftrtnilitno
At. I. 1*1 ft *
^
Holland Community Theatre fering hosts. It was a new role exuded
en by the treasurer,Judson July 1.
dignity as the proper theholTday.' Special awards'" will a" past" president oft he" Holland March*!?
A temporary principal will be which so far this season has for Snively who had stuck to parson, a sharp contrast to his be given and there will also be Century Club and a past presi- By that time, elementary
Bradford, who pointed out that
because of the increase in pro- named soon to take over Mr. produced a musical and a chil- comedy roles in previous pro- former comedy characteriza-a nine-hole women's tourney, dent of the Holland
Kiwanis school service area boundaries
dren’s show.
gram and the desire to serve Olsen’s duties until July 1.
ductions.Mrs. Greenwood disThe annual club championship Club,
should be ready, and the com*
Mr. Bright is a native of “Guest” which opened Thurs- played a sensitivitywhich quite Eight-year-oldSpring Bus- tournament begins July 10 and
the community with an adequate
Surviving are his wife, Eve- mittee could pinpoint new deprogram, the YMCA had a con- Smethport, Pa., where he wasj day night in the Holland High matched the polished perfor- sies appeared as the daughter will run through Aug’ 16. The lyn Childs Me Lean; two sons, velopments. Kraai expressed a
siderabledeficit for its opera- graduated from High School in School auditorium presented a mance of Mrs. Van Kolken and of the hosts, Don Cranmer and tournament will be played in
Charles M. Me Lean of Cincin- desire for expanding the corn1941. He received his AB de- most interesting study in in- the two probably made HCT Mary Van Langevelde as dintions during 1963.
flights and the championship nati. Ohio, and Baxter C. Me mittee so that all areas of the
Mr.- Bradford stressed the ur- gree at Michigan in 1949 and his nocence and deceit, and while history in screams and hyster- ner guests in one scene. Others
flight finals will be 36 holes. Lean of Tucson, Ariz.; two large district could be fully repgency for needed support for the MA in 1952.
first scenes were slow, the de- ics. Certainly, the mood music in the cast were Bonnie Tre- Tom Sasamoto
is defending grandchildren.Lauri Ann Me resented.
YMCA to continueits program He filled several positions at velopments in the last two of the lovely “Liebestraum’’ gloan and James LeJeune as club champion.
Lean, a student at Monticello The citizenscommittee recom*
Willow Run, Mich, and was scenes compensated for a slow will never be the same to these maid and butler, and Richard
in the community.
Another best ball tournament College in Godfrey.III. and Phd- mended that the West Ottawa
In his Program Summary Re- superintendent at Capac, Mich., start.
two actresses or to the rest of Steggerda as a photographer,
is scheduled from Aug. 1 - 23 ip Sears McLean; three sis- board exercise its option to purport the general secretary, in 1955. Since 1959 he has been
Diana Van Kolken as the lead- the
A well designed, attractive while the annual Tulip City ters-in-law, Mrs. C. James Me chase property in the Edmeer
Richard E Hofferbert, noted the head of the System at Escanaba. ing lady and “Guest” perhaps
The insidious plan of the in- set provided a maximum of Best Ball, a 36-hole two-day Lean and Mrs. Harold P. Me subdivision for the 14-room
Y^lCA’s broad scope of actividid too good a job in her ini- vited guest to wreak havoc on space for movement which serv- event will be held Aug. 8-9. The Lean, both of Holland- and Mrs.
school which is near James St.
Chinese typewriters are so tial appearances,making it the householdwas a fascinatinged to better advantage in t h e
tier during 1963: Indian Guides,
Tulip City tourney will attract E. Paul Me Lean of Castle and Division Ave.
Hi-Y Clubs, Gra-Y Clubs, Young complex that even a skilled op- abundantly clear to the audi- study in itself Mary Ellen Mrok lively climaxing scenes than golfers from throughout West
Park.
Howard Davis, board" preaiAdults, Y’s Men’s Club, leaders erator cannot select characters ence that her sweet manner as the aunt proved to be the in the slower-pacedearlier ern Michigan.
dent, expressed appreciationof
clubs, swimming program, hand- from the 1,500 offered at a rate cloaked a diabolicalmind. Some one stabilizingcharacter in the scenes. The production was dirAn 18-hole Labor Day handi
The most severely taxed peo- the board for the committee'*
ball and puddle racquet, square of more than three or four judicious cutting of talky dia- entre cast, although shie hud ected by George Earl Stegger- cap tournament will be
held pie in the world are generally work and Supt. Lloyd Van Kaildancing, SCUBA Club, Summer words a minute.
logue. in first scenes would im- 1 her inning too in the final scene da.
Sept. 5-7. A women's 18-hole regarded to be the Dutch.
te served as moderator.
individuals.
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Van Wieren Selected
Hope's Most Valuable
- run

Coopersville

Lesson

__
Glenn

senior and captain of this sea-

The Man Born Blind

Hope College basketball
team, today was named Hope s
most valuable player following
a vote of the team members.
The 6T’ ex-HollandHigh athlete entered competitiontoday
for the Randall C. Bosch of Hoi.
land trophy. The Bosch award,
0 gold diamond-studded basket,
ball, Is awarded annually to the
MIAA’i most valuable player.
MIAA coaches voted on the
most valuable player today at
a meeting in Marshall.
Bosch, who gives a similar
award in football, has been presenting the basketball award
since 1947. Russ De Vette, Hope
coach, was recipient of the first
award and Jim Vander Hill of
Hope won the Bosch award last

—
John
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Michigan counties Saturday.

medical missionariesof our
faith have healed many blind in j In Ottawa county, 53,503 reall parts of the world. In Chris- ceived the immunization in 16

The Home of the
tian countries the blind receive cijnjCSi in Allegan county, 38,382
Holland City New*
Published every more help and care ^an in received the immunization and
Thursday
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----- - by the any part of our world. Our les-;. lf
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m frp eIs4Prtn*inVc A°t son tells us how Jesus gave ,n Muskegon county, 112,410 perHo" sight to a blind man who beland, Michigan. , /.omp a Hicrinle of
. Medical and polio representasecond ciaas pottage paid
lives were meeting today to
Holland, Michigan.
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Hospital Notes
Admitted to Holland Hospiwere Bruce Arens,
600 West 23rd St.; Mrs. Genevieve Bell, 1718 Waukazoo Dr.;

'

tal Friday

M

Daniel Stoutmeyer, 393 North
Calvin; Gary Lucas, 706 Pine
Bay; Wendy Hamstra, 418 College; Harold Drenten, route 2,
Hamilton; Gary Meekhof, 666
Saunders Ave.; Leonard Steketee, 190 West 17th St.; Mrs.
Kenneth Merriweather,867 West
Laurie

e_j eujj

AN ASTONISHING
REVELATION

the sabbath day. This was for- Spring Lake, 1,900 in Ferrys- the greatest depth on the ground
bidden by the rules and regula- burg, 1,356 in Robinson and 3,- was 7 inches that same day.
There were several occasions
For some time it has been an tions of the scribes. The neigh- 190 in Coopersville.
open secret that Indonesia’s dic- bors did not show any joy at All persons were reminded to when roads were snow covered
tator Sukarno is a playboy. In this man’s healing. They got fill in the cards they received and slick, but for the most part
this imperfectworld, it is per- him in trouble by bring him to at Ottawa clinics to present roads were clear and area
haps too much to expect im- the Pharisees who questionedthem at the next clinic April 25 motorists encountered only a
peccable personal morality in him. He told them how Jesus when the second dose of the tri- fraction of the problems that
its rulers and high officials. had healed him. The Pharisees valent vaccine will be given in plagued the area last winter.
Maximum was 50, compared
Witness the Profumo affair. But tried to argue the miracle Ottawa county.
In Allegan county, 38,382 per- with 45 in 1963, 56 in 1962, 57
the recent revelation of a con- away. They called the parents
gressional investigatingcom- who said that the healed man sons reported which is about 70 in 1961 and 29 in 1960.

Minimum was 2, compared
was their son. that he was born per cent of the 58,000 doses
blind and that he now saw but ordered by the Medical Asso- with -14 in 1963, -9 in 1962, -7
they did not know how it came ciation. Saturday’s mono-valent in 1961 and -2 in 1960.
Average temperature was
dose was for type 2 polio. Type
about.
1 vaccine will be given April 11 26.5, compared with 19.1 in 1963,
They were afraid. After ex22.5 in 1962, 29.7 in 1961 and 26.4
and type 3 on May 23.
amining the parents the PharNo decisions had been made in 1960. Average maximum was
isees called the healed man
against continued foreign aid to again and questioned' him once today on makeup clinics. There 35. compared with 27.7 in 1963.
was excellent response in Alle- 29.7 in 1962, 39.6 in 1961 and
Indonesia.
more. The personal testimony of
gan city where 8,500 medicated 32.9 in 1960. Average minimum
There are already valid rea- the healed man is familiar:
sugar cubes were dispensed. The was 17.9, compared with 10.5 in
sons for discontinuing this aid. “Whether he is a sinner, I
city itself has a population of 1963, 15.2 in 1962, 19.8 in 1961
The 10-man investigating com know not: one thing I know,
and 19.9 in 1960.
just under 5,000.
mittee headed by General that whereas I was blind, now In Muskegon county, nearly
Precipitation totaled .74 Inch,
Lucius Clay recommended:“We 1 see.” Today there are convert80 per cent of the county resi- compared with 1.24 inches in
do not see how external assist- ed church members who once
dents turned out to receive the 1963, 1.30 inches in 1962, 1.29
ance can be granted to this served the devil — now they
vaccine, listing 112,410 persons inches in 1961 and 3.57 inches in
nation by free-world countries, serve the Lord. No arguments
at 38 stations throughout the 1960. Precipitationfell on 14
unless it puts its internal house can persuade them that Christ
county. The second phase of the days, compared with 22 days in
in order, provides fair treat- does not save.
mass immunization will be held 1963. 20 days in 1962, 10 days in
ment to foreign creditors and
HI. Jesus takes in the out May
1961 and 19 days in 1960.
enterprises, and refrains from casts. The Pharisees lost their
Polio clinics previouslyhad Greatestprecipitationin a 24international adventures.”Fur- temper and the argument which been held in Kent and Kalama- hour period was .36 inch, comthermore, it is known that
they showed by reviling the zoo counties. The Kent county pared with .40 inch in 1963, .30
Sukarno is receivingaid from
.
man and insulting him saying immunization was held after an inch in 1962, .56 inch in 1961
Commumst-bloc countries also
jn epktemjc of paralytic polio and 1 inch in 1960.
and that, accordingto Jerry A.
sins" and by throwing him out broke out in Grand Rapids last
Snowfall totaled 24.5 inches,
Rose, writing in the Nov. 2.
compared with 26 inches in
inc_
, .of the court. Jesus found the fall.
1963 issue of the ^turday man an(j
“Dost thou Patients at Holland Hospital 1963 , 23 inches in 1962. 3 inches
Evening Post, the Communist
believe on the Son of God?” received the vaccine Saturday. in 1961 and 38 inches in 1960.
party “has grown from 10,000
The healed man said he was A heavy degree of concentra- Greatest depth of snow on the
members in 1950 to over two
ready to believe. Then Jesus tion at the noon opening occur- ground was 7 inches, compared
million in 1963.” Attorney-Genrevealed himself to him saying, red at all four polio stations in with 42 inches in 1963, 17 incheral Robert Kennedy, as a re“Thou hast both seen him. and Holland. There was a delay at es in 1962, 14 inches in 1961 and
sult of his recent visit with
it is he that talketh with thee.” the Armory where the assigned 15 inches in 1960.

mittee that the State Department collaborated in providing
him with “call girls” in his
visits to the United States in
1956, 1960 and 1961, will not set
well with the American public.
It may well swing the balance
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Edward Teske

is one kind of aid we should
serve notice Sukarno will have
to do without.

Meeting Held
In Hope Church

59

Of Instruction

Edward C. Teske. 59, of 447
Howard Ave., died Saturday
Assemb- forenoon at Holland Hospital,

|

season.

Van Wieren, an all-MIAA

with pink roses. She was given
Mrs. Tony
in marriage by her father.
17th St.

1

in

MIAA scoring with 237

A biology major, Van
Wieren plana to teach and coach

points.

ne^1
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:

Dyka.ra, 21 West

se-

lectionlast year, finished fourth
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to do,” De Vette said
The maid of honor wore a
Discharged Friday were
The Hope coach lauded Van
gown with Larry Latham, 513 Cleveland
Wieren’s desire and "his ability
bow in back complementedby Ave.: Vicki White, 647 Butler,
to rise to heights, lie inspired
The couple was married Feb. a princess veil while the other Saugatuck; Mrs. Duane Wentand play tremendouslyover
6 at 8 p.m. in Bethany Chris- attendants wore identicallyde- zel and baby, Hamilton; Mrs.
blue floor-lengthbell

what he normally would do and
his ability has been a key to
Ave.; Mrs. Jason Vander Hulst,
our success as a team during
820 ButternutDr.; Mrs. Clinton
his career.”
Klingenbergand twins, route 1,
De Vette also felt “that
Hamilton; Sally Driesenga, 19
Flintstone.” (a nickname Van
West 37th St.; Joseph De Vries,
Wieren acquired as a freshroute 4; Barbara Dams, 2448
North 120th Ave.; Mrs. Roger man) although limited in natural ability has done the most
Bronkhorst,1978 West 32nd St.;
with what he has, perhaps more
Robert Carl Overway, 340 East
than any other basketball play24th St.; Gene De Jonge, 124ft
West 14th St.; Mrs. Jack Tuin- er we’ve ever had.”
sma and baby, 603 South Shore This is the second time Van
Wieren has been named a
Dr.; Carl C. Hansen, 798 Myrtle
most
valuable player. He reAve.; Mrs. Hector Martinez
ceived a similar honor from the
and baby, 4 North River Ave.
Admitted Saturday were Kelly 1959-60 Holland High team. He
Sembler. 1170 Waukazoo Dr.; is the son of Mr. and Mrs. KelMrs. Henry Jepma, route 1, ley Van Wieren of 652 Central
West Olive; Mrs. Robert Fitts, Ave.

tian Reformed Church with the signed gowns only in gold. They Donald Weatherwax, 261

Rev. William Kok, grandfather carried bouquets of
dou- mums,

white

of the bride, performingthe

ble ring

ceremony.

The

bride’s

mother was

at-

The bride is the former Cheryl tired in a gown of brocaded
Barense, daughter of Mr. and silk beige with toast accessoMrs. Allyn Barense, 107 Glen- ries and the groom’s mother
dale, and the groom is the son wore a blue dress-coat ensemof Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kaptein ble with black accessories,
of 441 Hayes,
Their corsages consisted of
The couple exchanged wed- mums and roses,
ding vows before an altar con- Miss Ruth Teerman, organist,
sisting of bouquets of mums, accompaniedRon Sprick who
kissing candels and candelabra sang “Whither Thou Goest I
and palms and ferns with Miss Will Go,” “Because” and “The
Mary Barense, sister of the Lord’s Prayer.”
bride, attending as maid of hon- About 150 guests attended a
or; Miss Barb Hoezee, a cous- reception held in the church parin, the Misses Karen and Elaine lors with Miss Judy Kragt, Miss
Barense,sisters,and Miss Nan- Carol Kok and Miss Linda Kocy Barense, sister-in-lawof the mejan in charge of the gift
bride, as bridesmaids.
room. Miss Helen Van Dyke and
The groom’s attendants were Bill Meengs serving punch. Linhis brother,Gary Kaptein of da Kaptein, sister of the groom,
Marne as best man; Jerry Kap- presiding at the guest book and
tein of Washington and Ron Mr. and Mrs. Bill Kok, uncle
Nienhuis of Grand Rapids, and aunt of the bride, assisting
groomsmen, and Roger Bar- as master and mistress of ceense of Zeeland and John Kap- remonies.
tein of Grand Rapids, ushers.
The bride who chose a pink
For the occasion the bride mohair suit with black accessowore her mother's wedding ries and the corsage from her
dress, a brocaded satin sheath wedding bouquet for the wedwith long train and long sleeves. ding trip, is a beautician, forHer fingertip veil was held by merly employed by Margret’s.
a crown of pearls and she car- Her husband who is a salesman
ried her mother’s Bible adorned attended Davenport Institute.

Marne.

Engaged

1960.

Resthaven Guild Conducts School Dies at

uance of State Department aid

(Io«r* photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kaptein
are making their home at 2056
Cleveland,Coopersville, following their return from a honeymoon to the west coast.

St.:

Van Wieren, who played four
seasons of varsity basketball at
Hope, led the Flying Dutchmen
in scoring this season with 372
points. He picked off 284 rebounds, most on the club.
His 14 of 17 free throw s
against Alma was the best
single game free shot effort
this season and his 22 rebounds
against Adrian last Saturday
was top individual rebound
mark set by a Hope player this

K?„°Sl“a' ^ X
HaTe“inkroTe lHamitn^»“p

IlTan

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kaptein

inches in 1963, 4 inches
4 inches in 1961 and 6

sion easier. But as for a continin the form of "call girls" this

Geenen, 315 East 16th

1962 ,

the fifth largest nation in the
phet and then as being more J^eir su8ar cubes
world and that peace in that
than a prophet and finally as ‘ew minufespart of the world is important.
The latest revelations will not the Son of God. "And he wormake President Johnson’s deci- shipped him” — that is

,

Glenn Van Wieren
. honored by teammates

Snowfall last December was
an a 11-time record 66 inches.

and made clay of the spittle. P" «*“ «(
1
was
so noted is not corrected, publish- ! and anointedhis eyes with the reported in Zeeland, 1.800
^
only...
9.25 inches. November
ers liabilityshall not exceed
Borculo and 3,320 in Hudson-,
a proportionof the entire cost of Clay ana saia umo nim.
HtiHsnnville snowfaI1 was 3 5 inches.
such advertisement as the space wash in the pool of Siloam Vllle- riRures in Huasonviliei
Average temperature in Feboccupied by the error bears
(w k i c h is hv internretation were under expectation but
,hr woo, .P.C, occupied by
spot cheeks late in the day re- ruary was 26.5 degrees or .4
advertisement.
degree above normal. The maxipie believed that saliva had cur- '',ealed ,many Persons living in
TEEMH or •'l B8CBIPTION
mum was 50 degrees on Feb. 5
One year, 13.00; six months, alive properties. Jesus did not If'j eastern^partof the^county
and the minimum was 2 dehad
taken
advantage
of
the
Kent
f2 <>0; three months. •?! OO: slngh
:.h .u:
copy. K»c. Suhscriptlonspayable in sena a gmoe wun mis m.m,
grees on Feb. 10.
county clinics.
advance and will be promptly
promptly He COUld find the pool by himA total of 21,156 reported in Precipitation for the month
discontinuedIf not renewed.
self and he went and was healSubscribersw!” confer a favor
the north half of the county, measured only .74 inch or 1.06
h\ reportingpromptly any irregu- ed. Obedience paid.
listing 9.055 in three Grand inches below normal. The greatlarity In delivery. Write or phone
II. Jesus was criticised. Why? Haven schools. 309 in Marne, est amount of snow in a 24-hour
EX 5-2311.
Because he healed this man on 1904 jn Allendale, 4,262 in period was 8 inches Feb. 24, and

n

Van Wia
Wieren, Hr
Holland

m
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Merchants
To Highlight

Home

160th Ave.; Mary Ann
Bueno. 63 West First Ave.; Jane
Hofmeyer,216 West 12th St.;
Henry Van Wyk, 330 West 16th

281

14

Seek

St.

Discharged Saturday were
Mrs. David Heerspink,route 1,
West Olive; Mrs. Dorothy LaBoueff, 276 West 20th St.; Paul
Busscher, 150 Graafschap Rd.;
Mrs. Robert Darron and baby,
636 Concord Dr.; Mrs. Gordon
Grevengoed and baby, 51 West
39th St.; Mrs. William Hamlin,
372 West 28th St.; Wendy Hamstra, 418 College Ave.; Warren
Hedrick, 680 Old Orchard Rd.;
Mrs. Bernard Van Oort, 456
Riley St.; Mrs. Homer Dyer,
169 East Ninth St.; Jack Buikema, 70 West 19th St.; Bruce
Neckers, Clymer, N. Y.; Mrs.
Alan Reimink and baby, 1612

Building

Permits
Fourteen applicationsfor
building permits totaling $33,200

were filed last week with City
Building Inspector Gordon
Streur in City Hall. Applications
follow:

Ted Nichols, 43 East 27th

St.,

aluminum siding and new garage doors, $1,800; Louis and

Dale Uildriks, contractors.
Arthur and Jean Lappinga,
Admitted Sunday were Kathy
54 East 14th St., dry wall and
De Graaf, route 4; Herbert De
lower ceiling in bed room, $50;
Pree, 715 Myrtle Ave.; Gertie
self, contractor.
Ryzenga, route 5; Mrs. Robert
Cresswell King, 8 South River
Veltman, 1729 Jackson,HudsonAve., demolish residencedamville; Hugh Scott, 566 Howard
aged by fire; Windemuller and
Ave.; Mrs. Gerrit Vander Heide,
Maatman, contractors.
529 168th Ave.; Judy Komarek.
Jay Lankheet, 698 Larkwood
149 West 24th St.; 'Mrs. Jack
Dr.,
house, attached
Vander Bie, 587 West 20th St.;
garage, pool and fence, $23,350;
Helen Boerman, 454ft West 18th
self, contractor.
St.: Mrs. Burton Van Oss, 475
Marvin Vereekc, 98 East 17th
Julius St.; Jerry Jinks. 388
St., remodel kitchen and bath,
Howard Ave.; Mrs. Chester
$1,500; Harold Langejans, conHoek, 1% Elm Ave.; Delbert
tractor.
Newell, 2468 Prairie Ave.; Mrs.
Warren Lindsey,12 East 27th
William Rue, 243 Maple/ Ave.
St., garage, $1,500; Harold
Discharged Sunday were Mrs.
Donald Baker and baby, 1351 Langejans, contractor.
Bayview Dr.; Mrs. Gail Bet- James Kiemel. 68 West 16th
St., remodel bathroom, $200;
terly and baby, 136th Ave.;
Ken Beelen, contractor.
Elizabeth Brandt. 227 West 21st
Wilbert Brondyke, 353 Central
St.; Thomas De Graaf, route 4;
Ave.,
remodel kitchen, $600;
Mrs. Ernest De Jonge and baby,
self, contractor.
104 Grandview; Thomas McL. D. Andersen, 9 West 35th
Elligot,7837 South Homan, Chicago; Mrs. Charles Murr, 106ft St., panel bathroom, $300; Bill
East Seventh St.; Dennis Nien- Boersma, contractor.
H Smith, 817 Central Ave.,
huis. route 2; Claudia Reed. 224
North Michigan. Zeeland; Mrs. add dinette and porch, $1,600;
Vernon Rotman and baby, 268 Kenneth Beelen, contractor.
East Ninth St.; Daniel Stout- R. Raymond, 566 Lawndale
meyer, 393 North Calvin; Mrs. CL, addition to rear of resiJames Sylvester, 329 Arthur dence, $1,500; Kenneth Beelen,
Ave.; Mrs. Paul Van Wyk and contractor.
Marinus De Jonge. 561 West
baby, 98 East 39th St.; Mrs.
29th St., panel garage wall inRobert Wehrly, 146th Ave.
Admitted to Holland Hospital side, $600; Gordon Sloothaak,

Marin St.

Hospitality
Possibilitiesof revitalizing a
hospitality program during Tu-

Mrs. Lila Albrecht,
lip Time which was in vogue
ly Warden, of Greenville, con- where he had been hospitalized
some years ago were discussed
ducted a school of instruction, since Monday.
at a meeting of downtown
Resthaven Guild met Friday
Fire Girls, evening in Hope Reformed oatl[n«i 'he duties of both Mr. Teske has been a Holmerchants Monday. Mayor NelChurch with about 100 women elected and ap|»inted officers. land resident for the past 23
son Bosman and Willard C.
and held a question and answer years. He formerly worked as
Wichers, a former Tulip Time
in attendance as guests of the
period
during
the business
manager, addressed the mermechanic
for Haan
Women's Guild for Christian
, .
, , a
.......
........
.... Motors
........
meeting of the Erutha Rebekah but recently worked at Western
chants.
, Mrs. Rex Chapman greeted ^odg® Friday evening. In ap- 'Tool Works. He was a member
Suggestions called generally
Fifth grade Camp Fire girls Resthaven members and Mrs. Prec|‘dion, Noble Grand Miss 0f Zion Lutheran Church,
for making local people feel
from Washington School and
L. Schlecht made meeting Jermc? Olmstead presented Surviving are his wife Kaththey are more a part of the
four groups of Cub Scouts from arrangements. They are the , W1^ a Pa'r decorated erine; two sons, Capt. Arthur
Tulip Time festival slated this
Lincoln School here and Lin- Hope Church Resthaven Guild vvoodt'n shoes w,th her name Teske of Eglin Air Force Base,
year May 13 through 16. Downcoin Elementary School in Zee- representatives. Mrs. Paul Hin- 1 ,nscr*^ed
Florida; Vernon Teske of U. S.
town stores possibly will have
.and toured the Sentinel build- 'kamp presided and gave the Various committee chairmen Navy Station, Merriden. Miss.;
costumed greeters at the doors
ing Monday afternoon, aecom- welcoming
reported including Mrs. Goldie two daughter, Mrs. Paul (Deof their stores speaking some
Miss Carlo Rae Haakma
panied by their leaders. | Miss Belva Me Cormick led Fox on the hobo breakfast and lores) Volkers and Mrs. Wilwell known Dutch phrases of
Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma welcome. Merchants also will
Members of the Tonda Camp devotions on "True Christian Mrs. Walter VanVulpen on the liam (Phyllis) Johnson, both of
Fire group touring the Sentinel Tolerance.”Mrs. James Lamb presentation to be made at the Holland; six grandchildren; of Hamilton, announce the en- try to get more people to
included Sally Smith. Laura sang “Create in Me a Clean District meeting. March 30. four brothers, the Rev. Herbert gagement of their daughter, wear Dutch costumes for the
Turner. Ruth Anne Hume. Su- Heart” accompanied by Mrs. Reservations for the District Teske of Gary, Ind., Theodore
festival. Plans call for potted
Carla Rae to Dale Edwin Vanzanne Van Dyke. Linda Reyes. Fred Coleman who also was meeting will be made at the Teske of Denver. Colo., WilUam
tulips in downtown windows.
Suzanne
Dyke. Linda accompanist for group singing. business meeting to be held Teske of Armour. S. D., and der Poppen, son of Mr. and James Vande Poel was
Reyes, Debby Moore. Rosemary Miss Ethelyn Metz read a hu- March 13. Miss Olmstead will Albert Teske of Me Minnville, Mrs. Edwin Vander Poppen named chairman of the merSimenson, Patty Goen. Barbara morous skit, “ShipboardRo- give the report on membership. Ore.; three sisters, Mrs. also of Hamilton.
chants’ Tulip Time committee,
finances and activitiesof the Heartha Stoebner of Tripp. S.
Todd, Barbara Tippett. Peggy mance.”
assisted by Lou Hallacy,E. H.
Payne, Sally Vanden Berg.! Mrs. Ernest Vanden Berg. local lodge. Mrs. Fox will take D., Mrs. Martha Bohrer of Me
Seitz. Harold Moor and Dale
Mrs. Miss Kennedy Honored
Alice Almanga, Anne Cecil. Resthaven Guild president, con- minutes on the proceedingsto Minnville.Ore.,
Fris. Vande Poel will call a
be
read
at
lodge
meeting
at
a
Lenora
Hyapt
of
St.
Louis,
Mo. At Bridal Shower
Stella Pena, Patty Frelander. ducted the business session.
meeting shortly to work out
Diane Kimber, Gretel Van Mrs. John Vermeulen reported 'ater dalenew ideas.
A bridal shower honoring Lew Hartzell heads a separLente, Julie Bonnette, Janice on Guild business while Mrs. j ^ potluck supper was held Executive Committee
Karan Kay Kennedy of Grand ate committee on street scrubVander Wilk and the leaders, John Noor submitted a current Pnor 10 “*e business meeting
j ia *
Rapids, bride elect of Dennis
Mrs. Gleon Bonnette and Mrs. treasury balance of $3,441.80.wdb Mrs. William Orr and V' nope Doara Meets
bing and sidewalk scrubbing.
Monday were Mrs. Kenneth contractor.
De Kraker. was given Saturday
Dale Van
Mrs. Sue Plaggemars
Ran8e as hostesses.Th Executive Committee
Andries Steketee, 114 West
Vander Molen, 14 West 19th St.;
night by Mrs. Louis De Kraker
Cub Scouts from Den 5 Pack on the birthday parties giwn ^hey also served coffee and
the Hope College Board of TrusUth
St., remodel kitchen and
Seminary President
Mrs. D. A. Lubbers, 668 State
imd Mrs. Larry De Kraker at
48 in Zeeland touring the Sen- at Resthaven Home by the douf?hnuts during the social
tees met in session on Friday in
living room upstairs, $100; self,
St.; Edwin Bos, 83 West 20th
the home of the latter.
Visits Hope Campus
tinel with their leader Mrs. Maplewood Reformed Church hour at the conclusion of the
contractor.
the Presidents Room of Graves
St.; Benjamin Vanden Berg,
Henry Mast included Dan in February. Bethany Christianmeeting.
Gifts were arranged around
Hall.
Dr Wallace N. Jamison, Pres- 189 West 13th St.; John Brieve. Maxine’s Maternities,444
Baron, John Delgado, Adolfo Reformed Church will be in
Members of the Executive a table decorated with a floral ident of New Brunswick Theo- 906 136th Ave.; Russell Horn, Washington Ave,, remodel shelvDelgado, Doug Mast, Larry charge ' of the p a r t i e s for Mrs. Grace Vis Dies
centerpiececentered with a
Committee present for the meetlogical Seminary, New Bruns- 641 East 11th St.; Joseph E. ing and dressing rooms, $100;
Slagh, Dan Smallegan and Bob March.
lace umbrella.
self, contractor.
ing were: Ekdal Buys, chairAt Zeeland Hospital
Vander
Mrs. Johanna Scholten. proGames were played with wick, N. J., spent Thursday and Nickerson, route 1, Lowell; John
man of the board: Calvin VanFriday, at Hope College,con- Masselink, 230 West 18th St.;,n.
77
Those from Den 1 were David ject committee chairman, an_ ZEELAND — Mrs. Grace Vis, derWerf, president; Matthew prizes going to Mrs. Harry
Bos. David Danielson. Danny nounced a coffee to be held 77. of 368 Ottawa St.. Zeeland. Peelen. vice-chairman,and Wendt. Mrs. Lloyd Timmer. ferring with 15 Hope students Harry Olson, 92 East 15th St.; i pICVCNst Hurt1
who are contemplating semi- Kent Cogbill, route 5; Russell1.
. 1
Ensing, Charles Taylor. Ricky March 17
Mrs. Lucille Bok and Mrs. AlSalvab°n d*t-‘d early Sunday morning at Randall Bosch, secretary®
nary
training. Earlier in the Barense, 561 Hiawatha
Ip
Walters, Danny Lowe. Chris Army building from 9 to 12 the Zeeland Community Hospi- Also present were Hugh De- vin B o r g m a n. Lunch was
week Dr. Jamison met with the
Discharged Monday were
served by the hostesses.
TheologicalEducation Commit- Frank Peterson. Fennville; Mrs. | Six-year-old Mike Lubbers of
Attending were the Mestee at Western TheologicalSe- Donald Prince and baby, 157 628 Brookside, received multidames Albert Borgman. John
minary.
East Fifth St.; LisabethLugten. pie bruises at 8:10
MonTimmer. Harold Borgman.- AlWhile Dr. Jamison was at 202 East 26th St.; Robert Allen day when his bicycle and a car
vin Borgman. Bernard BorgHope he led two chapel ser- George, New Richmond; Mrs. driven by Mrs. Richard Smith
man. John Russell, Marvin
vices speaking on “Christian Clifford Cunningham, 704 Van 43, of 252 East 24th St , collided
Bruischat. Dennis Morse. Pieter and white tapers centered the they were residents of Oakland
Other college administrators Alverson. Marvin Timmer,
Vander Werf, Steven Karafa buffet table from which Mrs. Surviving are two sons Gerrit attending the sessions were Robert Timmer, Lloyd Timmer, Communication”and “In De- Raalte Ave.; Harold Drenton. in front of the Lubbers home
and their leader, Mrs. Chris Hinkamp and.Mrs. William and Henrv both of Oakland John Hollenbach, vice president. Henry Laarman, Harry Wendt. fense of Poverty.”On Thursday route 2. Hamilton; Donald Mike was released from Hoi*
afternoon college professors and Troost, 3461 Butternut Dr.; land Hospitalafter treatment
Karafa: ,
. onno
p°ured- Mrs. two daughters,Mrs. Jennie Vii Henry Steffens, treasurer, and Henry Wolf f. Walter Vander
Members of Pack 3003. Den Schlect and Mrs. Chapman were and Mrs. John (Hattie) Brunink Kenneth Weller, assistant to the Wall. Bok. Ben Kennedy and students had the opportunity to Jacob Steketee,834 West 24th Mrs. Smith told city police
meet Dr. Jamison at a coffee St.; Mrs. John Surdam, route 4; she had just made a left urn
3 from Lincoln School touring refreshment hostesses assisted both of Zeeland- 14 grandchil-president.
Miss Vicki Boss, the bride-elect held in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Dornbos, 140 West and was headed south on Brookwith their leader Mrs. Wendell j by Mrs. Marvin
dren: one sister. Mrs Dick Executive committee mem- and hostesses.
Mrs. Willard Wichers.
16th St.; Garfield Nyhuis, route side when the boy and his bike
A. Miles were Frank Bouman. The next Resthaven Guild Hamer of Zutphen: one sister-in-hers unable to
the med
Unable to attend were Mrs.
This year there are 11 Hope
appeared in her headlights. The
Ind
r&mral" S* he'd rf-V0 !aWi Mrs Edward Hoist of Oak- ing were Theodore Schaap, Ti- Gerald Borgman. Mrs. Clar- graduates attending New Brunsboy wafi thrown a few feet.
kens, Peter Kooiker and Tom in Central Avenue Christian land: one brother-in-law, John.tus J. Hager and George Vanence Hang and Mrs. Kenneth wick Seminary, the oldest semiReformed Church.
There
are
48
covered
bridges | Brookside is in the vicinity of
i De Witt of
| der Borgh.
Laarman.
nary in the United States.
stiU m use in Lane County, Ore. East 26th St. and Apple Ave
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Hope
Chalk Up Wins
Holland,

in

Japan

90 Days,
Probation
-

GRAND HAVEN
Dennis
Donald Hardy, 22, Holland, who
was found guilty of negligent
homicide by an Ottawa Circuit

Take

Dutch

Married

Hardy Gets

Dutchmen
Whip Adrian

Saugatuck

10th Victory

The James Boyce family attended the Boat Show is Detroit

Over Owosso

Court jury Feb.

on

In

of Mr. and Mrs. Winston Wes-

Hope

C o

1

1

e g

e

's basketball

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gilman
visited relatives in Grand Ra- team enjoyed its last game of
basketball team whipped Owos- pids last Sunday.
the season here Saturday night
so, 87-57 here Saturday night
The Donald Webster family of as the Flying Dutchmen romp-

tion this week, Holland High's

before 1,800 fans in the Holland
fieldhouse.

The victory gave Holland a
10-6 record, its best mark since

Fowler visited their parents, ed to a 90-66 win over Adrian
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Webster, before 1,600 fans in the Civic
last Thursday.

Center.

Mr.
Owosso, a mediocre club with have

a 3-12 record, didn't provide
much of a challenge to Holland
but it gave the Dutch a chance
to practice their shooting.

The Dutch found the fieldhouse confined friendly again
as they pounded home 37 baskets

jured. He

Dr. Irwin

was lots of fun.
Hope broke the game open
early, playing some of its best

and Mrs.

William Gorz
from a two
weeks vacation in Florida.
The William J. Freh&e family
of Park Forest, III., spent last
weekend at the home of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Russel Frehse, and Grand mother,
Mrs. LillianMorris.
Dr. and Mrs. Kreager of Kal-

it

returned

J.

Brink

Hope Professor
Given

Long Range

$20,420

specifically

Patrick Parris, 29, Holland,
guilty Feb. 11 to
Dr. Irwin J. Brink, associate
driving while his license was reRepresentatives from both
professor of Chemistry at Hope
voked. fourth offense, was put
the Holland and Zeeland Chris- on profoationfor a year with the
College has been awarded a
tian schools met in Holland , nrst five days to
^
$20,420 resewch grant from the ,ast wt,.k be* . fudy ol ! l^'eoumyTH.
Petroleum Fund of the Amen- long range educational needs hv thl, 'Hpp nill fn Hrivi, whi|p

held

margins of 13 to 32 points.
Trailing10-7 after the

was

curfew.

Chemistry Grant Plans

continued the performancein

as they

jail.

charged with the death of 17year-old Thomas Fairbanks.
Several other sentences were
pronounced.
David R o h n, 18. Nunica,
charged with breaking into a
Spring Lake grocery and stealing beer, was put on probation
for 18 months. He must pay $50
costs and observe an 11 p.m.

basketballof the season, and

the second half

days in

a two-car crash last Oct. 5 on
Riley St. north of Holland in
which five young people, four
of Holland and one of Grand
Rapids, were killed.Hardy and
his younger brother were in-

Mr. and Mrs. Ozzie Parks of
The victory evened Hope’s
Constantinewere weekend
the 1959-60, 11-4 regular sea- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tom season’smark at 11-11 and
son’s record and prepared the Swaffer.
gave the Flying Dutchmen a
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Waugh 5-7 M1AA mark. It marked the
Dutch for their Class A tournament game Tuesday against and son visited Mrs. Waugh's final game for six Hope seniors
parents,Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
Grandville at 8 p m. in the fieldResignol of Ada, last weekend. and for the five who got to play
house.

placed

Judge Raymond L. Smith told
Hardy he will be forbiddento
drive while on probation.He
also must pay S100 costs.
Hardy was arrested following

Finale

sels.

Tuning up for tournament ac-

was

years with orders to serve the
first 90

last weekend. They were guests

10.

probation Friday for two

Studied

who pleaded

^

first

three minutes of play, the win-

He^'w^

(

amazoo visited their mother, ners broke away for 13 straight
in 82 tries for 45 per cent. It Mrs. Herman Kreager,who is a
points and in the space of three
was the sixth straight home win patient in Community Hospital minutes had a 20-10 lead.
can Chemical Society. for the Holland-Zeelandarea. 0n probation.
last Sunday.
for Holland.
During that streak, the DutchAnnouncementof the award Zeeland s participation in this , Harold Strait, 33, Nunica. arRev. and Mrs. James Knoll
Mr, and Mrs. Arthur Francis men were shooting, working efwas made today by Dr. Karl!
was aul',onzt‘l* by its rested by state police for larHolland hasn't lost in the fieldThe
Tokyo
Baptist
Church in cascade of white roses and
visited Mrs. Francis’ mother fectively off the fast break and
house since the 69-68 defeat bv
Dittmer, director of Research ‘'oc'e^ al a . recen* meeting ceny 0f $400 worth of brass from
and relatives in Chicago last controlling the boards. Chris Grants and Fellowships Division wbere a decision was made to a (Jrand Haven industry, was Tokyo, Japan, was the scene of white orchids.
Muskegon last Dec. 6. The Dutch
Matron of honor, Marilyn
week.
Buys sank three baskets in the of the American Chemical So- delay hiSh K*001 planning for sentencedto serve 18 months to a lovely winter wedding on Pontius, and bridesmaid Shialso dropped the season’s openMrs. Ward Martin flew to Los rally, Clare Van Wieren and
°,ne yPf to complete a more five years in Southern Michi-|Feb. 8, when Miss Elizabeth zuko Furuta, wore matching
er at home to Ottawa Hills.
Angeles Feb. 14 and drove back Ron Venhuizen each had a basThe three-year grant was ‘']oroll8hl8tuud.y » this area. , gan Prison. The minimum was Myers, daughtr of Mrs. Ernest valentinered street - length
The win was Holland’s 10th with her daughter,Nancy; they
ket and Capt. Glenn Van Wieren
Meanwhile Hollands participa— dresses with corresponding
Myers of San Gabriel, Calif.,
in its last 12 games and the arrived home Friday night, Feb.
made to Brink as a result of
added a basket and free throw. his work in the area of very | l_'?n
James Van Kley, 20, Holland, was united in marriage to the headbands and carried boumost decisive victory since the 21.
Adrian was never in the game
39-point 97-58 record breaking
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Sheri- after that and Hope had the pure chemical substancesdone *'!!“ *el“Jd® P|ans f»r the | charged with unlawfullydriv-iRev James Knoll, son of Mr. quets of peppermint carnations.
last summer at the National I
have a definite,mg away a motor vehicle with- and Mrs Ted Knoll of Holland. The best man was George
win over East Grand Rapids dan of Detroit and Mr. and
margin to 29-14 at the 10-minute Bureau of Standards-alsowith j bfan"8 on Holland s * u < u r e out intent to steal, was placed j The brjde and groom are mis- Pontius and groomsman was
Jan. 21.
Mrs. Charles TenHouten of
on probation for two years and sionaries in Japan with the Yos h i m i ts u Furuta. Dale
Coach Don Piersma has a PawPaw were in Saugatuck last mark. An Adrian spurt pulled the help of a PetroleumRe- P
, Howard Johnson reviewed ordered not to drive for one Evangeiicai Aiiiance Mission. Boyles, John Knoble, Takeshi
chance ot use his entire club weekend to help Mrs. Irene the Bulldogs within seven, 29- search Fund
22 and then Hope was off again
The grant is intended to cover Zeeland’s planning activitiesin
Following a honeymoon in the Asaeda and Kenji Nakadate
and received some good shoot- Sheridan celebrate her birth22 and then Hope was off again
rpp Kiimmor'z
u/nrir the ma- planning
planning for the Zeeland Chris-! Fred Meinel, 17, Grand Ha- Mt. Fuji district, the newlyweds were ushers.
ing performances.Jim De Neff day.
three
summer’s work,
for another 10 straight points.
ven. and David Brown, 17. are living in the seacoast town The Rev. and Mrs. Donald
led Holland with 22 while Darrel
Mr. and Mrs. Erv Kasten The half ended with Hope in jor portion to be used in pur-jla,n H!gh School Supt. Mark
Spring Lake, charged with of Tateyama where they will be Walter representedthe bride's
chasing
equipment
needed
for
Zander
Ark
and
Adrian
Geenen
Schuurman had 19.
were dinner guests Saturday of
Cal Bellman, the only junior Carol and Donald Bulson of front, 47-32.
experimentation.Hope chemis- reP°rted progress on the long nighttime breaking and enter- engaged in Christian camp parents and Mr. and Mrs. HerThe Bulldogs opened the sec- try students will serve as re- range planning survey now be- ing. both pleaded guilty and will
man F i 1 z represented the
In the starting lineup, had th Holland.
ond
half scoring and the 13
For her wedding the bride groom’s parents,
best percentage with six bassearch associatesfor the pro- in8 conducted by the Holland return for sentence March 27.
Mrs. Frank Wicks and Mr.
points was the closest they
Lucius Beck, 18, Spring Lake, wore an ivory satin floor- The ceremony was perChristian board.
kets in seven tries. He made 12 and Mrs. Ted Heath were
came. With 14 minutes left and
charged with malicious destruc- length gown with short train formed by the Rev. Ralph Cox,
points. De Neff hit nine of 16 guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Dr. Brink will begin his re- Holland's representativeson
from the floor while Darrel Derbyshire at Carousel Moun- the score, 59-44, Hope scored search on the Hope campus this the study committee are Ben tion of property at officesin the and fitted bodice with a lace- ; assisted by Rev. Muramatsu,a
another 12 straightpoints beSchuurman sank seven of 15; tain Wednesday.
summer. Simply stated, the Altena, Don Branderhorst,Hil senior high school, pleaded trimmed V neckline. Her sin- Japanese pastor friend,
fore Adrian got a basket and
Ken Thompson, five of 19 and
project will involve the purifi- Buurma, Adrian Getxjen, Win- guilty, will be sentenced April g|e pearl earrings, a gift from Following the ceremony a reMiss Tarue McCray and her
then the Dutchmen added seven
the groom, and a pearl neck- ception was held at the church,
Tom Pelon, two of five.
cation of already existing chem- fred Karsten and Dr. James
roommate from Grand Rapids
more for the 32-point bulge.
lace were her accessories.A The three-tiered white wedding
Jeff Hollenbach and A1 Hol- spent last weekend at Mapleicals and proceduresfor analyz- Strikwerda.Zeeland’srepresenRon Te Beest, playing his
illbox - styled headpiece held cake was made and decorated
leman came through in sub wood with her parents, Mr. and
ing the chemicals to determine tatives are Anthony Baar, John
final game, hit the free throw
he
er
short veil. She carried a by the bride.
roles with four of six and two Mrs. Lynn McCray. Tarue has
the extent of their purity will De Vries, Howard Johnson,
that gave Hope the 78-64 lead
of three. Holland had quarters of joined the Republican Club in
be
, Gary Otte and Joe Sail.
with 10 minutes left. Because of
11-23; 8-18; 9-22 and 9-19. The Grand Rapids and attended a
In order to find an outlet for] The comittee agreed on (ur.
the spread, Coach Russ De VetDutch hit 13 of 18 free throws meeting of the club in Detroit.
to refined 'products’ Brink ther i;ttjvltiesaBnd areas of
Three Hurt
Leading all the way, Holland Mrs. Walter Carrow left te was able to insert senior subs hopes to make connections with !(urthers(ud lhat require
GRAND HAVEN - Circuit Cor Hlfc Pnip
jumped to a 20-7 margin early Thursday for a month’s visit in Chuck Veurink and Art Kramer. other scientific personnel who in:nt n.f„n4i/n
Judge Raymond L. Smith in
3 1 v,c'
This pair teamed with Te Beest,
in the first period and increas- California.
have a need for very pure 101nt aUcnt'Qnat
Glenn Van Wieren and Venstern
warning
Friday
to
two
Three
persons were injured at
ed the score to 26-14 at the quarchemicals in their work.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Shields of
Holland brothers arrested for
c »
u
huizen until 5:41 when the Hope
ter. Midway in thee second quar- Chicago spent the weekend in
Nick Kolean. 62. of 125 West
Dr. Brink was quick to credit $330,000 SoUQht
carrying concealed weapons 7 53 P'ra‘ ^aturday w^en a car
coach
replaced
the
trio to
ter, a seven-point spurt put Hol- Douglas with their parents, Mr.
Dr. Edward Wichers, who for 40
pn
•
29th
St., died Sunday night at
served
notice
on
young
people
driven
hy
Janice
Reus,
15,
of
sounds of a standing ovation.
land ahead by 19, 39-20 and the and Mrs. Thomas Gifford, who
years was a research chemist In
jUlt
in Ottawa and Allegan counties 481 West 19th St., went out of his home following a long illWhen
they
left Hope was leadwinners enjoyed a 45-28 halftime are planning a trip to Florida.
and executivefor the National
3
ing, 85-54.
Michael
.a^oma^c jad sentences control on what was believed to ness. He was born in Holland
bulge.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Van
Bureau of Standards, Washing- ' GRAND HAVEN
miuidu W1u follow convictionsdealing
Van
Wieren
again
played
an
Midway in the third quarter Den Berg and family of Sagi• Lake, 1
b be an icy
ton, D.C., for his part in ob- . Frederick Brye, Spring
with carrying
icy spot and crashed and had lived there all of his
another Holland flurry pushed naw spent the weekend with outstandinggame as he made taining the grant for this re- 1 and his father, Frederick Bye, ! Francisco Gonzales 21 and into 3 light pole in front of 1257 life. He formerly was employthe winners in front, 67-40 at their mother, Mrs. Herman eight baskets,nine of 10 free search
filed a damage suit in Ottawa his brother Juan ]8; received West 32nd st
ed at West Michigan Furnitura
throws, including seven in a
the period’s close. Late in the Bekken.
Wichers,
the
brother
of
Hope
Circuit
Court
Friday
seeking
jai,
sentenCes
when
they
apTreated
in
Holland
Hosnital
and worked there until 12 years
row and picked off 21 rebounds.
game, a free throw by John
Mrs. Anna Miller is in the
President-Emeritus
Dr. Wynand $330,000 from Paul Machiele and pea-ed Friday in connec realea in H011ana Hospital
Van Wieren’s 25 points gave
Leenhouts gave Holland an 80-45 Grant Hospital at Grant, and
Wichers and Hope alumnus of the Haven Garbage and Ash Rewith an incidyentlast orto.‘ ^re the driver who received ago when he retired because of
him the team’s scoring crown
lead, the game’s biggest spread. would enjoy hearing from her
1913, originallyinvited the Hope moval Service of Grand Haven, jn tbe driVeway of a fra- bruises of the right knee and illness. He was a member of
over Venhuizen by one point.
After Owosso scored two free friends.
chemistry department to beThe suit is the result of an ternity house in Holland. Fran- left hand; Darrell Mogek, 20, Trinity Reformed Church.
throws, Vern Plagenhoef scorMrs. Agnes Horan and Mrs. Van Wieren ended with 372 and come involved in this research- accident March 30, 1961, when
Survivingare his wife, Anna;
ed to continuethe 35-point bul- Alice Livingstonvisited friends Venhuizen, who sank five bas- he spent considerable time Michael, a minor, was critical- cisco must serve 15 days and route 2, who received lacera- four daughters, Mrs. Justin
ge. Owosso outscored Holland, in Grand Rapids last weekend. kets early in the second half to working in this area himself, ly injured when hit by Machi- Juan 10 days. Both also must tions on the fingers of the right (June) Dubbink, Mrs. E. J.
pay $25 costs and will be on band, and Montford Allen Hir10-5 in the closing minutes to
Dr. Gerald Rassmussen of help push the winners into the
ele’s truck while riding his
(Doris) Vander Kooi, Mrs. Arprobationfor a
|des 17 route ^ Zeeland, owner
20
and
30-point spreads,scored
give Holland the 30-point win.
Canton, N.Y., visited his parthur (Eleanor)Boeve, Jr., Mrs.
VFW
Auxiliary
bicycle on Lake Ave. in Spring
T.Anterc Pronouncing sentence. 0f the car who recejved bruises
Owosso hit 32 per cent from ents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond 17 and 371 this season.
Kenneth (Lois) Boeve, all of
Hope’s
other
senior
Gailerd
sa,.d ta the Paf’ 0f the back and head. All were Holland; two sons, Roger Kothe floor and ended with 21 Rassmussen, one night last
Its Regular
The boy seeks $300,000 dambaskets in 68 tries. The Tro- week while en route to a meet- Korver was in uniform but did^charged after treatment.
lean of West Olive and WilliAt a regular meeting of the ages for injuries and the father Zt i„yTir " n ney
n't play because of a cracked
jans had periods of 6-19; 6-18; ing in Chicago.
Hnrif Vnff
Police said the car headed am Kolean of Holland; 20
VFW
Auxiliary held Thursday seeks $30,000 for medical costs. sheriff
s office or to city police
c,
„
5-18 and 4-13. They made 15 of
The regular monthly business elbow. Veurink’slong one-hand- evening in the Post home Mrs.
grandchildren;one sister. Mrs.
so that we won’t have a
'
d St' pas^d another
er
brought
the
cheers
while
the
24 free throws.
meeting of the Women’s Fellowcar and increasedspeed, caus- Jake Hooker of Battle Creek;
Melvin
Victor. Americanism
gedy
in
the
community.”
Jim Noonon led the losers with ship of Douglas Congregationalcrowd sweat with Kramer as he chairman, announcedthat she
ing it to go out of control on a two sisters-in-law,Mrs. Martin
22 points, including10 baskets Church will be held Wednesday, missed three free throws. He had presented an American
slick spot. The right side of the Kolean of Holland and Mrs.
OES Chapter 40 Recalls car was damaged.
in 20 tries while Dave Hetfield March 4, at 1:15 p.m. Mrs. was only Hope player not to Flag to Boy Scout Troop 49. a
Louis Kolean of Florida.
had 20, hitting six baskets in Livingstonand Mrs. Fogle will score this season.
Founding at Meeting
new group sponsored by the
After hitting 41 per cent in
13 attempts and sinking eight of be hostesses.
Moose Lodge. This was the 10th
Past matrons of Star of BethThe Rev. Father Plewka of the first half on 22 of 54 shots, flag presented by Mrs. Victor
10 free shots.
Hope made only 15 of 48 in the
lehem,
OES No. 40 met at the
St.
Peters
Catholic
Church
is
Holland (87)
to Boy Scout troops since the
home of Mrs. William Broker
FG FT PF TP ill in Blodgett Hospital, Grand second half and ended with 37 Auxiliary’sfiscal year began
of 102 for 36 per cent. The
Rapids.
Thursday evening and celebrat,
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Former New Richmond
Resident Dies at 75

..212

...

...001
... 0 0
J. Hoose, f
G. Hoose, f ... ... 0 0 2
1

...

Anderson, g

.

.

.

0
1

0
0

. . . .

0

2

21 15

14

57

Totals

Marines when a youth and serv- ! Veurink, g°. .... .
ing 35 years in western Michi- Kramer! g !!!!!!
gan ports. He was a former An^er J. ........
member of the Board of Public Simons, g
. . 0
Works, of the Elks Lodge and p0ppink f ..... 0
of the Grand Haven Stag Club.

0

1 0

...

i

5

He was a member of

St. Pat-

rick’s Catholic Church. His wife

Donald Mishoe

to

Mark

, „

Donald Bruce Mishoe, son

of

_ ,

2 2 3

f

,

sister,

c

!

Year

birth-

day with a party in the
noon at his home.

after-

His mother was

•

\] Into

7

ler.
•

I

ENLISTS - Donald Lee De
Fouw, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Marinus De Fouw of 3988 58th
St., has enlisted in the t'.S.
Army from the Holland Post
Office recruiting station. He
will have eight weeks of basic
t r a i n i n g at Fort Leonard
Wood. Mo., and from there on
to more advanced and specializedtraining in the Army
Security Agency. De Fouw is
a I960 graduate of Holland
High School.

FOR MOST PEOPLE, PENSION BENEFITS COVER ONLY A PART OF THE
COST REQUIRED TO CONTINUE THE
"GOOD LIFE” AFTER RETIREMENT.
Figure it out for yourself. Then ask yourself—
“Do I want to reduce my standard of living when
I retire?" Indeed, it pays to plan your retire-

ment income today. And it pays
to know how State Farm can help

Hats Off!

with the right life insurance plan.
Call

THE BIG

DUTCHMAN

CHET

BOB
FREERS

BAUMANN

Five men
Grand Haven post

office Monday, March 9. at
12:30 p.m. for induction into
the armed forces.
They are James Katowich of

me now!

SALUTES

GRAND HAVEN -

ties investigatedan accident Neff, c ......... 0
Saturday afternoon at Chicago Wynn, g
1
Dr. just east of 112th Ave. inBriagman, Duane Rezny of
volving cars driven by
Totals 29 8 20 66 Grand Haven, Jack Maxfield of
Lindsey Hedglin, 23, of Sauga- Officials: Wally Wrench. Kal- j Nunica, Harry Makin of Grand
tuck and Gladys M. Kosten, 59, amazoo and Bill D i e k m a n, Haven and Daniel Brower of
of Grand Rapids. Hedglin was [Jackson,
Zeelano.
attempting to pass, when anThe local board will have a
other car pulled on the road [ An automobileuses up 60 per group of five men for the April
forcing Hedglin back to the rijjht cent more gas travelingat 65 inductioncall. A group of 47
lane, hitting the Kosten car, miles an hour than it does trav- i will be called for the April predeputies
eling at 25 miles an
| induction call.

said.

:

jrjfcjj

Armed Forces

will report at

William

Guests invited were Billy and
Forry Large, Kevin Rabbers,
Stevie and Jimmy Ringleberg,
Cheryl Holmes, Brian Kortman,
Renee Farkas and Todd Moel-

Sixteen

present at the
meeting which included a program relative to the club's
founding in Feb. 14, 1942.
Mrs. Jessie Lowe, president
conducted the meeting where
it was announced by the Worthy
Matron, guest at the meeting,
that the chapter would honor
their Past Matrons and Past
Patrons March 19. The memorirl service was given in honor
of Mrs. Ming.
Those present were Ruth
Anys. lone Bacheller.M a r y
Blackburn. Mary Hays, Florence Hopkins, Jessie Lowe,
Clara McClellan, Vernice Olmsted, Estelle Schipper, Nelle
Stanaway, Claudia Thompson.
Jeanette Vander Ven, Dorothy
Yelton, Mary Thurschman, Marjorie Van Howe and the hostess
Lorraine Broker.

16

!

sister Charlotte.

and refresmentswill be served.

4 Five to Be Inducted

Rowbotham, f ... 1
Ottawa County sheriff’sdepu- Trebesh, c ....... 1

and

The group will play games

e

7»v-

Among survivors are two
nieces Mrs. L. D. Eberhard of
Grand Rapids and Mrs. Laverne
Hibbert of New Richmond.

6

Investigate Accident

assisted by

Donald's brother Dennis

90

Gunthorp, f ...... l

4 years ole Saturday, celebratfirst Leap

ingham! g ......
Numbers, g .....

Grand Rapids and De-

troit.

FG FT PF TP

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Mishoe, Owin of Canada; one
675 Steketee Ave., who was Elizabethof Detroit.
ed his

later of

32 16 13

Surviving are one daughter, Garrett, f ........
Virginiaof Grand. Haven; two . Kennedy, ....... 2
brothers, Henry of Detroit and Seagert,
... 6

Leap Year Birthday

Home in Detroit.
Mr. Ludwig was a former
New Richmond resident and
ing

0
0

Adrian (66)

died in 1958.

Jacob Ludwig,

died Saturday at Brower Nurs0

.

Totals

—

DETROIT

75, of 22 Charlotte St., Detroit,

"itpa^tbkrum)

members were

87

.

Nuveman, f

De Krawas announc-

serving the dinner.
and 44 to 32 in the second half.
Following the businessmeetThe Bulldogs ended with a 6-6
0
0
ing lunch was served by Mrs
at
MIAA mark and were 9-13 over1
1
Peter Borchers and her comall.
mittee. The next meeting of the
GRAND HAVEN - Hugh P.
Hope (90)
13 18 87
auxiliary will be held Mar. 12.
Mulligan, 87, of 535 Slayton St.,

c

...

club's organization.

ker, president, it

Owosso (57)
died early today at the Hillcrest Buys, f .......... 6
FG FT PF TP Nursing Hrme in Grand Haven c. Van Wieren, f . 5
Hetfield. f ... ..6 8 3 20 following an extensive illness. Te Beest,
2
Brown, f ..... ..2 0 0 4
He was a retired lieutenant G. Van Wieren, g 8
3 commander in the U. S. Mer.. 0 3 3
Hanzlovic,c
Venhuizen, g .... 8
Noonon, g ..... ... 10 2 2 22 chant Marine Inspection Ser- Potter, c ......... 2
Swartz, g ..... ... 0 0 0 0 vice, entering the Merchant Overman, g .... 4
Webster, g

1

_ „

ed the 40th anniversaryof the

H.P. Mulligan

1

0 0

37

last May.
Also at the businessmeeting

with
and Mrs. Allan Young, last Don Numbers
ed that the District 8 meeting
weekend. They all enjoyed ski- 19. 12 in the last six minutes.
of the Posts and Auxiliaries will
Sophomores Buys and Clare
ing at Carousel Mountain Sabe held Saturday,March 14, in
Van Wieren added 13 points.
turday and Sunday.
Grand Rapids with the Creston
Hope outrebounded Adrian, 82Auxiliary acting as hostess and
56 , 38 to 24 in the first half

12

0 1

.

Totals

Mr. and Mrs. Bud Anderson Bulldogshad 28 of 83 for 34 per
and children of Lake Forest, cent. Hope sank 16 of 27 free

5

0

..Oil

.

e0M8

11

,„Qcf

tra-

I

f

.
Thompson,
Pelon. f ......
Schuurman. c ...7
De Neff, g ..... ...9
Bellman, g ... ..6
Plagenhoef,g
Hollenbach,c ...4
Wassenaar, f
Thomas, g ..... ...
Holleman, c .. ..2
Leenhouts, f
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When Nick Kolean

The Polio

AGENT

Immunization Workers

AGENT

Your Stale Farm

Thanks to the doctors, nurses, and
others who donated their time in last Saturday's polio immunizationclinics, thousands
more are becoming immune to this dread disease.

•2

iamily

Your Slal* Farm

imurance

Iamily laauranct

PHONES 1X 6-8294 and EX 4-8133
25 WEST 9th STRUT
Authorized Representatives

HOLLAND MOTOR EXPRESS,

INC.

STATE FARM

Home

Life Insurance

Company

Office: Bloomington, llllnoii

1

|

hour.
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Fennville
Mr. and Mrs. Taft Neshlt of
Montague were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr, and Mrs. Albert

Koning.

.

.

Mrs. Wesley Bagger was host-

ess to a bridal shower held last

Saturday evening in honor of
Donita Hagger. Twenty relatives
were present.Games were played and refreshments were served Miss Hagger received many

gifts. f, .

A
Mr. and Mrs. Roy English and
children of Bloomingdale,were
Sunday dinner guests of her
mother Mrs. Ruth Lesperance.
It was the birthday anniversary
of Steven Iterance
Mrs. Raymond Duffey and
Mrs. Gerald Smith spent Friday
evening with Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fehlinger and family in Hoilovely

TRAINEE -

Airman Robert
J. Herp, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert J. Herp of route 2,
Dorr, has been selected for
technical training as an air
policeman at Lackland Air
Force Base. He enlisted in
the Air Force a short time

ago and has completed

land.

Mrs. Keith Landsburg

his

EBENEZEK CHURCH -

It didn't take long

came down. Construction of a new church on
the same location was started Monday. The

church to be razed once the big crane
with its huge swinging weight was put into use.
This is what remained of the Ebenezer Reformed church located on East 32nd St. just off
112th Ave. when the picture was taken Wednesday morning shortlybefore the entire structure
for this

Austerity

Program Set
POSTER CONTEST-Students of St. Francis de
Sales School browse in the new permanent library of the school followingits official opening
last Sunday. Shown (left to right) are Martha
Smith, third prize winner in a poster contest

held recently; Patrice Chambers who won first
place honors; Suzanne Zych who received second place honors. John Bearss and Bernadette
Schwartz,the latter two receiving honorable
<Penna-Sas photo)

FENNVILLE -

The Fennv.lk
Board of Education has adopted several resolutions,many

New Library

Ganges

Opened at

Mr. and Mrs. U.

S.

them

Ottawa County

(Penna-Sasphoto)

By Randy Vandewaler

MIAA

is-

basketball coaches hud-

dle Tuesday in Marshall to se-

The board

.All-MIAA Team,

Officials

of

sue.

Real Estate

GRANDSTANDING .

regretfully,following de-

feat of an operating millage

Crane and

Mrs. Fred Thorsen were in
St. Francis
Kalamazoo Saturday to attend
The opening of a new perman- the wedding of their grandson
ent library and the annual Book John C. Thorsen, son of Mrs.
Fair took place at St. Francis Rena Thorsen and the late

buildingis scheduled for completion in Septemnow being conducted in Appfe
Avenue School. Shown at right is the church
parsonage.
ber. Services are

In Fennville

mention.

also has voted to

lect the annual all-MIAA team

Transfers

. ...

.

lastUU
.

IMOt€S

Wins Eighth

Season

ior

town.

Ed Donaldson and

DeWitt

Named

Director

New Division

senior

New

Holland

^

jjoljan(j }ol

lf

town.

Dr. Earl G.

DeWitt

Josie Gerred.

Plastics Division of Ethyl Corporation.

Mrs. August De Witt of

,

- .

--

Oceania.

--

He
Hope

patient at Douglas Community
is
1943 graduate of Hospital for tests.
College, holding an A. B.
Ronald R. Broe, son of Mr.

a

degree in chemistryand mathe- and Mrs. Ted Broe is scheduled
matics. He received his M. S. to complete basic training Feb.
and Ph. D. degrees from Ohio 20 at the Naval Training CenState University. He joined ter, San Diego, Calif.
Ethyl Corporation in 1949 at
Open house was held at the
the company’s Detroit Labora- New
Methodist

Richmond

and later transferred to Church Sunday afternoon honorEthyl’s Commercial Develop- ing the Golden Wedding Anniment Department in Baton versary of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Rouge.
Stasik. Guests were present
He is married to the former from: Fennville,New Richmond,
Lucy Norton of Union Springs, East Saugatuck, Otsego, HolAla. They have two children, land. Grand Junction, South
George and Daina, and reside Haven, Illinois and Indiana. Mutories

land

'

^

scored with less than 10 sec- ially strong in rebounding and Castro and wife Pt- Lot 9
SPRING LAKE - Stephenson ually releases the information at
onds remaining but it was in a Vizithum and Johns were able 14 Southwest Add. City of Hoi- Construction Co. of Zeeland was a team banquet,
losing
to get loose on a couple of fast
given the contract Thursday Possibly the MIAA coaches
West Ottawa saved their best 1
Horace Dozeman and wife to night for construction of a six may get around to talking
shooting for the final quarter Zeeland came back at the end Klaas Kap^yn and wife Lot 22 room addition to the Junior-Se- about the officiating in the
as they made 7 of 10 shots when of the quarter, however on a Breakenridge Heights Sub. Twp. nior High School in Spring league this season. Eldon
they were needed the most. Zee- couple of quick baskets by Georgetown,
Lake. Stephenson was low of Draime of Battle Creek, a forland made 4-14 in the final Schout and one by Veenstra to Home Builders Land Co. to five bidders and his bid was mer official who retired after
knot the score, 43-43, going into David La Mo>'ne Miller and $53,987. Constructioncosts per last season when he was named to head the MIAA officials,
The game for Zeeland was the final eight minutes of play w,fe*
130 Heather Heights square foot is $9.30.
similar to the ones they have Six points by Johns early in the No- TwP Georgetown,
The board of educationesti- handles the assignments.
It appears to us that Draime
been playing- in the last few -fourth quarter gave West Ot-I John H- Bouwcr and wife to mated the cost at $85,000.The
1

quarter.

in

~

GRAND HAVEN -

Dr. P.J.
Holland native

van Kolken, a
and a Grand Haven physician
for the past 16 years, has re-

ceived appointment as chief of
medicine in the American Hospital in Pago Pago, American
Samoa.

^

Dr. van Kolken, will leave
in May for the new post. He
will be working among the
Miss Linda Ellen Ackerberg
games. Zeeland has been start- tawa the lead that they were Roberl E- wingale and wde- i project is the second phase of should lak^ another look at his Polynesiansof the island group.
The
climate
of
the
South
ing quickly, getting good shoot- able to hold for the victory. Lot 26 Lake Forest Sub TwP- ! the $500,000 school expansion assignmentsbefore next season
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Ackering. rebounding and a lead in West Ottawa made 38 per
program voted by the district and madt‘ some switches. In Pacific has been recommended berg of route 1. Holland, anthe first half, only to tire and cent of their shots on quarters Horace Dozeman and wife to in
covering Hope, we saw the for his health. He has had a nounce the engagement of their
lose a close game. West Ottawa, of 6-15. 6-20, 5-18 and 7-10 Zee- Klaas KaPte-vn and wife Lot
Plans call for six class rooms same Pair of officials four heart condition which hospitaliz- daughter, Linda Ellen, to Jay
meanwhile, has boosted their land ended with about 35 per Breakenridge Heights sub. Twp. and an additionai boi,er Th times and one of the pair five ed him last fall. The van Kol- Michael Bertalan, son of Mr.
season's mark to over half by cent on quarters of 6-16 7-14
,
, , jtimcs ‘n 12 MIAA games,
kens served as medical mis- and Mrs. Julius Bertalan of 78
winning the last three in drama- 4-15 and 4-14. West Ottawa
Home Builders Land Co. to o k s lo 1)6 comPleted Aug. j we fell that an official,re- sionanes in Africa prior to com- East 20th St.
tic fashion in close games. ' 15-29 free throws and the losers David La Moyne Miller and
gardless of how hard he tries. ing to Grand Haven in 1948.
A June wedding is being planZeeland was hittingwell over
wile. Lot 130 Heather Heights
|

Park-

1962.

Georgetown.
made

17-26

I

The “Our Lady of Good Counclub had a coffee and at
the home of Mrs. Joe Marfia
last Tuesday.
Mark Garner spent Tuesday
in Chicago on business.

Theta Alpha Chapter
Holds Regular Meeting
Mrs. Arthur Flasck, vice presi-

at the meeting
of the Theta Alpha Chapter,
Beta Siga Phi, Monday night
at the home of Mrs. Wiliam
Ketchum.
During the business meeting a
nominating committee of three
was appointed to present a slate
of officers for 1964-65 at the
dent. presided

next meeting. Plans for

|

1

1

.

ned.

to charity.

Those attending were the Mes-

dames Richard Brown. Gordon
Cunningham, Fred Davis, Paul
Disser. Paul Divida. Ed Falberg. John Busted. Earl Hughes. J. Herbert Johnson, Robert
Krueger, Robert Long, Al
Klinge. Walter Guggisberg,Don-

Hann, Robert Kahlow.
Refreshments were served by
The largest non-statutory li- the hostess, Mrs. Ketchum. The
brary in the world is the New next meeting will be held at the
York Public Library.
home of Mrs. Krueger.

the Panthers defense in the Van Huis and Johns led West No- L TwP Georgetown,
first half. Schout made three Ottawa with 18 points each John H- Bouwer and wife to
long ones in the first quarter while Vizithum made 14. Schout Robert E- Wingate and wife,
and two more in the second to continuedhis high scoring and Lot 26 Lake Eorest Sub ' TwPlead the ( hix to a 16-12 first led Zeeland with 20. while Veen-j Parkquarter lead and a 33-28 half- stra made 16 in a fine perfor- ArchitecturalBuilders. Inc.,
to Robert W. Koster and wife,
time lead. Stan Veenstra added mance. and Essink made 10.
six points in the half, and
West Ottawa completed their Lot 111 Lamplight Estates No.
was,,.veA-v^s,rong'n ^bounding regular season's play with an 3. Twp. Georgetown.
ArchitecturalBuilders. Inc.
as West Ottawa could get only 8-7 record overall and 5-3 in the
one shot at the basket. Zeeland Grand Valley. Zeeland was 1-14 to Raymond A. Elenbaas Lot
made 6-16 in the first quarter for the season and 0-8 in the 113 Lamplight Estates No. 3,
Twp. Georgetown.
and 7-14 in the second quarter Grand Valley
Burt Scholten and wife to
for over a 40 per cent
West Ottawa (63)
average at halftime.
FG FT PF TP Yernon Van Langevelde and
4
2
0
4
4 wife Pt. Lots 7. 8 Blk A City of
Holland.
having trouble gaining momen- Busscher.f
.... 2
1
4
5
turn. The Panthers made 6-15 Van Huis. c .... 7
Jacob Essenburg to Ernest
4
4
18
in the first quarter and 6-20 in Vizithum, g
... 4 6 5 14 Vander Hulst and wife. Lot 80
the second quarter and were Johns, g
Rose Park Sub. Twp. Holland.
..... 8
2
4
18
missing most of their free Farabee e
Cornelius Dood and wife to
... 0 0
0
Thomas E. Dracht and wife,
2
....
3
4
... 0 0 n 0 Lot 20 Sunnyview Sub. Twp.
Van Huis started to use his Totals
24 15 23 63 Georgetown
height to advantage on reboundJ. P. McKenzie and wife to
md (59)
ing and Dave Vizithum was
Edward
L. Van Timmeren and
FG FT PF TP
playing his usual steady game Veenstra. f
..» 5 6 4 16 wife, Pt. SEN NEN 5-6-13 Twp.

ald

he

<1

\

shooting

f

M

1

1

to life nearing halftime. Van
Huis made seven and Johns six
in the second quarter to keep

.... 2

4

2

8

.... 4

2

4

10

..... 0

3

4

.... 9
.... 1

2

3

u

,

.

Plds.

ft

3

Ottawa Countv
Pikaart, g
0
3
Kenneth Ray Jenkins, 20,
Zeeland cooled off noticeably Overway, c
... 0 0 2 0 Coopersville, and Linda M.
early in the third quarter and
Totals
21 17 22 59
Ellsworth.16. Conklin; David,
the Panthers took advantage of
FOUR GENERATIONS - Margie Sue Bakker.
Officials;
inhn
,Dick Ford and
Sparkman. 18. Fruitport, and
the opportunityto outscore the
20-months-old daughterof Mr and Mrs. Jerry
John Haze, both of Grand Ra- , Kathleen M. Krey, 16 Grand
Chix at one point, 13-4, to take a
Bakker of Borculo is the youngest of this fourHaven.
generationpicture. Shown with her (left to
West Ottawa close.

20
2

i

a

couples party in March, were
discussed. A rummage sale was
also held with proceeds going

!

'

.
15-

22

was furnished by nieces and
nephews of Mr. Stasik.
William Keller returned home
from Holland Hospital having
had spinal surgery two weeks
sic

cil’’

llan(1

cause. breaks.

Mrs. Wallace Jaragosky is a

Columbia Ave.

I

r

Three Rivers Sunday.

ception.

472

ago.

~~T

in

Randy Comeau played the wed-

ding music at the services.ConDr. De Witt, a native of Holnie Comeau served at the reland. is the son of Mr. and

i

-

Church

!

H.

_

Monday with Miss Kate De Glopper at Grand Haven.
Word has been released from
Nazareth College that Kathie
Immormino’s name has been
placed on the Dean's List. Kathie. a graduate of Fennville
High School, is a freshman at
Nazareth in Kalamazoo, and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Salvatone Immormino of route 2

Earl G. DeWitt, of Baton Mr. and Mrs. Thomas CoRouge, ,La., was recently pro- meau attendedthe wedding of
moted to Directorof Develop- Jean Comeau and George Staument and Planning of the new der at St. John’s Lutheran

Engaged

buildings.

Donald at Dowagiac.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Martin
having
spent a month in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Morse
visited her sister and brotherin-law, Mr. and Mrs. William
Seyler, in Holland on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Green of
Allegan visited Sunday in the
Lowell Martin home.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts
and Kim spent Saturday evening in Hartford visiting her
mother, Mrs. E. Skinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Rosmussen of Allegan were Sunday callers in the Harlin Fazer home.
Laurence R. Sackett spent a
few days in Holland Hospital
last week for tests.
Beryl Bills, and Donald, of
Grand Rapids spent the weekend
with her grandmother, Mrs.

!

Parif

i

“^

Me

Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Crane
and Mrs. Clyde McNutt spent

have returned home

be retained to supervise the en- Jim Everett while Kalamazoo Mrs. Thomas Harrell.
West Ottawa. 63-59, at West Ot- Manila, Ark., to attend the fuJohannes Bolte and wife to
Richmond; Mrs. William Hamlarged study hall periods.
also has senior Dale Southworth
tawa before 1.800 fans in the re- neral of a brother-in-law on Anna De Boer. Pt. Lot 13 Blk
n T. . „ ,
lin, 372 West 28th St.
Saturday.
and sophomoreJim Peters.
gular season’s finale for both
South Prospect Park Plat, City
Discharged Thursday were
Mrs.
Richard
Stehle,
substitPlans call for the MIAA
squads.
of
7„uld naed to
Cecil Long, route 5; Mrs. Roguted
for
Mrs.
Marvin
Woltersi
coaches
to
present
their
nominaLloyd Schout pulled Zeeland
Neal Woodwvk and wife to ’°inThat
“fff817
er Smith, 11 152nd Ave.; H.
last Monday and Tuesday and
to within four points, 55-51 with
John Albert Bruursma and wile. lncAr,fsf al1
ren al fecs' tions to Commissioner W i n
Arthur Welch, 95 West Ninth
for Mrs. Hansford on Friday in
4:30 left and Ford Berghorst
Lot 81 Me Bride's Add. City
A“ st.udentbasfs to awa>! Schuler, who will compile the
games and special trips would nominationsand then the coach- St.; Mrs. Clarence Steinbach, at 462 Francis Harriet Drive
Fennville Public School. Mrs.
made it 55-53 with 3:22 remain11331 Garfield, Detroit; Mrs. Baton Rouge.
es will vote. Coaches don’t vote
ing to really make things inter- Stehle substituted for Mrs. Roy j j0hn H. Triick and wife to need to ** e,iminatedLester
Miles and baby, route
Nye in the Pearl school Mon- [^on E. Dishaw and wife. Lot 12 , Because Jhe school could |on their own nominations,
esting for the finish.
2, West Olive; Bernard Hulst,
day
of this week.
The Panthers remained cool,
,
,25 Sunset Acres, Twp, George- 00 longof afford to act. a.s ,a It is expected the coaches will
Mr. and Mrs. James Palec®m^nun^y center, a schedule select a first and second team 156 West 34th St.; Steven Gruphowever, as Alvin Visser scorpen, route 1; Mrs. Tom Vander
ed his lone goal of the evening zoes and family of Glenn were peter Vander Leek and wife ? c ,.rges woold J*. established an(j honorable mentions again
and Paul Busscher scored a dmner guests Sunday of Mr. to Malcolm J. Rudolph and wife. ror a , non*sc., ??* functions to this year. Coaches will also Kuy and baby, 405 Van Raalte
vote on the MIAA’s most valua- Ave.; Johannes Boerman. route
bucket on a nice driving layup and Mrs. Richard Stehle in hon- Lot 10 Wintergreen Sub. Twp. us£ school
1. Hamilton; Kay Haedicke,703
The board consists of Robert kIp nlavpr
or of Mrs. Palezoes’birthday.
to give the Panthers a six point
Graafschap;
Mrs. Allen De
'j.
Paine,
president; Albert
F
y
The most valuable player anbulge, 59-53. with 2:10 left.
Harris J. Broene and wife, to
Crane, secretary; John E. Case, nually receives the Randall C. Vries, route 4; Larry KammeDuring
1963,
overseas
teleAndrew
Groenink
and
wife.
Lot
Rick Van Kley and Stan Veentreasurer. Arnold H. Green, Bosch of Holland gold dia- raad. 205 East 29th St.; Mrs.
stra each hit a free throw to phone service reached three ad- ib Country Estates No. 1, Twp.
Ronald Prentice, Charles D. mond-studded basketball. Bosch Clarence Buitendorp and babv
pull Zeeland to within four again ditionalconnecting points: Allendale.
183 Elwill Ct.; Mrs.
Stennett and M. John Stover.
Rwanda,
in
Africa,
and
AmerIsaac
Kouw
and
wife
to
Oak
with :48 left, but two free
has been presentingthe award if’1 c'lw!,l*t!': .:vl^s• Barry
since
1947
and
Hope
coach
Russ
!
Kamer’ B05 136th Ave.
ican
and
Western
Samoa
in
Financial
Corp.
Pt.
Lot
9
Blk
.
~TT.
throws by Visser and a basket
14 Southwest Add. City of Hoi- Zeeland Firm Is Given
De Vette was the first recipi7
by Bruce Van Huis again gave
ent. The school winning me Gfond Haven Physician
the Panthers an eight point
Contract for Addition
most valuable player award us- Takes Post in Samoa
lead. Schout and Veenstra hnth
both 41-37 lead. Van Huis was espec-! 0ak Financial Corp. to Pedro

4

Paul

Fennville.

working in the league this season, confessedlast season that
he had seem Hope’s Jim Vander
Hill play so often that he sometimes anticipated his moves.
This occurred once, the official said, and Vander Hill didn’t
make the move and the official
had already blown the whistle
calling a foul on the defender,
who hadn’t moved.
The MIAA had 17 approved

West Ottawa

This

Dr. E.G.

Of

is going to become familiar
with player’s moves. One veteran MIAA official,who was

and it appears this season that
resubmit the millage issue to only one spot will be up for
the school district as quickly as
grabs because the other four
Jack Harper and wife to Leo possible. It is the hope of the places appear fairly certain.
board that citizenswill support
Calvin and Alma, the No. 1
de Sales School last Sunday fol- Frederick Thorsen of KalamaM
Nawrockl Jr- and Wlfe' 101 the next millage proposal so that and 2 teams all season in the
zoo
and
Miss
Claudie
Clark,
a poster contest depiciting the
134 Cottonwood Heights Sub. No. those parts eliminated from the
MIAA race, appear, and rightly
need for good reading and an- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mer- 1, Twp. Georgetown.
school program can be rein- so, to have the top four playnouncing the Book Fair was lin Clark of Kalamazoo. The
Fred Berghorst et al to Jerry stated at a later date.
ers in the league.
lowing the cutting of the ribbon wedding took place in the St.
Berghorst and wife, Lot 5
The resolutionsfollow:
Alma has Bud Acton, 6’5"
at the entrance to the library. Augustine Rectory with Father
DiepenhorstSub. Twp. George- 1. Teacher salary increases
junior forward and 6’ senior
The Rt. Rev. Msgr Julian Mole- Young officiating. A reception town.
ski cut the ribbon and then followed for 50 g u e s l s who James Buys and wife to Ber- would be granted and contracts guard Ray Moore. They were basketball officialsthis season.
should be issued as soon as posunanimous choices on the all- Besides the pair mentioned,two
blessed the room in the presence came from Gary, Ind.; Chicanard Niezink and wife, Lot 119 sible.
other officials worked Hope
MIAA team last season.
of many of the parishioners. go, Detroit and Ganges.
Terrace Gardens Sub. Twp.
2. Even though the plan had
Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Crane
Calvin has 6’4” junior Ken twice and 10 officiatedone time.
Coffee was served to all who
came to view the libarry and and Mrs. Fred Thorsen visited ^‘Tssenbnrg and wife to been to purchase two new school Fletcher and 6’3” senior Jim Three of the league officials
buses and retire two old buses
didn’t see Hope in MIAA games
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Giles in
browse through the books.
Harvey Keen and wife. Lot 3 each year to increase safety Van Eerden and both of these this season.
Winning first place of $3 in Martin on Saturday.
players should be on the team.
Maywood Park Sub. Twp. Hol- and keep maintenance costs
We would like Draime to
Airman First Class Ronald
They were the keys in Calvin’s
Patrice Chambers. Second prize
land.
down, it would not be possible drive to its fifth MIAA crown. make a schedule so that officof $2 went to Suzanne Zych and Margot of Wurtsmith Air Force
Arthur J. Gillstedt and wife this year.
third prize of $1 to Martha Base, Oscoda, Mich, and friend
Van Eerden was a second team ials don’t have to work the
to Arnold Deters and wife, Lot
3. Some building and site choice last season.
same MIAA team more than
Smith. Students in grades 6, 7 from St. John’s spent Saturday 52 De Jonge’s Second Add. Twp.
money now being invested for The other spot on the five- twice and don’t appear in the
and 8 participated in the con- with his uncle and aunt Mr. Holland.
future building will be used for
same MIAA city more than
test which was judged by the and Mrs. Howard Margot.
Neal King and wife to Egbert capital outlay purchases of man team is wide open and
Donald McGee Jr. and Mr.
faculty.
could
fall
to
any
number
of twice.
Vorenkamp and wife, Pt NWU equipment.
Honorable mention was given and Mrs. Donald McGee left NW>4 15-5-16 Twp. Park.
players. Hope senior Glenn Van
4. That no new tuition students
to Frances Helen Mrok, Berna- Sunday for Fort Jackson. S. C.
f
John Albert Buursma and wife from any outlying school dis- Wieren made the first team last
dette Schwarz. Douglas Julian. where he will be in training to Harold Volkers and wife, Pt.
season and has a good chance/* OS/M
tricts would be accepted.
John Bearss. Leonard Victor and with the U. S. Army.
NW, SW4 32-5-15 City of Hol- 5. That the FennvilleBoard to repeat.
....
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Mrs. Bernice Knox was hostValerie Zych.
Van W,erenS senior running Thursd were Thomas ^ Do
land.
of
Education
reaffirm
its
posiess to the Ganges Bridge Club.
mate Ron Venhuizen has had
ArchitecturalBuilders, Inc.,
Monday Feb. 24 with dessert to George A. Van Fleet and tion as being against deficit fin- some good games this season Graaf, route 4; Robert Allen
George, New Richmond; Harancing.
lunch at one.
and could be a selection.
wife, Pt. SW>4 10-6-13 Twp.
old Peer bolt, 312 West 19th
6.
That
it
would
be
necessary
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Nye enDick Johnson, Kalamazoo
Georgetown.
St.; Bruce Neckers, Clymer,
to eliminate the summer recreatertained Mr. and Mrs. Lawsophomore, is also a strong posAlfred De Weerd and wife to
N.Y.; Elizabeth Brandt. 227
tion program.
rence Hutchins and Connie and
sibility or possibly A d r i a n ’s
Duane L. De Weerd and wife,
West 21st St.; Nadine Arnold,
7.
That
all
music
programs
of
Keith of Fennville at dinner
senior Don Numbers and junior
Lot 45 Aukeman Sub. No. 4.
the Fennville Public Schools Dick Seagert. Albion has a sen- 750 Lillian;Camelia Stoner, 887
Sunday.
Twp. Georgetown.
West 26th St.; Sally Driesenga,
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Giles John Van Ess Jr. and wife to would be eliminated.
ior Jerry Chandler who will get
8. That physical education support. He was a second team 19 West 37th St.; Mrs. Bertha
from this area. Embrit Giles of
Upset minded Zeeland put up Douglas and Mr. and Mrs. Loraine E. Stoepker, Lot 16 programs be eliminated and that
Onthank. 761 Old Orchard Rd.;
pick last year. Olivet has junSunnybrook Acres, Twp. GeorgeMrs. John Surdam, route 4;
one physical education teacher
a good fight before losing to Leonard Giles of Martin left for
.

spent

the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.

basic training at Lackland.

right* are her great grandfather, John De Witt
Jr. of Maple St., Zeeland: her grandmother,
Mrs. Bernard Schout of route 1. Zeeland, and
her mother, Mrs. Bakker. (de Vries photo)

training for a period of eight weeks. After a leave at home thej
will both go on to electronic training in the Army Security
Agency which they chose as their enlistment guarantee Mem

of
?

C?irt.al ')vcno° 9hIislian Heformed Church. Ixith attend,
^nstian High School. Ken graduating with the clasvS
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Engaged

Miss Holland

Pageant Set

if

Here May 2

h

^

Holland Jayceea will stage the
Misa Holland pageant a month
earlier this year, according to
Tom Lindsey, pageant chair-

White

Hamilton

Miss

The Rev. Seymour Van Drunen, pastor of the local Christian Reformed Church, has received a call to become a missionary to Taiwan, Formosa.
Miss Linnay Lokers of Haven

To Perform

Reformed Church was

In

Wed

Allendale
Mrs. George Zylstra

3, 1964

in

Home Ceremony

Polio Clinic

First ChristianReformed eve-

Thursday

ning services.

Mrs. Kenneth Morrow returned home last Wednesday
afternoonfrom the Minnesota

elected

president of the Girls' League

Local persona who faQod to
visit an oral polio vaccin# cli-

nic Saturday ar# urged to attend a makeup clinic Thuriday

for Service of the Zeeland Clas-

sis at a Council Meeting

man.
The Miss Holland Pageant
will be held May 2 in Civic
Center and the queen selected
will compete with other Michigan winners in Muskegon the
week of July 4.
The date was set earlier In

week Monday

Makeup

sang

“The Old Rugged Cross” at the

New York

Visit

Hospital.
last

from noon to 6

Gerrit Gemmen submitted to

evening.

pm. in

th#

health office of the Ottawa coun-

hip surgery last Thursday
Dick Schipper, son of Mr. and
ty branch building on North
Mrs. Harold Schipper,was dismorning at Butterworth HospiRiver Ave.
charged last week from BlodA similar makeup clinic la betal.
gett Hospitalin Grand Rapids
ing held in the county health
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Westwhere he underwent leg surgedepartment office on th# flrat
veer plan to observe their 60th
ry. It Is expected he will have
floor of the court houa# in
to return for further surgery in
wedding anniversarywith open
Grand Haven.
Holland this year to attract
about six weeks.
house in the First church asA total of 22,137 peraona reHope College students. The local
The Rev. S. Van Drunen was
sembly room next Saturday,
ported to the four centers In
pageant covers Holland city
in charge of both services in
March 7 from 2 to 4:30 and
Holland area Saturday and I,and the southern part of Otthe Christian Reformed Church
from 7 to 8 p m.
127 reportedin Zeeland.
tawa county.
on Sunday. In the morning he
Funeral services were held
A special appeal ia mad# te
Chairman Lindsey Is assisted
spoke on “Confession;A Way
last Wednesday for Walter
have all children protected. Th#
by Roger Kuiken, competition Miss Janice Kay Martini#
to Forgiveness”and in the eveTopp of Grandville who died
oral Sabin vaccine is recomdirector; Paul Sterenberg,proThe engagement of Miss Jan- ning he spoke on “The Final
last week Monday morning. He
mended for all peraona over six
gram; James Drooger, promo- ice Kay Martinie to James AlSeparation.”
is survived by his wife, Marmonths of age.
tion, and Mrs. Merrill Cline, len Holstege,son of Mr. and
The Young People'i Society
garet, and a son, Walter Jr.,
A contribution of 50 cents acontestants.
Mrs. Joe Holstege, route 2, Zee- met with the young people of
Miss Pomelo Whit#
and two daughters,the Misses
piece is suggested,but health
Candidates must be single land, has been announced.
the East Saugatuck Christian
Janice and Ma|7 Lou at home;
leaders emphasize that nobody
Miss
White, 17,
(18 to 28 inclusive) and never
The bride-elect is the daugh- Reformed Church on Monday
a brother Erwin of Bauer and
will be denied the medication
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
have been divorced or had a ter of Mrs. Henry Martinie of evening of this week.
a sister, Mrs. Adrian Potter of
for lack of funds.
James
Floyd
White
of 4549 Aumarriage annulled.
route 1, Zeeland, and the late
The Golden Hour Circle met
Grand Rapids. Mr. and Mrs.
A record card is given to each
dobon Rd. will perform in PhilTalent will be given as much Henry Martinie.
on Tuesday evening to study the
Topp both were formerly from
person receiving the medicaharmonic Hall of Lincoln CenThe couple is planning a fall lesson on “Mary.”
consideration as physical charm
Allendale.
tion. This card ia to be filled
ter, New York City, March 18,
in these contests which lead to wedding.
Two familieswere received
Mr. and Mrs. W. Stronk of
out at home and returned at
the Interlochen Arts
by transfer by the Christian Rethe Miss America Pageant later
Grand Valley were recent visthe final clinic April 25.
Academy’s student symphony
in the summer.
at a family birthday party. Oth- formed Church — Mr. and Mrs. orchestra presents a special itors of Mr. and Mrs. John
Medication consists of two
Broene.
er guests were Mrs. Charles Willis Klingenberg and their concert there.
drops of tri-valent oral Sabin
The membership of Mr. and
Chapman, Mrs. Mannie Balles four baptized children from the
vaccine on a sugar cube. DiaThe concert marks the first
Overisel
Christian
Reformed
Mrs.
Dan Koppenal and son,
of Glenn, Mrs. Clem Jorgenson
betics may receive the medicstime a high school orchestra
of Saugatuck, Mrs. V.K. Orr of Church and Mr. and Mrs. How from outside the New York City Roger, was received at First
tion in distilledwater if desirMMCM Eugene Plummer and Lacota. A sister Mrs. Harry ard Boeve and their daughter, area has performed in Lincoln ChristianReformed Church
ed and babies are given the
from the Coopersville Christian
Mrs. Plummer of Esconbido, Gregory of Decatur could not be Deborah, from the First Chris- Center.
medication by eye dropper.
tian Reformed Church of Zee
Reformed Church.
Calif., arrived Friday to visit piesent. The birthday’s of Mrs.
The Ottawa County immuniMiss White Is a senior at the
Mrs. Bert Horlings spent a
his mother Mrs. Bertha Plum- Bolles and Mrs. Chapman were land.
zation
program is underwritten
InterlochenArts Academy.
Mr. ond Mrs. Ross Lee Schurman
Mr, and Mrs. Marvin Kaper
few days with her nephew and
mer and other relatives. On celebrated.
by the Ottawa County Medical
A total of 85 teenage musi(M'b photo)
Sunday a family get-togather Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Aalder- and Groy spent Sunday in De- cians will appear in the concert family of Wyoming.
Miss Mary Lou Van Kampen, j Mrs. Van Kampen wore a Associationof which Dr. John
Mrs. Evelyn Geurink enterwas held at the home of Mrs. ink and family and Mrs. Fred Motte, Ind., visiting Mr. and which is being sponsored jointdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter beige and gold brocade sheath Yff of Zeeland is president.
Mrs. Charles Wiers. Mrs. Wiers
tained with a coffee last WedPlummer. Those attending
ly by pianist Van Cliburn and
Van Kampen, 14001 Quincy St., dress with a matching jacket
Thorsen
were
dinner
guests
of is the former Marsha Kaper.
were; Mr. and Mrs. Jan Flores
W. Clement Stone, both of nesday morning. Guests were and Ross Lee Schurman. son and a green cymbidium orchid
Mrs. C. Dykema returned to
and daughter of Chicago, Mr. Mrs. Aalderink’s parents, Mr.
whom are t r u s t e e s of the Mrs. James Keegstra, Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Schur- corsage while the mother of
and Mrs. Aaron Plummer, Mr. and Mrs. Alva Ash, in East her home in Muskegon Heights Academy and National Music William Bazuin, Mrs. Jerome man, 68 Country Club Rd. were the groom was attired in a blue
last Wednesday after
twoand Mrs. Charles Plummer and Saugatuck on Sunday.
Camp at Interlochen. Members Visser, Mrs. Laura Broene and married on Feb. 14 in an even brocade jacket dress with a Tuesday, Mar. 10 th# regultr
week
visit with her son’s family,
Mrs. Elsie Broene.
spring session of Clauis Zeeland
Patti of Ganges, Miss Pauline
Mr. and Richard Wade and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Dykema of the youth symphony include Circle No. 8 held a baked ing ceremony in the home of pink cymbidium orchid corsage. will meet at the First Reformed
Plummer of Saugatuck and Ray
About 100 guests were invit38 girls and 47 boys ranging in
the bride’s parents.
son, Richard Smith, left Friday and Nancy.
goods sale last Saturday at the
Church of Hamilton. Rev.
Hamlin of Douglas.
age from 12 to 18.
The Rev. Henry Zylstra offi- ed to a reception held at Bosch’s
Mrs.
George
Antoon
was
reArnoldink
Store.
Blaauw and Elder Earl Mulder
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Plum- for Plytheville Ark. to visit the
ciated at the double ring rites Restaurant in Zeeland. Serving
leased
from
Mary
Free
Bed
Mrs.
Casper
E
1 s e n
enterwill
attend as delegated from
mer left Monday for South parents and relatives.
performed at 7 p.m. in a set- as master and mistress of cereHospital in Grand Rapids last guest soloist was Lawrence tained with a birthdayparty for
the local church.
Carolina and then they will reting of ferns and bouquets of monies were Mr. and Mrs. Rosweek, having been hospitalized Campbell of the Hamilton Bap- her eight year old son, Wayne.
Rev. J. Blauw left Monday
turn to the west coast where
white mums and snapdragons. coe De Vries and in the gift
for several months.
tist Church.
morning
for Iowa to attend the
Games
were
played
and
rehis ship is stationed at San
Attending the couple were room were Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Mr. and Mrs. Howard VeldThe R.C.Y.F. meeting was In freshments served. Each guest
annual
meeting
of the board of
Diego, Calif. He will leave
Miss Pat Kragt and James Zeerip. Miss Glennis Lanting
hoff, Beth and Lisa of Adrian charge of the Executive Com- received a gift to take home.
Northwestern College, of which
March 20 for the Orient for six
and
Jack
Ludema
presided
at
Maat. Mrs. Zylstra served as
were visitors for several days mittee
Kay Stehower, Tim Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Groenhe is a member, representing
to nine months.
pianist and also accompanied the punch bowl.
last week in the homes of their Mitchell, Duane Joostbernsand ink and family moved into their
The Senior choir members
For a southern wedding trip classis of Zeeland.
Sheryl Van Kampen, soloist.
parents and grandparents,Mr. Linnay Rankens. They used the newly built home on Pleasant
The Women’s Missionary Soand guest of the Methodist
the
bride changed to an oyster
The bride chose for the ocand Mrs. Arthur Veldhoff and topic “What is the Stand of the Point Dr. in the Country Esciety met Wednesdayafternoon.
Church were honored with an
casion a street-lengthdress fea- white silk shift with brown acMr. and Mrs. Harven Lugten.
Christian Today?”
tates Plat.
Mrs. H. Bowman was in charge
appreciation dinner given by the
turing a white knit bodice with cessories and a fur jacket
of the devotions and Bible study
Women’s Society of Christian The Calvinist Cadets of Har- Mrs. Comey Lugtgheid enter- The Guild for Christian Sergold and silver metallic trim. She wore the corsage from her
Mrs. A1 Van Farowe gave the
Service on Wednesday evening, derwyk Christian Reformed tained several relatives last vice of the Haven Reformed
The skirt was silk organza over wedding bouquet.
Wednesday
afternoon
at
her
Church
entertained
their
fathers
Feb. 26. There were 40 in atThe couple resides at 341 study on Mexico. Roll Call Word
taffeta. A pearl crown released
Church met Tuesday evening
home.
Attending were Mrs. Lugat
a
special
meeting
last
Thurswas “Resurrection.” Mrs. Frank
tendance.
Lincoln Ave.
using t h
program “Quiet The Graafschap Civic Club an elbow-lengthveil. She carDe Boer was hostess.
The Ganges Garden Club was day to emphasize Cadet Week. tgheid’s daughter and her four
The
bride,
a
graduate
of
West
ried a heart-shapedbouquet of
sisters and their families— Mrs. Time” which was in charge of held their annual banquet last
Wednesday, Mar. 11, Is the
entertained in the home of Mrs. The week had been set aside
Ottawa
High
School,
is
emred
and
white
carnations.
The
Lawrence
Sal of Hamilton, Mrs. Mrs. Donald Wassink, Mrs. Al- Wednesday evening at Van
annual
Day of prayer for crops
by
the
Christian
Reformed
Kenneth Parent Friday afterRaaltes Restaurant in Zeeland. bride was given in marriage ployed by Thrifty Acres. The and industry and Rev. Blauw’s
Dora
Kooiker
and
Mrs.
Lizzie
Church
to
stress
the
importance
noon with a 1 o'clock lunch of
groom is a graduate of Detroit
lan Calahan, Mrs. John Brink, The after dinner program was by her father.
Kulte and daughter of Holland,
sandwiches, coffee and cookies. of working with youth.
Miss Kragt’s street-length Barber College and is employ- subject will be “Our Faithful
arranged
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jr.,
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Sal.
Mrs. H. Kirk Burd, the presi- The meeting was opened by Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Folkert Hostesseswere Mrs. Jarvis Howard Busscher and Mr. and dress of red wool was comple- ed at Squire'sBarber Shop in Lord.”
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Berens
dent, presided at the business William De Vries, a counselor, of Hudsonville;and Mrs. Willimented by a red veil hat and Fennville.
who explained the merit badge am Vander Ploeg of Hamilton. Brink, Mrs. Roger DeVries, Mrs. Russel Goeman. Group
were visitorswith Mr. and Mrs.
The
groom’s
parents
ensession.
she carried red and white carKaren Nyboer, daughter of Mrs. Fred Billett, and Mrs. Ju- singing was led by Mr. BusMrs. Gertrude Walker and program and the importance of
nations on a white satin heart- tertained at a rehearsaldinner Maynard Van Noord and family
scher
with
Mrs.
Julius
Slager
lius
Eding.
Bible
study
was
in
Mr.
and
Mrs. Harris Nyboer,
cooperation
from
the
parents.
in Jamestown after the Sunday
Mrs. Burd representedthe club
at the Eten house.
shaped pillow.
expects to return to school on charge of Mrs. Richard Brower, as accompanist. A song, the
evening
worship service.
He
introduced
Craig
Witteat the meeting of the Fennville
Mrs. Floyd Kaper, and Mrs. words of which were written by
Guest soloist in the Sunday
Women’s Club in Fennville veen, a cadet, who led the boys a part-time basis, following sev- Bernard Voorhorst.
Man Who Almost Went to Heav- evening service was Dan Gilbert
Mrs. G. Rientjes, was sung by
eral weeks’ illnesswith hepatiWednesday afternoon,Feb. 26. in their opening ceremony.
the
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Rientjes.
en.” Special music in the mornat
Haven
Church.
of the Bethel Reformed Church
The Friday afternoon program Dale Reimink presented merit tus.
ing was presented to the congreMrs.
John
Veldhoff
is recup- Two readings were given by
The
Rev.
Ralph
Ten
Clay
was
of Holland.
was given by Mrs. J. Serene badges to the following:Jim
gation by Mrs. Swainson and
in charge of the services at the erating at her home following Jerry Arens and the speaker for
Rev. Blaauw will fill a classiChase, the topic being, “Flow- Boes, missions, savings; Bob
son Allen. Rick Swainston playher
discharge
from
Holland
the
evening
was
Len
Ver
Schure
Bouwman,
braiding;
Jack
De
Hamilton
Reformed
Church
on
cal
appointment in the Haven
er Poems.” The meeting closed
ed a solo on his accordion. Speof the Holland Police DepartSunday.
His
topics were “Pray- Hospital last week.
Boer,
missions,
savings,
knot
u;"
Reformed
church of Hamilton
with the “Gardners Prayer.”
Randy Haverdink, son of Mr. ment. Mrs. Herman Plaggemars
Due to the illness of Mrs. cial music in the evening was next Sunday. Dr. R. Oudersluys
Ganges Home Club will meet ing and Bible study; Stu Jalv- er Goals” and “The Mysteries and Mrs. Ronald Haverdink, is
Owen Wakeman, her father-in- by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bos of the of Holland will be in charg# of
became a club member.
Friday afternoonwith Mrs. Or- ing, hiking, gardening; Mark of Providence.”In the morning
in
the
Holland
Hospital
for
treatlaw, Miner Wakeman was re- Rose Park Baptist Church in the services here.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Langejans
special music was by the Junrin Ensfield Jr. Mrs. Arrin Ens Spykerman, missions, hiking;
moved
to Allegan County Medi- Holland. They sang in both Enment.
have
returned
from
a
month’s
ior
Choir
and
in
the
evening
by
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Berens,
field Sr. will give the religious Randy Spykerman, hiking, misHarvey Jipping returned home vacationin Californiawhere cal Care Facility Hospital. On glish and Dutch.
Kathy
Ende
and
Dorothy
DubMrs. John Posma and Mrs. Joe
thoughts. Mrs. Alva Hoover will sions; Rick Venema, braiding;
last Friday from a three-week they visited Mr. and Mrs. How- Tuesday, his wife, Mrs. Anna
bink.
Tuesday at 1 p.m. the women | Huizenga called on Mr. and
be the chairman of the pro- Alan Waterway, missions.
The Junior High C. E. was in trip to California. He travelled ard Langejans of Bell Flower. Wakeman was able to be trans- of the church met at the Mrs. Don Huizenga in Grand
Others
getting
awards
were
gram.
by plane to Los Angeles where
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Mokma ferred to the same place in Al- home of Mr. and Mrs. Mar- Rapids Wednesday night, Feb.
Miss Carol Babbitt, daughter Craig Witteveen,missions, wild charge of Delores Jipping. Her
he stayed with friends and then are now residing in the village legan from the Holland Hospital vin VanDenBeldtfor an aftertopic
was
“Power-Packed
Peo26.
of Garden Babbitt, underwent animal study; Wayne Waterreturned with a group by car.
where she had been recuperat- noon of prayer. They also made
on Church St.
ple.”
way,
hiking;
Ricky
Decker,
hikThose who helped Mr. and
an emergency appendectomy in
Three young people of the loMiss Ruth Mokma and Miss ing for the past three weeks plans to start a visitation pro- Mrs. Pearl Bohl celebrat# their
The
Senior
C.
E.
was
In
ing;
Boo
Keizer,
braiding;
JerSouth Haven Hospital a week
cal Christian Reformed Church Marla Langejans plan to take from her recent illness.
gram. Prayer meeting and Bible 45th wedding anniveraary Sunry Lengkeek, hiking; Jim Ny- charge of Shirley Jipping and
ago Sunday.
Mrs. Justin Jurries visited her study will be held at the home day afternoon were, Mr. and
Mark
Johnson.
They
led on the expect to participatein the part in the SWIM program this
enhuis,
hiking;
Steve
Reimink,
Jerry Foote, son of Mr. and
SWIM Mission project of the summer.
sister, Mrs. John Steenwyk and of Mr. and Mrs. Robert BradMrs. Delbert Steigenga of HolMrs. La Verne Foote arrived in missions; Bruce Van Doomik, topic “What Makes a Good MoChristian Reformed denominachildren, last Wednesday after- ford in Overisel tonight at 7:30.
Members
of
the
young
men’s
vie?”
land, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bohl
Detroit last Friday. He had re- hiking; Stan Witteveen,hiking.
The King's Daughters of the tion this summer. Joyce Van and young women’s societies of noon at their home in Overisel.
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Merle
Advancementstripes were
ceived his release from the U.S.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Kragt
Hamilton Reformed Church held Drunen will work at Northside, Graafschap Chur c h together
Smallengan and Mr. and Mrs.
Service. Mr. and Mrs. Foote ex- given to Stu Jalving, Mark SpyPaterson, N. J.; David Berg- with the Overisel and Hamilton and children were supper guests
kerman, Randy Spykerman and a work meeting Monday evening
Reub Bohl, Mr. and Mrs. Corpect to reside in Detroit.
man will be at Madison Ave., societies last Monday evening last Friday evening in Byron
at
the
home
of
Shirley
Jipping.
neal Spoelman of South Blendon
Miss Karen Margot, daughter Craig Witteveen.These stripes
Ladies Mission and Aid SoThe Women’s Church League Paterson, N. J.; Judy Smit will was a guest of the East Sauga- Center at the home of Mr. and
were also present.
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mar- indicate the completion of rework in a similar program in tuck Christian Reformed Church Mrs. Arthur Kragt and family. ciety will have their annual
of
the
Hamilton
quirements
for
rank
of
PathMrs. Harvey Palmbos from
got of Ganges, has been elected
Mr. and Mrs. Clare Rutgers meeting next week Thursday afgroup.
Church met on Tuesday evening Chula Vista, Calif.
finder
in
the
Cadet
Corp.
Hudsonville
was a visitor with
representative to Residence
visited her uncle and aunt, Mr. ternoon, March 12, at 2 p.m. in
The church pastor, the Rev. and the Women’s MissionarySoMrs.
Reuben
Bohl Wednesday
Halls Association for Ernest
and Mrs. George Barber, last the church basement. Harold afternoon.
Burnham ResidenceHall at Richard Venema, was introduc- ciety will meet on Thursday afBrown, student at Western SeTuesday evening.
Relatives in this community
Western Michigan University. ed. He showed colored slides of ternoon.
minary, will be speaker. Mr.
Orvin
Deters
was
elected
as
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Gates
were
notified recently of the
Miss Margot is a Junior at the New Zealand, the mission staand Mrs. Brown spent last sumlast Friday evening visited in
tion where Rev. Venema served deacon in the Hamilton Reformaccidental death of John DenUniversity.
mer on the Indian Mission
Martin at the home of Mr. and
ed Church at a recent congrenis Vereeke of Decatur. He was
The Women’s Society of before coming to Hardewyk.
field in Mescalero, N. M. All
gational meeting.
Mrs.
Ward
Dean.
Lunch
was
served
to
members
Christian Service will meet
former members and friends the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Wentzel
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Jurries
It was an afternoonof sheer and the carefree days of his
Dennis Vereeke.
Tuesday, March 10. Mrs. Cleg and their fathers by the club
are also invited as well as the
announce the birth of a daugh- enjoyment for members of the youth. In the third movement, and family visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Sam Hoekstra and Mr.
Beilfuss and Mrs. Fred Thorsen counselors.
men and women of the church.
ter, Brenda Jean, on Feb. 23.
Woman’s Literary Club Tues- Largo sostenuto, he portray- Norman Jurries and son, Dale,
and Mrs. Frank De Boer Jr.
will be the hostesses. Mrs. OrThe Rev. Allen Aardsma’s spent Saturday evening with Mr.
Miss Gladys Bultman and day when the Western Michi- ed his idyllic love for a girl in Hamilton last Monday everin Ensfield Jr. will give the Shower Compliments
morning sermon topic was “The and Mrs. Brinks in Zeeland.
Mary
Rigterink, daughter of gan String Quartet played who later became his wife. In ning.
program.
Miss Peggy Coster
Mr. and Mrs. Gilmer Rigterink, chamber music of Haydin, Ros- the fourth movement, Vivace,
Mrs. John A. Jacobs was in Holy Ghost’’ and in the evening
Mr. and Mrs. John Vander
Mrs. Bernice Knox was a paare both patients at St. Mary's sini and Smetana.
^Smetana rejoices in the recogni- Hamilton visiting Mrs. Warren was “True Believers.”Special Kooy of Jamestown and Mr.
tient at Douglas Community
Miss Peggy Coster was guest
Hospital in Rochester,Minn.
Julius Stulberg and Olive tion given Bohemian National Swainston last Friday afternoon. music at the evening service and Mrs. Harvey Palmbos and
Hospital for several days.
of honor at a miscellaneous About 90 members of the
Parkes,
violinists, Joseph Work, music and then a sudden high That evening Mr. Jacobs and was furnished by Mrs. James Jim spent Sunday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. George Lynge shower given last Wednesday
De Jonge and Mrs. Lloyd Ve- Mr. and Mrs. Frank D# Boer
of Chicago spent the weekend evening at the home of Mrs. Art ninth grade at Hamilton High violist and Herbert Butler, cel- E indicatedthe noise in the daughter Beverly, and sons,
reeke from South Blendon. They
Paul
and
Steven,
also
were
supSchool attended a class party list have definitely played to- composer’s ears just before he
Jr.
at their place here on US-31.
Rummler in Grand Haven.
sang “Each Step of the Way”
per
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Warlast
Saturday
evening.
The
stugether
for
a
long
time
and
each
became deaf.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence De
The Senior High Methodist Hostesses were the brideand “The Pearly White City.” Vries were supper guests at th#
The three works played by the ren Swainston and sons.
Youth Fellowship met at the elect’s aunts, Mrs. Rummler, dents enjoyed an evening of one complemented the other arHarold French and mother, Miss Nancy Wabeke and Miss home of Mr. and Mrs. Ted De
Ganges church Sunday at 1:30 Mrs. Gerald Vanderbeek, Mrs. bowling at the Holland Bowling tists. They were assisted in quartet were all written for four
Lanes, after which they return- the Rossini number by Lambert instrumentsto play together in Mrs. Roscoe French. Sr. of Way- Elaine Tei Haar will be host- Vries, Larry and Diane in Hudp m. to go to Shelbyvillefor
Bernie Coster, Mrs. Eibert Van ed to the school for refreshKroon, bassist.
an intimate circle. The rather land visited her daughter,Mrs. esses for the King’s Daughters sonville Sunday, Mr. and Mrs.
the sub-districtrally.
K a m p e n and Mrs. Martin ments and to play volley ball
Opening
the
program
with
small audience of 100 could Gerald Wesseling, and son Bry- which meets at 7:30 p.m. on Lee De Vries and Janice of
Ed Stream has returned home Brown.
from Blue Island 111., where Bride bingo was played and a and basketball. Linda DeZwaan four movements of Haydn’s have gathered about the artists, an Scott on Thursday afternoon Monday in the church basement. Grand Rapids were also there
The Junior C. E. will have a in honor of Ted’s and Lee’s
he visited his daughter and two course lunch was served. was crowned “snow queen” by “Quartett No. 13, Opus 3, No. who deserved a bigger attend- last week.
Little
Sandy
Coffey,
daughter
skating
party next Monday eve- birthdays.
Lloyd
Schrotenboer,
vice-presi1,”
the
auartet
deftly
interpretance.
But
the
members
who
family Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Attendingwere the Mesdames dent of the class. Linda was also
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alvin
Coffey ning. March 9.
ed
Hayain
in
Allegro
molto,
were
there
will
have
an
afterMr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman
Seyl.
Winnie McCormick, William
the
Sewing Guild will meet at 1:30 and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred BowMr. and Mrs. Clovis Dornan Topp Sr., Walter Coster Jr., presented a $5 gift certificate. Menuetto, Andantino grazioso noon long to be remembered. is convalescing
p.m. on Thursday. Each mem- man, Laurie and Mark, were
and daughter, Joyce, were Nelson Ryzenga, Roger Ryzen- The class sponsors are David and Presto. The superb quartet, Perhaps when the next season mumps.
Harvey
Loedeman
of Zeeland, ber is asked to respond to roll supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
of
which
Haydin
was
unquestionLamaris
and
Mrs.
Barbara
programs
are
planned,
the
quarguests of Dr. and Mrs. M. E. ga, Wallace Ryzenga, Lee Rumably the master, was played in- tet might be selectedfor one former Diamond Springs resi- call with something pertaining Gerben Kuyers, Bonnie, MarcU
Galbreathand Mr. and Mrs. mler, Art Rummler Jr., Lowell Drew.
timately
and smoothly by the of the afternoonteas, which dent, was taken by ambulance to Lent. The lesson will be on and Kristi on Saturday in honor
LuAnn
Van
Dyke,
daughter
of
Walter Raymond in Kalamazoo Rummler, Terry Coster, Glen
Mr.
and
Mrs.
LaVern
Van
Dyke,
faculty
artists
from Western always insures a fine audience. last Tuesday from Butterworth “Lent.” Mrs. George Rater ink of the birthdays of Harry and
recently.
Windemuller, Gerald Vandercelebrated
her
seventh
birthday
Michigan
University.
In the election of officers by Hospital in Grand Rapids to the will be the hostess.
Laurie.
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Ensfield beek Jr., the Misses Marylynn
Willing Workers meet at 8
In the “Sonara for Two Vio- ballot, three new directors Veterans Hospital in Ann Arbor.
and son spent the weekend with Coster, Janice Ryzenga and with a party at her home. Mrs.
Van Dyke was assisted by her lins,’ Cello and Contrabasso,”were named, Miss Ruth Kep- Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bleek- p.m. on Thursday. Mrs. Alvin
her parents Mr. and Mrs. LesJacquelynnBrown, the bride- mother, Mrs. Elmer Roelofs. In- Mrs. Parkes, Mr. Stulberg and pel, Mrs. Russell Klaasen and er and little daughter. Kenda Hop and Mrs. Peter Petroelje Mrs. Eliza LaFleur, 65,
ter Strickler and other relatives
elect and the hostesses.
Succumbs in Fruitport,
Linn, of Burnips visitedMr. and will be hostesses.
vited guests were Kathy Aal- Mr. Butler were assisted by Miss Lavina Cappon.
in Lansing. Mrs. Orrin Ensfield
Unable to attend were the derink, Nancy Dykema, Beth Lambert Kroon, bassist. Ros- Officers continuinginclude Mrs. George Barber last MonSPRING LAKE - Mrs Eliza
Prayer
Day
services
for crops
Sr. visited her son and wife, Mesdames Ray Vander Meulen,
LaFleur,
65. of 6304 Wilson Rd.,
day
evening.
and
industry
will
be
held
in
Eding,
Sandra
Kalmink,
Sansini,
best
known
for
his
operaMrs.
Kenneth
Kooiker,
presiMr. and Mrs. Wilbur Ensfield, Gordon Veurink, Fred Ter Vree,
Church VrieslandReformed Church Fruitport, died early Friday
dra Klein, Joan Lohman, Patti tic works, wrote this piece of dent; Mrs. Jerome Counihan, the Hamilton Baptist
PI
in Kalamazoo for the weekend.
Edwin Van Kampen and Miss Lubbers,Corla Poll, Candy Sale, chamber music in
spirit first vice president; Mrs. S. has started a March to Sunday Wednesday evening at 8 on at her home. She had been
Mr. and Mrs. Keith DeZwaan
Phyllis Van Kampen.
a resident of Fruitport since
Cindy
Serie,
Jo-Lynn
Stratton,
of
relief.
The
quartet
played
Walter Kuipers, second vice School in March campaign. 1 March 11.
of South Haven visited his par1928.
Goal
is
to
reach
80
in
Sunday
There
will
be
a
Temple
Time
president;
Mrs.
Leo
Salisbury,
Charla
Ten
Clay,
and
LuAnn
the
Allegro,
Andante
and
Moents, Mr. and Mrs. Julius De
She is survived bv the husVan Liere.
derate movements and receiv- recordingsecretary;Mrs. Wen- School during the month of Rally next week Sunday eveZwaan in Ganges, and her par- Two Cars Damaged
ning, March 8, at the First Re- band, Warren
one
dell Miles, corresponding secTwo cars were damaged in a
The servicesat Haven Re- ed deserved applause.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Next
Sunday,
March
8,
special
formed
Church
in
Hudsonville
retary
and
Mrs.
John
H.
Van
daughter,
Mrs.
Andv
(Loretta)
formed
Church
on
Sunday
were
In
the
concluding
number,
collision
Monday
at
Eighth
St.
Ash in Douglas on Sunday.
music will be brought to the at 9.
Maggor of Long Island, N.Y.;
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Busscher and Lincoln Ave. Drivers were in charge of a student from “String Quaret From ‘My Life,’ Dyke, treasurer.
Mr, and Mrs. Jacob Morren two grandchildren;two brothand son Michael of Hamilton Lawrence R. Hyma. 36, of 325ft Western Seminary. The special “the first of two masterpieces Included on the ballot was congregation by a group
were Wednesday visitorsof Mr. Lincoln Ave.. and Jack De Roo, music at the morning service composed by Smetana, he de- a program evaluation section young girls, all granddaughters , and Elizabeth were supper ers, Clifford Allen of Grand
22, of 567 Central Ave. Both was by Mrs. Robert Nyhoff, scribed the course of his own for members to indicatepre- of Mr. and Mrs. John F. Van- guests at the home of Mr. and Rapid* and Gilbert Alien of
and Mrs. William Broadway.
DenBeldt of
Mrs. Art Bos on Saturday eve- Hazelton, Pa.; two siston, Mri.
Mrs. R.Z. Balles and Mrs. were headed west on Eighth St. Mrs. Bert Brink, Mrs. James life. In the first two move- ferences.
Pastor Dale Visscher’s sermon ning Also present were Mr. and Lillian Ross of Liverpool,NY,
Martin Meldrum were among The rear end of the Hyma car Hoover, and Mrs. Ernest Hey- ments, Allegro vivo appassion- The March 17 program will
the guests of Mrs. Harry Litts and the front end of the De Roo boer of the Hamilton Reformed ato and moderate a la polka, be “Women of Holland Today,” last Sunday was “Devotion” In ! Mrs. Comeil Zeerip who are and Mrs.
th# evening the topio was “The 1 staying there.
Kalamazoo.
Church, la th# evening, the Smetana showed his k>v# of art a public affairs program.
ftl bar home in Casco Thursday oar war# damaged.
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CHAMBER BREAKFAST-lu.S.Rep.

shifted from the 5th district to the 4th
district. Shown with Hutchinson ore the
Rev. Hilding Kilgren who gave the invoca-

Edward
Hutchinson addressedabout 60 members of
the Holland Chamber of Commerce at a
legislative breakfast

Warm

Monday

and Roscoe Giles, executive vice president of the Chamber.

in Hotel

tion

Friend. It was his first meeting with

the Holland group since Ottawa county was

(Penna-Sas photo)
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Hutchinson

of

Dunes

Mr. and Mrs. John

The
are Mrs.

Scene of Rites

Gerald (Agnes)
Brower. Mrs. Preston (Almina)
Cook, Mrs. Leon (Eunice) Rigterink, Mrs. Russell (Joyce)

Attends Meet
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Hulst Jr.,

They

also

and Donald Hulst.
have 19 grandchil-

dren and three great grandchildren.
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Holland Teachers Plan

Afternoonspeaker will be Dr.
| Lloyd Averill. vice president
Kalamazoo College. His subject

|N»

|

will be “The Teacher: Interpreter or Shaper of Culture.”
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Installation

Business

• REFINISHING
• BODY WORK

HAMILTON
Mfg. & SUPPLY Co.
EX 6*4693

R.E.

BARBER, INC.
159 RIVER AVE.

— HOLLAND

Rewinding

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

SMS
wiw aura

I

and

&

PHONE

EX 2-3195

Distributorsfor

—

BUILDER

HOLLAND
READY

38 W. 34th

St. Ph.

135

EX 2-9051

HOWARD

AVI.

FENDT'S
Auto Service

Sorvlco

AU Makoo

NOW

ft JACOBSEN
BRIGGS-

A

STRATTON
WISCONSIN

AUTOMATIC

Bi PREPARED J

ft CLINTON

CUSHMAN
TECUMSEH LAWSON
ft

Div. of W.S.A. Inc.
Specialist in

ft

TRANSMISSIONS
SERVICE & REPAIR

W*

Urn htitttlihit
Sal*) larrtot
41 Trr#i

'

LAMB, INC.

Prompt. Guarantaad Servic*

Rebuilt and Used

"AulomoliveReplacementParts"

NI^S

PHONE

EX 4-8983

LAWN MOWER
and ENGINE PARTS

ft

ROOFING

No Job Too Largo or Too Small

EX 4-4000

For

SIDING

Commercial — Residential

Cracker-Wheeler Motors
Gates V-Belts
Sheaves

PHONE

HOME

ALUMINUM

• REMODELING
• STORE FRONTS
• CEMENT WORK

Service

WAGNER MOTORS

73*?

school campus for teachers of College. Albert Timmer of
* man. Mrs Adrian Buys and Dr
public, Christian and Catholic College, Norman Russell of George Hoebeke of Muskegon Her second group of three 'Sidney Tiesenga.
schools and
College. Western Michigan University, aad
Vannette of numbers by Richard Strauss At the closing dinner in April,
Schools will be c osed that day. Joan Pyle of Hope College. « '‘mington, Del ; two brothers. were sung*in German. A love Mrs. Mary Jo Borreson, will
The general theme
the Proctor Maynard of Muskegon 1
aJnt'Ue a.,Id1 song. Du Meines Herzens Krone- speak about “Washington Permoming will be “The Role of and Eugene Scholten who is Vannette Jr . both of Holland. iein Allerseelen. maidens sonalities."
the Holland Teacher in a So- public school
—
—

Hope

Water Is Our

Repairing

ON POWER EQUIPMENT

j

IS

Quality Workmanship

• BUMPING

and

Ball & Sleeve Bearings

__

J

BUMP SHOP

irrigation,industrialsupplies.

HAROLD
LANGEJANS

of

ed by a concert of music pre- Day and Zueignung (Devotion)
General afternoontheme is CHARLOTTE
A former senled by Miss Joyce Morrison were executed effortlesslyand
“Changes in Our Local Culture Holland resident was one of soprano in the Commons of powerfully.
I and Implications for the Teach- two persons killed Saturday Western Theological Seminary In the contemporary numbers
1 er." Discussion groups will fol- in a head-on collision of two Monday
by Ernest Chausson and Oliver
low themes of the school of to- , cars on the US-27 bypass
In a program which ranged Messiaen, Miss Morrison pro1 morrow, modern mathematicsVictims were Miss Ann G
from traditional Bach to sev- jected the moods of “Le Temps
on elementarylevel, science Vannette. 44. of Chicago and eral contemporary composers, des Lilas" and “Pourquoi?”
and math on secondary level, David Kleinfelt.23. Olivet
Miss Morrison's talent and with grace and charm,
art ideals phonics and reading, Miss Vannette. daughter of musicianship were evident as Four songs in English conlarger college enrol ments, the Mr. and Mrs Jack Vannette well as her warm and varied eluded the program: “Serenschool s responsibility
em- ai.
Sr ()f
a car
car 'nterPri-‘lal'ons. for
....
01 llo,|andi
tionana.was
was in
in a
Dr. Anthony ade by Paul Nordoff; the
ployment bound students, phys- dnven j)V john Rvpak 49 Mj(j. Kooiker's accompaniments were haunting“Night Mist” by John
ical education,the impact of |and vvho was takgn j0
masterful and sympathetic and Klein; “Sweet Music,” Karol
, the 60s on social studies, emo- Green-Beach Hosninl in Chir- al^ded muc^
charming Kathaus
Rothoi.c and
ana a
„ lullaby,
i..iuu
“When
i tional maturity,
lotte in fair conditionTwo nth Pr°8ram- Both Miss Morrison Sweet Ann Sings.’’ Michael
Consultantsfor these groups ,KM-SOns
Kleinfelt , -ir and Dr Kooiker are members Head.
'will be William Dempsey,
nd of the ^ulty of the Hope Col- Mrs. William Winter presided
I rector of audio-video develop- H
k
lege music department.
and presented the artists in
Iment at Grand Valley College; ^an
both of For her opening
numbers place of Dr. Winter, club presi?
-r ...... e. ------John \uls
Puls of
of c’a,v,n
Calvin Co**
Col- m;,.
,l: ' v.nnPttP
______ mnrk- no* Miss
Miss Morrison
Morrison chose
chose arias
arias from
Calvin Vander Werf Prof.
rof- Jahn
from dent, who was professionallyder ----, , y’ff “r Harry Frissel and emXed ?n P '
a t a The Passion Aa'ordin8 t0 »• tain(,d Mrs Winter announced

^

Pumps, motors, sales, service
repairs. Lawn and Form

and

WASHINGTON

guests were pleased and delight- her departed lover on All Souls

r

WELL DRILLING

ELECTRIC MOTOR
SERVICE

Hope Faculty Members
MlCcVnnnnffA Entertain Century Club
of,"^*"^^ " Ullllwllw

Institute Here Friday

7

Frank

PEERBOLT

^

.

-

Other pairs placing were Mrs.
Fleischer, Mrs. Donald
amazoo Central, Muskegon,
Reek and Mrs. Ivan Wheaton
Muskegon Mona Shores, Mus- and Mrs. William Wood, second;
kegon Heights, Albion, Grand
Mrs. H. G. De Vries, Mrs. Leon
Rapids Godwin, Jackson, KalaKleis and Mrs. Clete Merillat
mazoo Loy Norrix and Sturgis. and Mrs. Thomas Turner, third;
In state debates this season, Mrs. Hulda Bequette, Mrs.
Holland Christian has won six Harold Niles and Mrs. Edgar
out of eight while winning Gallmeier and Mrs. Fredrick
three out of eight in the ChrisRichardson,fourth.
tian school league. Counting The master point awards are
tournamentdebates, Christian sanctioned by the American
has an overall record of 14 Contract Bridge League and are
wins and eight losses.
equivalentto the points which
Members of the Holland may be won in national dupliChristian debate club from cate bridge tournaments.Local
which Greydanus draws his area bridge enthusiasts are welteams are Dale Dieleman, Bill come to attend club games.
tian, Marshall, Grandville, Kal-
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Given by Bridge Club

carnations.
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Master Point Winners

Master point game winners
at the Women’s Bridge Club
district tournament qualifiersin Christianare East Lansing,
which met at the Hotel Warm
this region.
Lansing Eastern, Lansing SexFriend Friday were Mrs.
The local debaters qualified ton, Coopersville,Hudsonville Marion Renner, Mrs. C. M.
for theregionals by winning Unity Christian, Ravenna, Bat- Stewart and Mrs. John Husted
five out of six debates in the tle Creek Central, East Grand and Mrs. Gilbert Moeller.
district tournament conducted Rapids, Grand Rapids ChrisUniversity, Kelimazoo, for all Michigan regional

....

^

Tourney

Holland
High tive team is made up flf Jean
School’s debate squads are pre- Hart and Lee Koning, while the
paring this week for the state affirmative squad is composed

made

^TbsTorfederll

Voetberg,Tom Selles, Dave
Plaggemars, John Brink, David
Vander Meulen, Jayne Tien,
Mary Bomers, Diane Stephenson, Marilyn Gunther, Diane
Kiekintveldt and Sally Boylon.

Christian Debaters Plan

Accompanied by the organist.
Harris, Mrs. Bernard
working closely with Ford and he believes nobody should be de- Schermer, sister of the groom,
both have been serving Ottawa nied
bed to
in or ioou
food sang "Because,” “Through the Rigid recruiting rules for Big and we have to depend on mo- by Hope College two weeks ago.
meu a ueu
iu sleep m
Any school winning four out of
to eat because of color, but he , Years,” and “The Lord’s Pray- 1 Ten athletes were outlined by vies, friends and alumni.”
In the November election,Ot- questionsthe interestate com- er.” Mr. Harris also played ap- Burt Smith of Michigan State
He felt Michigan high school six debates in the 11-school distawa county will vote for a 4th merce laws as applying to such propriate organ music.
University Thursday night at the football “didn’t have to take a trict tourney became eligibleto
district congressman. Included businesses.
Given in marriage by her bro- annual Elks Club father-son back seat to any other state.” compete in the “sudden death”
in the 4th district are Ottawa,
On cutting expenditures,
ther, Philip Regelin, the bride banquet attended by 112 persons This was best witnessed, Smith regionals.
Allegan, Barry, Van Buren, believescuts should be forth- wore a floor-length gown of in the Elks lodge.
Coach Sam Greydanus of the
reported, by college scouts from
Berrien and Cass counties. Pre- ! right on all sections of the bud- white satin. A crown of white
Smith, administrativeassist- all of the conferences, the East, Holland Christian squads said
viously the 5th districtconsist get. Any other way of picking rosebuds held her veil. She car- ant to MSU head footballcoach Notre Dame, Pittsburgh, Texas, that a drawing is
ed of Ottawa and Kent counties. and choosing leads to political ried a white Bible decorated Duffy Daugherty and Spartan the Big Eight and the South.
one hour before the debate to
Hutchinson pointed out Allegan squabbles.Everybody is in fa- with red roses and white carna- freshman coach, revealed how
Smith said he “felt closer to determine whether a school is
county had been a part of the vor of cuts for everythingbut tions.
MSU is limited to 30 tenders or the 1963 MSU team and was to debate the negative or af5th district until
; what he is interested in.
proudest of that team’” than firmativeside of the question,
The bride chose as her maid grant-in-aid scholarships.
In his initial presentation, On Cuba, he feels it increas- of honor and only attendant, Consideredin the selection of any of the others he was asso- Resolved: that the Federal
Hutchinsoncommented on Pres- ingly hard to do anything as
Miss Suzanne Merryman,sister an athlete, Smith said, is his ciated with since arriving at government should provide necident Johnson's tax cut and said time goes on. Somebody must
essary medical care for all citof the groom. Her street-length rank in the high school class MSU in 1954.
frugality in governmentis a stand up to the Cubans, and
“They had great desire, good izens.
dress was of red brocade with and his college board scores.
wonderful asset, but few peo- i there is no better time than tho ,IimcnuiK
wim wnirn
The Holland Christiannegamatching oversKir,
overskirt, with which He noted 78 per cent of MSU’s speed, wanted to play and were
in coachable,” he said. He said
vv/Ai' u vi tj ii aiiu via auu current
---- ---- —freshman
---------class
----- was
”
7
Water "T'and we she wore a crown and veil and
7,5U0
jobs for federal employes violated an agreement
other accessories to match. She the upper quarter of their re “We’re going with sophomores
totaling $30 million amounts to let her get away with it. This
this year and we’re going back
carried a bouquet of red roses | spectivehigh school classes,
only .3 per cent of the $11 ^ bil- does not enhance our respect
and white
j Explainingthe tenders, Smith to the multiple type offense.”
lion tax cut. Besides, he added. | throughoutthe world.
The Spartans used the multiRonald Hart served as best ! s?,id ,thf "ew Bi8 Ten rule in
Johnson’sproposed $97.9 billion On selling TVA to private powple type offense in the midman
and
Randall
Brown
and
e
ec
year
allows
30
a
hllHcrpt ic nnlv O half killinn Incc At* AA«v«
~
budget is on'y a haR billion less er companies, this should be nff
.IT I year but if an athlete is “lost '50s after first introducing unthan Kennedy s proposed budget done in theory but cannot be K(Xlnfc.v KL8e|in sened as usnanother name can't be substi- der former coach Biggie Munn.
a year ago, and this budget was done on
practical basis,
tuted.
“This type of offense is best
The bride's mother wore a
shaved about $6
Hutchinsonbelieves in the philfor the type of material we
“Austerity and frugalityin osophy and principle that gov- two-piecewhite brocade dress L.^5 an.exa0®Pue’ 5a*d have,” Smith said. He noted
to^en(lers
government funds are always ernment should not be in any with black accessories and the .,1!
MSU had a “good freshman
groom's
mother
wore
a
year4but
lose four t**31156
Dooular with the voter but few business hut i) is nnt in ihn i
8room
s
mother
wore
blue
V
.
nt dropout
Hrnnnnt or
nr injury,
ininrirurn
non on- team last fall.”
’
, Business, nut t is not in the . ..
.
of
we can
recogmze that the new budget cards to make
great!- mi • win DacK aSc.esf)r: iv sien 26 next vear because Smith lauded Jim De Neff,
is $22 billionmore than Eisenles- The,r corsagesconsisted of ?
nex^ year Derau.,e
Holland High halfbackand winwhite
red chen.
names
Medicare
he
said
white carnations
carnations and
and red
names have originally
bower’s estimatedbudget in!
.........
.
medicare,
he
said fho
the jjje
been listed and are carried on ner of the Elks most valuable
1962,” Hutchinson said.
King-Andersonbill at present is
player award, “as one of the
The bouquets and
*s de‘
"When we reduce revenues ! in committee and there are not
^Sned^o limit the number ~of finest football players in the
SHEET METAL CO.
of Sister.Mrs 8Rprnar(t Srhprmpr i fo«tbaU P1^1'5 “> “hool On state. He expressed his hopes
tc De Neff, who attended the
banquet, that he would attend
MSU. Films of highlights of the
ftOUN
1963 MSU season were shown.
Holland High football coach
of economics will not work. We the Chamber’s legislativecom- as^aste[,and mistress of cereAfter his talk SmUh Jim Jebb spoke on the 1964 Holmust live within a balanced mittee, presided and announced E?cS'u i
WereDthe eft Ho land for Chicaw for a land schedule. Paul Formolo,
Elks exalted ruler, presided and
Del
Van Tongeren was banquet
and
duction of government debt ^1 f ‘r
m MaJ' on current statc Regelin. Sandra Peck and Mf. ; off.cmls on some more spec, Res
chairman.
Ray Vande Vusse
feel this is a true basis for ecd leg'slat,on.Hutchinson was in- and Mrs. Harold Merryman. ! concerningthe new tender rule,
AIR CONDITIONING
Mr. and Mrs. Merryman are Smith pointed the difficulty gave the invocationand Van
nomic expansion and is really troduced by Dr. Jerry
Tongeren distributedgifts to the
at
home
at
406
'2
Elliott
St..
1
in
selecting
the
30
boys
to
reneeded to make things boom. ! a neighborin Fennville.
youngsters. The dinner was ser19 C. 8th
Ph. EX 2-9728
Grand Haven.
ceive tenders.”We can't have ved and prepared by the EmShowers for the bride were
j • .u c
blem Club.
given by her sisters. Kathy and ,ryoUtS llke lhey do ln ,he South
Carrie Regelin. and the bridegroom s grandmother, Mrs. J.
INC.
F. Merryman, Grand Rapids.
trict Rep. Jerry Ford until the ness under interstatecommerce,
end of the year, but he has been he believes. On moral grounds,

(Sentinelphoto)

regional tournaments to be held of Bill Vanden Bosch and Bob
March 12 at Western Michigan Pott. Competing in the Western

Assistant

Speaks

(seated center) coach of the Holland Christian
Debate club, is shown here with his debating
teams who are preparing for the state regional
tournamentsto be held March 12 at Western

Hessler, Stanley Hulst, John

—

.

Michigan University in Kalamazoo Standing
(left to right* are Bob Pott and Bilk Vanden
Bosch, affirmativeteam Seated with Greydanus
are Jean Hart and Lee Koning, negative team.

CHRISTIAN DEBATERS - Samuel Greydanus,

Hulst

((UVrUa Studio)
Hulsts’ seven children

Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hulst
of 18 West 17th St., will celeMiss Vicki R a e Regelin, brate their 50th wedding annidaughter of Mrs. Ann Regelin. versary on Thursday, March 5.
They plan an evening together
Spring Lake, and Bruce L. Merwith their children on Saturryman, son of Mr. and Mrs. day, March 7.
A variety of questions on the I Confidence in the dollar Is the
Francis W. Merryman.route 2.
Mrs. Hulst is the former Jenfederal level highlighteda best thing we could have.”
West
Olive,
were
united
in
marj nie Walters, daughter of the
Chamber of Commerce ‘‘Break- ' Hutchinson appeared at his
riage Feb. 14 in the Methodist late Mr. and Mrs. Steven Walfast with Ed”
in best in answering questions.
Hotel Warm -----Friend at which
....
On the civil rights bill, he op- Church of the Dunes, Grand Ha- ters.
the 4th district representative, posed it because he believes the
Edward Hutchinson of Fenn- bill is unconstitutional in two
’ ..
j
ville, was introduced to local ci- sections — the public accommo- ^ andelabraand red and white
vie leaders.
dations and the employment carnal|0[lsan(l snapdragonsdecvic
The new congressman, elec- spptinn«;
sections. i.imitnH
Limited nnu,pr
power .mHpr
under orated the altar for the double
ted in 1962, said Ottawa county the constitutiondoes not extend ring ceremony,performed by
technically is served by 5th dis- to putting an inn or hotel busi- the Rev. E. William Wiltse.
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107 Eost 8th Slrccr 394-8571
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Events will get under way at Robert Strabbing and Mark Red Cross
Dr. Calvin Vander Werf. pres- 8:30 am. with music by the Vander Ark of Christian
ident of Hope College, will ad- Holland Christian High School Schools: Dr John Hollenback Assist at
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retired in 1957. Capt. Kas-
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EAVES TROUGHING

ALUMINUM

iU,

person was born in Milwaukee'

Koeman. F. and moved

to

Grand Haven

Sandy, P. Schierenga, 1920. He was a member of

Schurman, L. Van

inStitUtC Voshel'

Jong,

long

in

!

vari-

Ham/c! ous Masonic organizations,
Tim* Only survivor Is a sIsteMn-

w- Wisiwedel,A.

344 W. 16th

—

INDUSTRIAL

ProinKforc Dine nf 71
Freighters Dies at 71

-

alilhn
ir nrin,.mni f v
FpII ii.ninr'uJI^ch °i
E., Fell Junior High School, is
chairman of the planning com-

ter

:

Hollond, Mithigon

Captain of Great Lakes

\

ryj“p2r„s°roui
C

Local Culture That Affect Our
Educational Program and Our
Teaching.” Panel members will
be Mrs. Ruth Van Duren, the
Rev. J. Herbert Brink. Len Ver
Schure and John F. Donnelly.
Phnel leader will be Robert C.

Gray

Hope College; Mrs. Lorraine Several members of the local GRAND HAVEN
Capt.
Bertsch. Harold Tregloan and Red Cross Gray Ladies fur- Clarence Kasperson. 71, of 834
]hZe Wl11 Walle,r
s?lt of Public nished Music, letter writing Harbor Ave.. captain of Great
uscboo*s* Kenneth Zuverink of and shopping at the Veterans Lakes iron ore freighters many
ta k !hi‘ Counci1' Carro11 Nor* Facilities Hospital in Grand years, died Monday night at Zee-

Mo[eski of

^
rStid kphf
theJn“
?
srussmn ^H mnrnmo^
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RIVER AVE.
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ASBESTOS
INSULATED SIDINGS
Your Local Roofers
For Over 50 Years

k

J

MOOI
ROOFING
29 E. 6th St. Ph. EX 2-3826
Wa Kotp the Holland Ana Dry

EX 6

Bert Reimink's
"Dependable"

PLUMBING & HEATING

HEAVY SHEET METAL

WORK

—

St.

This

AIR CONDITIONING

—

DUCTS
HELI-ARC WILDING
EAVES TROUGHING
and GUTTERS

mqI mc(

you art deal
with an athi
Plumber wht
efficient, ra
tbit and da-

pendabia.

HOLLAND
SHEET METAL CO.
PHONE

EX 2-3394

82 EAST 8TH

ST.

COMPLETE PLUMBING
and HEATING SERVICE
Residential- Commercial
304 Lincoln Phh. EX 2-9647

